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Death of an Old
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HO, FOR BLUE WATER.

commodious and fast sailing Schooner
Yacht Maggie having bfeen refitted and put in
first class order is now ready to accommodate parties wishing to take a trip for health or pleasure.
Capt. L). N. Poor the commander being thoroughly
on tire
acquainted with all the noted resorts
coast of Maine and adjacent waters is eminently
fitted and competent to cater to the desires of any
who choose to put themselves under his care. For
terms, inquire of Capt. D. Ν. POOK,Ferry Village,
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will
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from the
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Fall.
and
ing tlie Summer
at Banabove mentioned school and from pupils
Address

FKOF. H. D. VICTOK, City
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The most delicious in

SAUCE
TABLE
flavor; appetizing in ef-

to eat
fect; and by llbeml use enab.es liyspepticsrésulte.
meats and hearty food without injurious
aprl6eod3m
For sale by all grocers.

A New Hampshire Defaulter Pardoned.
Coxcoitn, X. H., July 8—The Governor
ami Council gave a hearing this forenoon on
pardon of L. C. Doeiittle,
a petition for the
tlie defaulting ex-city clerk of Keene. At the
was granted.
close of the hearing a

pardon

S(K*i(i, and had served fifteen months of
years' sentence in the penitentiary.

a

worn

six

Citizen.

Saco, July 8.—Humphrey P. Ilendrick.
one of Saco's oldest citizens, who was years
ago widely known throughout the State as ι
carpenter and builder, died today after s
brief illness. He was 70 years
leaves a widow and live children.

old.

He

Barn Burned at Rockland.

fire is unknown.

Seriously Poisoned.
Lewiston, July 8.—James Googgin o:
Sabattis, drank a preparation of alcohol an<
pyroligneous acid in a barber shop. He was
seriously poisoned and is now in a critica
condition.
Nominations by tho Covernor.
Augusta, July 8.—The following nomi
nations have been made by Governor Kobie :
Justices of the Peace.—Messrs. H. Taylor
Tops field; W. A. Fogler, Belfast; George A1
Chapman, Fairfield: John J). Storer, Lewis
ton ; Albion L. Merrill, East Eddington ; I
C. Keeean, Van Buren ; F. A. Dicker, Nortl
port; Hiomas Cannon, Southport; Rufus II
Allen, Limerick ; Wm. II. Hilton, Damaris
cotta.
Trial Justices.—Charles Kidder, Belgrade
Joseph B. Lewis, Readfield ; Frank A. Greei
Belfast.
Notaries Public.—VV. B. Foster, Bar Hai
bor;Chas. E. Boardman, Calais; Sullivai !
Bates, Portland.
The Governor and council will meet at At
on

Kansas

the 15th.

Republican

State

Conven

tion.
Topeka, Ks., July 8.—The Republiea !
State convention re-assembled at !i o'cloc
this morning. The committee on resolutior ^
reported back a set of resolutions which ha "j
benn referred to them, recommending tl:
passage of the platsorm as originally repor
ed, and tliey were adopted without one cli: Γ
The State central eommittc
sentidg vote.

J

v\ n> iiiicn ^imocn.

Stricken With Apoplexy.
ConA.sgiii·, Mass., July !)—Charles Marsh,
of tin· firm of Jordan, Marsh & Co. of Boston, lies attne point of death at his residence
While walking on Trcon Jerusalem road.
niont street this afternoon he was stricken
at once conveyed to
was
and
with apoplexy,
his residence. His recovery is imposible.

Commodore

Chandler

Must

Keep

Quiet.
Bbooklyjt, July 8.—While taking a sail
afteron the steam launch Catalpa yesterday
overcome
noon, Commodore Chandler was
This morning he was proby the heat.
advised
nounced out of danger, but has been
to keep quiet for a few days.
Lawn

Tennis-Tournament.

tennis
New Haves, July 8.—At the lawn
of
tournament today for the championship
New England, II. W. Slocum won the first
F. G. Beach of
prize in singles, by defeating
The final double bethe Few Haven Club.
and
tween Slocum and 'l'hacher vs. Brinley
Paddock, was won by Slocum and Thacher.
A Socialist Leader Arrested.
Pjtthhuhc. July S.—Ja (nee Frick, leader
of all the Socialists and Anarchists of this
section of the country, was arrested tonight
at the instance of the postal authorities on a
charge of sending written matter enclosed in

class
newspapers through the mails as lower
The case will be
mail or printgd matter.
pushed with energy by the postal officials.

Displacement

of Coal by Natural Cas

Pittsburg.
Pittsburg, Pa., July s.—The
at

use

of

natural gas in the manufactories of this city
has done away with the consumption of
189,800 bushels of coal a day, and has thrown
about 5,000 men out of work in this region.
Boston

The following State ticket was nominated
For governor, John Λ. Martin; for lieutei
ant-governor, <fc. I*. Kiddle; for secretary c
state, E. 15. Allen: for judge of the lltli ji
dicial district, D. M. Valentine.
The

Boycotters'

Trial.

Skw York, July 8.—Judge Barrett chaii
ed the jury tonight 1n the case of Wido
I-angraf, a baker, against the boycotter
who ruined her business. He told them tin
workingmen could legitimately combine I
obtain an increase of wages, but could ni
interfere with those who chose to work f<
The nn
lower wages than they demanded.
ment they so interfered they became guill
that
as
as
of
against whic
great tyranny
The jun·, after beii
they have combined.
out an hour and live minutée, found Jgnati
Sinzek not guilty, and the other six guilty,;
charged, with a recommendation to mere
They were then sentenced to from 10 to
days imprisonment, the light sentences b
ing due to their ignorance.

tkairman.

Won In 2.20 1-4.
PiTTMti nu, l'a., July 8.—Judge Davis
heats
won the unfinished 2.21 race today, five
ucing trotted. Best time, 2.20$.

uuui-

emgrammar at least the masculine gender
braces the feminine without any violation of
the proprieties.
Speakfug, then, for the
schoolmasters and sehoolmarms of the olden
time, and especially disclaiming any allusions to the highly improved race of teachers, normal and abnormal, represented by
Institute,
the members of the American
whose sins, if they have any, must be of the
most venial character, he continued :
First. —We confess to a fondness of hobbies, and an inclination to ride them to
death, if hobbies could be killed in that
way—hobbies in great variety—the mental
and arithmetic hobby, the parsing hobby,
the diagram hobby, the elocution hobby, the
map-drawing hobby, the busy-work hobby.
Every teacher used to have at least one,
and many had a full assortment. Of course,
none of the brilliant young teachers nowaday ever indulge in a hobby, but perhaps
they may know that some of their acquaintances have had some experience of this
kind.
Second.—We confess to sins of ignorance—
not ignorance of arithmetic and grammar,
nor even of th£ 'ometries and 'ologies, but of

something

more

important still—ignorance

of the nature of the boys and girls to whom
this knowledge is to be imparted; ignorance
of their intellectual nature, of their physical
nature, of their moral nature, of their emotional nature. Verbal memory was develobservaoped at a sacrifice of the powers of took
the
Repression
tion and reckoning.
place of expansion, and fear was the motive
was
The will
power in the place of love.
looked upon as a power to be broken, not as
directed and developed. Badto be
a force
ness was considered as a positive evil to be
driven out by the rod or otherwise, not as a
negative to be replaced by a positive quantican be driven out only by
ty, as darkness
light being let in.
Third—We confess to a want of staying
power. We run well for a time, but get out
out (jf breath too soon. Lawyers and doctors and statesmen, and even soldiers, the
older they grow the more they are in demand, but the schoolmaster is "the old
man" before lie is :J0, and most probably
"ti.u nlil fnnl" lipfnrfi lie is fid. Then we require: to be wound up so often, some oi us
every year, most of us every three years, except superintendents, who run an average of
four years.
Finally, we undertake to do impossibilities, to teach the unreachable, to govern the
ungovernable, to reclaim the incorrigible ;
and we make no pretest when the teachers,
under whose superintendence a pupil up to
the age of 17 lias not spent one-sixteenth part
of his time, are held responsible for the combined duties of the parent, the physician and
the priest.

THE SALVATION ARMY.
Holding

a

Campmeeting !at the Old

Orchard

Beach Crounds.

Woman Attempts Sulcidi

Onset Bay, Mass., July 8—A young woi
an, giving the name of.Ella Buckley,tnougl
to belong in Brockton, entered a bath hou:
on Onset Bay beach yesterday, ostensibly
dress for bathing, but nothing was seen
her for several hours. Some boys pried opi
the door and she was found unconscious <
the lloor. She was taken to a cottage near 1
and this morning the doctor thinks she w
She is about twenty years old ai
recover.
njiknown to Onset people.

Old Obcjjabd, July 8—The Salvation Army resumed business at the old stand yesterday, with an attendance of about fifty.
"Sharp and short" was the order, and it was
obeyed. "Down about as soon as up." was
heeded suggestion, that was fitly
a much
supplemented by "When you've said all the
Lord wants you to say, stop." The niotto ol

A

A

Young

Village

with
Strickcn
Fever.

Typho

Milwaukee, July 8.—The village of Wi
erford, in Racine couuty, is terribly stricki
with typhoid fever. Fifty people are do ν

with the disease. Four deaths have occi
ed thus far. One family of eleven persoi
and another of nine are all in their be<
a:
Great excitement exists in this village
the State Board of Health will bo asked
investigate the cause of the disease,

Big Suit Dismissed.
Yohk, July 8.—In the $2,000/
A

New
suit of Receiver Farnsworth, of the Bankf
and Merchants Telegraph Company, agaii
<
the Western Union Telegraph Company,
Jud
the destruction of plaintiUs' wires,
Lawrence today, in the Supreme Court
.New York, on motion of the counsel for t
defence, dismifsed the case.

Satan is an eve-present pest in times of
trouble with I the Salvationists, and their
to
hymns are full of references to him and
him and to his power.
Everything is fish
that comes to the salvation net, when in the
shape of music. The devil won't get the
the
good tunes while the army exists. Even
heretofore unsanctified tune of "Pop Goes
the Weasel" has been appropriated with a
fine degree of success, and no more relates
how the festive monkey chased the weazle
around the cobbler's bench but instead cheers
the soldiers on.
Mrs. Capt. Etchel, a smarthy Indian looking woman and fluent speaker, lead the bomLossie Marry Ann Schofield
bardment.
a
caiue forward in ininstel style and sang
salo, ;"Bringing in the sheaves." Several
for"
prayers followed, the soldiers bending
ward with heads on the ground. A collection was taken, after which Capt. Johnson
addressed the devil in a personal manner,
declaring his Satanic Majesty's caudal appenage was crushed and loosened, but they
must keep hammering until his whole body
was mangled.
Capt. Etchel exhorted sinners
to come forward and twenty responded. The
meetings are gaining in interest.
ΜΛ βτ

IJll/rCTCD Μ
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Reports from
Dakota and Other

Unfavorable

sota,

MinneLocali-

ties.
St. Paul, Minn., July 8.—The PioueerPreis prints today reports of the condition
of the crop from every important wheat
growing county in Minnesota and Dakota
and abc ut 100 counties in Iowa, Wisconsin
and Nebraska. These reports show the crop
to be in much worse condition than June 1.
Dry weather in May, with quite a severe
drouth in June, had a more serious effect on
small grains than was at first supposed, and
the injurv caused is just now becoming apparent. There has been very little rain since
the first week in June, and no general rain
since seeding time. The sections not affected by the drouth are the Red River Valley
from Wahpeton to Grand Forks, and the
Northern Pacific country from Brainerd to
Bismarck. In Minnesota and Dakota south
of the 4Cth parallel the f eather has been
very dry, the drouth being most severe in the
extreme southern counties of Minnesota and
Dakota and extending down into Northern
Iowa. In Southern Minnesota and Iowa the
wheat was sown in the duet, and rains since
then have been light and not frequent
enough to give the ground a good soaking.
During the stooling period in May the
weather was very dry, and the result is that
the crop is thin and short in straw. The intensely hot weather of the past ten days has
added materially to the injury, as the ground
was in no condition to stand any serious
drouth. Along the Winona and St. Peter
road, through Minnesota and Dakota, and
along the southern divisions of the Milwaukee & St. Paul road the crops are literally
drying up, and unless rain comes very soon,
light crops of all lines of grain is the most
that can be expected in these sections. It is
doubtful even whether they can be benefited
now to any extent if rain should come ; the
stooling period is past, and the crops may
now be taken as at the best stage to be obtained. More rain will simply prevent them
from going backward, but will hardly improve their condition. The rains of Saturday night extended over those sections
where it was least needed, from Cummings
on the Manitoba south
along the Northern
Pacific line. North of Grand Forks there
was no rain, and Great Devil's Lake county
is still suffering from drouth. Not a drop of
rain fell south of the Minnesota River, and
all that sunburned region is still parched
and dry.
LANE STILi. IN
He is

Said

to

Satisfactory

ROCKLAND.
Made

Have

to

Matters

the Church People.

Rockland, Mass.', July 8.—The report
which was widely circulated that Richmond
J. Lane had left town for Saccarappa, Me.,to
arrange about the settlement of his affairs in
relation to the Abington bank, can hardly be
true, as Mr. Lane was in this vicinity all
day. Part of the time he was at Abington
in consultation with the bank officials, and
in the evening he was on the street and attended a meeting of the Rockland Board of
Water Commissioners, of which he is a member, The published statement of the condition of the Rockland Savings Bank has allayed whatever uneasiness there was in regard to its being affected by the closing of
the Abington bank' and depositors are put(/JU1J5

niv.ii

iiiuucjr

uaun.

again.

As regards the Congregational cliurcli, on
which Mr. Lane is said to have given his
note of $2300 as treasurer, and which, although the parishioners have paid it, still remains. It is understood that Mr. Lane has
met the church people and explained everything to their satisfaction.
ARRESTED FOR

Savagely

Duncan J. Ross

Competitor in

BRUTALITY.

a

Attacks

a

Sword Contest.

Washington, July 8.—Ducan J. Uoss,
ex-wrestler, was arrested here today for
brutally, assaultinglSergeant Walsh,his competitor. in a mounted sword contest exhibi-

tion. The contest was very tame. Walsh
appeared to be tthe better swordsman and
had the sympathy of the audience.
Every
point he made was loudly cheered, while the
This
scores made by iRoss were unnoticed.
seamed to anger Ross, and when the contesninth
tants were ordered to retire after the
round, lioss rushed at his adversary, savagely cutting at him right and left with his
sword. VValshs' horse was thrown down
and he fell on top of his rider, who was
knock senseless by blows from his assailant's sword. The audience called on the
police present to arrest Ross, and several
officers rushed out, pulled him from his horse
and took him to the police station, where he
was afterwards
released on bail. Walsh
was carried to his dressing room and restored to consciousness, when it was found that
he was not seriously injured.
The Experiment of Dr. Mott.
New Yobk, July48.—Dr. Valentine Mott
walked down from his workshop in New
York Tuesday morning carrying a tiny steel
nozzled hypodermic syringe containing the
second installment of virus that is intended
to prevent seven-year-old Harold Newell,
son of Dr. Newell of Jersey City, from getting hydrophobia. The virus was dissolved
in sterilized veal broth, and was thirteen
days old, or jusi ». day older than that with
which|the boy was inoculated on Monday. Dr.
Mott pressed the button-topped piston half
way tne length of the little glass cylinder,
and half a thimbleful of virus-charged broth
was sent coursing under Harold's skin on his
right side. Then the nozzle was quickly
He
withdrawn and Harold began crying.
will be punctured eight more times, or ten
The intimes altogether, five on each side.
oculation virus is made stronger each time.
Harold's father and several physicians were
the only persons present during the inoculation. The syringe and all instruments used
by Dr. Mott in preparing the virus are
boiled after each operation in order to have
mem perieeuy clean
says the dog that bit

symptoms of rabies.

< n. iuuli

ior uie nexi.

|his first patient showed

the "Salvation Army Special Book of Songs'
used at these meetings Is "Sing unto the
Lord a new song," and it is well lived up to
"The Holiness Convention" was a tamf
affair, the soldiers reserving their fire and
strength for the "sing-song" at 3 o'clock
and that same "sing-song" was simply indescribable. Fancy about 75 officers and soldiers on the platform, facing some .'JO# "waiting souls." as one captain called them, seat·
ed below. "Now, let every mother's son oi
you sing," was the order.
"I couldn't sing a bit when I entered tin
army, but I had a little talk with Jesus, ani
now I can sing like a goo(J fellow," said
captain, and he give a specimen of his pow
ers in that line. It could be truly saiil tha
a

small amount of his singing would go !

Report That Attorney Ceneral Carland Does Not Contemplate
Resigning.
Anxious

Democrats

to

Know

Why

BSecretary Manning Visited Tilden.
[Special to tlie Press.]
Washington, July 8.—The Senate, acting
under its new rule, met at 11 o'clock and devoted the time until 12.30 to the consideration
under the five minute rule, of bills on the calendar not objected. Among the bills passed
was Senator Hale's bill for the relief of the
sufferers by the wreck of the United States
steamer Tallapoosa. The open session resolution was also finally disposed of for this
session. It has been evident for some time
it could not be passed at she present session
and even its further consideration has been
doubted. Mr. Piatt asked and received
unanimous consent to have it made special
for the 8th of December next. What will be
its fate then is at this time a matter which is

beyond conjecture.

The time lost yesterday and today in the
House and a lengthy debate in the Senate
over the river and harbor bill have greatly
lessened the chances for adjournment by
the 20th of July, and August 1st is now
much more likely to be the date than any

earlier than that.
Petitions Presented by Senator Frye.
Washington, July 8.—Senator Frye has
petitions signed by 500 citizens of

Presented
livermore, Auburn, Sf.nford,
ando SutU Berwick, urging the

Brunswick

passage of
the bill prohibiting aliens from holding lands
in the United States and the bill directing
the disbursement of the two hundred million
dollars treasury surplus, aud substituting
treasury notes for bank notes retired.
Patents to Maine Inventors.
The following patents were issued this
week to Maine inventors :

J. A. Lidback, Portland, railway gate.
L. ΛΥ. Atwood, Portland, canned oysters, trade
mark.
C. 1'. Mattocks, 1'orland, canned sugar corn,

trade mark.

Death of Congressman Cole.
William Cole of the Third
Maryland district, died this morning from
Bright's disease. He liai been unable to attend the meetings of the House except once
The
or twice during the present session.
House this morning after appointing a comlate
the
mittee to superintend the funeral of
Representative Cole of Maryland, adjourned
out of respect to the memory of the deceased.

Representative

The Pesident Surprises the Senate.
The President treated the Senate to another surprise Tuesday by sending in the
nomination of Capt. Theodore Schwan of the
Eleventh Infantry to be major and assistant
adjutant general in the place of Col. Benjamin. son-in-law of Hamilton Fish, who died
not long ago. It was expected that Lieut.
Greely, the Arctic explorer, would get this
place. Earley in the session a bill was proprosed to place Greely, upon the retired list
with the rank of colonel, but he protested
against being shelved in this manner, and
preferred lower rank and smaller pay with
active duty. He was not eligible to appointment to the adjutant general s corps, however, until last week, as the law requires that
captains only shall be appointed. Last Friday his confirmation as captain was announced, and it was expected that his name
would be sent in at once, but Tuesday Capnominated instead.
tain
Schwan was
lie enlistSchwan is a native of Germany,
ed in the regular army as a private soon after his immigration to this country in 1S57.
He served through the war as a private, then
corporal, sergeant and finally second lieutenant, receiving a captain's commission and
a major's brevet in the reorganization of the
army in 180T. lie lias thus been in the reglar service for nearly three years.
A Cabinet Meeting.
All the executive departments were represented at the cabinet meeting today. One of
the questions considered was in regard to
the status of nomination which may remain
actedjupon at the close of the session. The
Cubinet also had α brief discussion concerning the course of Congress in the matter of

pension legislation.

Garland's Position.
The report that Attorney General (iariand
isifcontemplating resignation, seems to bo
based upon the fact that lie had a long interview with the President yesterday. Ex-Senator McDonald says that he has never been
aslted whether he would accept a Cabinet
position, and that he does not wish such an
appointment. lie does not think Garland
will resign.

Adjournment.

expresses the opinion that
Congress can adjourn July 21. Few share
this view. Randall evidently does not intend
to call up his tariff bill.
Mr. Randall

Biography of Edwin M. Stanton.
Th« nrivate lianersof the late Edwin M.
Stanton have recently come into She possession of his eon, Lewis H. Stanton, who now
resides at Morris, Minn., who is preparing to
publish them in the sliape of a biograpy of
his father. Monch of the secret history of
the war is contained in these papers.
Not Confirmed.
The Senate committee on commerce today
reported adversely the nomination of Herbert F. Bercler, to be collector of customs at
Port Townsend, W. Ί.
A National Forest Reserve;
A bill to establish a forest reservation on
the head waters of tJie Missouri river passed
by the Senate today wis introduced by Mr.
Edmunds It sets aside a reservation in
Montana as a national forest reserve for the
preservation of natural forests, protecting
the head waters and tributaries of the CoIt is made unlumbia and Missouri rivers.
lawful for any person to enter the reservato to cut timber, settle, or for any private
purposes.
Personal.
Democrats are greatly interested to kuow
the object of Secretary Manning's visit to
Tildeu. Some are of the opinion that Tilden
has urged him not to insist upon his resignation.
Cleveland Will Not Co With the Boys.
in Congress
The California delegation
called on President Cleveland today and extended to him an invitation to attend the National Encampment of the G. Λ. K., at San
The invitation was
Francisco in August.
plate of gold, and the presenengraved on a was
made by SenatorStanford.
tation speech
The President accepted the "invitation," but
stated that he would be unable to attend
the encampment.
S. Thompson Commissioned.
The President today issued the commission
of Hugh S. Thompson, to be Assistant Secretary of the Treasury.

Hugh

Nominations Confirmed.
The Senate has confirmed M. D. Ball of
Virginia, to be United States Attorney for
Alaska ; J. W. Wilson, collector of customs,
York, Me. ; W. Howland, collector of customs, New Bedford, Mass. ; I). I{. Asbury.
supervising inspector of steam vessels for
the fourth district; G.IV.Brower, general appraiser at New York ; 1). J. Moore, assistant
appraiser at New York.

Good Trotting at Lawrence.

THE PAYNE BRIBERY CASE.

at the
Lawkence, July 8.—The
Lawrence riding park today concluded the
five day's summer meeting,and were the best
ever held on the track, all have been fairly
conducted, except the 2.37 class today, when
some question arose. There was a largo attendance and large pool selling.
Today's summary. 2.37 class. Purse $200.
2 12 12 1
H. Kichardson, bin Jersey Lily

The Republican Editors of Ohio Meet
and Take Action in the Matter.

races

What the Members of the Army are
Doing and Saying.

Republicans.

Bostojj, July 8.—The Republican city
committee tonight organized for the coming
Parkman as
campaign, re-electing Henry

ιωιυ

ance, more of presumption.—The speaker
makes confession not for himself alone, but
for his brethren and sisters as well ; and
though he speaks of the schoolteacher alsisterhood
ways as "he" and "him," the
must not think tliey arc excluded, for in

Rockland, July 8.—A barn belonging t(
Cyrus Sheerer, was burned at Rockland this
morning, together with hay and live stock
It was insured for Si,200. The cause of the

gusta

aiiu uau. vx

injury

Mrs. Mary A. Livermore.
Hon. M. A. Newell, Secretar*· of the State
Board of Education of Maryland, made some
The
"Confessions of a Schoolmaster."
schoolmaster now making confessions, he
said, is one of the olden time, now becoming
very scarce. There may be a survival ol the
unfittest here and there, but the race is fast
hastening to extinction. The present generation may also have sins to confess, but a
a different kind of sins—fewer sins of omission,more of commission ;fewer sins of ignor-

Deering.

friends that I have accepted a situation in the
well-known shoe store of M. G. Palmer, No. C41
Congress Sr. where I shall esteem a call from my
friends as a personal favor. I am also happy to
of all
say that the very extensive stock, consisting
widths, sizes, qualities and styles, will enable me
to servo my friends even better than evei before.
8UMNEB C. BABNUM.
je9dtf
Portland, June 9,188G.

gor. Me.
Hotel.

Lake Maiianocook, July 8.—The fourth
reunion «>f the Universalist Sunday school;
of Maine occurred at Lake Maranocook today. A large number of people were present and the occasion was in all respects a
The forenoon was spent in greetsuccess.
ings and social conversation and the after
delivered by Rev. S. Gledliill of Gardiner,
Rev. J. W. Jenkins of Belfast, Rev. Ε. Ε
Peck of Bangor and Rev. Q. II. Shinn ο

Having
years
the employ of Wyer Greene & Co.. and White
AC
Λ Hmart, f take this method of informing my

Me.

Sundaj

Schools.

Hiampeu

••GOOD SENSE." Take no other
Send for descriptive circular.

ABD-

Universalist

of

Reunion

serious

bcr came from one teacher who reported 20,
and one physician who reported 50 in one
year. Nearly all agreed that worry and susthe
pense were productive of more evil than
amount of work actually accomplished. The
teachers are nearly all unanimous in their
influence of excomplaint of thejdeleterious on
school girls.
cessive social dissipation
One physician expressed the sentiments of
many in the remark, "Devotion to society
and school work at the same time will kill
any girl." Overheating and lack of ventilation was found to be a serious evil in about
half the schools of large towns and cities,
and universal throughout the country districts.
The remedies suggested for the evils attributed to overwork were a substantial diet,
more sleep, regular exercise, a flexible course
adaptable to the capacity of the individual
pupil, the abolition of prizes, fewer and less
severe examinations, a better understanding
between parents and teachers, a more quiet
of secret vice,
home life, the prevention
study for knowledge rather than for rank
and abstinence from excessive social dissipation during the years devoted to school.
The conclusion reached was that, with few
exceptions, the amount of work required of
the average scholar, not exceeding in the
high schools 7} hours, as against 9.3 in the
Prussian Gymnasium and 11.2 in the classical schools of Denmark, is not excessive.
Still, the average pupil is not tha only one to
be considered. It is a serious mistake to insist on the standard of quantity, quality and
rapidity for all. Superintendents, teachers,
and parents must recognize that the school
that mental
system exists for the pupil;
slowness in a child of 13 or 14 is no disgrace,
and precocious smartness no mark of future
greatness; and that steady progress in
knowledge, without rivalry, competition,
artificial stimulus or anxious suspense, is
The
the single end at which all must aim.
true interest of society and the home no less
that
demand
of
the
school
than the interests
coming out iu society with its exacting
strain upon time and strength be postponed
in America, as iu every other civilized land,
Parent and puuntil school days are over.
pil, superintendent and teacher, avoid disand
trust
misunderstanding, must work together by frequent conference, keeping in
view the training of a race of men and women strong in body and pure in heart, as well
of
as keen and clear in intellect as the goal
their combined endeavors.
delivered by
was
The evening lecture
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Lectures by Mrs. Liverand Hon. M. A. Newell.

grading by too frequent and too severe tests.
The experience of 150 persons did not fur-

Clear
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A Perfect Liver Regulator. Cnre Headache, Congentle in opération.
stipation, and Piles. Are
By all
Contain no calomel. 25 cts.; 6 boxes $1.0Ct
Druggista and by mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., SO Hanover St., Boston·

To

Thermo'teri

Observation.
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Total precip
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Cures when other medicines fall·
Don't suffer with Scrofula,
-λΙ'·
Salt Kheum, Tumors, UJeers, Pimples and llumore,
because it is unnecessary. VegETDS& positively cures this class
Don't endure the
of diseases.
pain caused by Rheumatism
and iKeuralgia, because yon
are sure to be relieved by using
Vegetixe. Don't believe it when
you are told that some other blood
purifier is just as good. Insist
upon having Vegetine. Give it
a fair trial and you will be convinced of its wonderful curative
properties in all blood diseases. For lameness and
Weakness peculiar to women, Vegetike has no
equal. It always gives satisfaction*
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Congress Not Likely to Adjourn Until August I St.

platform.

physicians

sntf

Jyl

William

Bowdoin.

the answers of 130 teacher.·; and
to a series of questions. Of those
150, 100 said there is no overwork in th·
schools of their city; 20 replied "not generally, but in Individual cases;" 10 replied "some
nervous high school girls ;" 15 did not answer directly, while only five, four physicians and one teacher, found overwork in
school a prevalent evil. Nearly all attributed whatever evil there is not to the amount
of work required, but to the worry and anxiety occasioned by an iron-clad system of

based

stationary temperature.
The indications for New England are fair
weather, stationary temperature, variable

31 Excliange Slrecr,

President

BarHarbob, July 8.—This morning's
exercises of the American Institute of Instruction at Bar Harbor opened with prayer
by Professor Geo. Ilaines of Andover, Mass.
The first paper of the day was read by Professor L. Sears. Following Professor Sears,
Professor Perkins of Brooklyn, Ν. Y., preThis was
sented a paper on "Methods."
discussed by Rev. A. E. Winship of Boston
and Professor Greenough of Amherst, Mass.
The closing paper was read by President
Hyde of Bowdoin College. His subject was
Discussion
"Overwork in Public Schools."
by Merrick Lyon of Providence and Dr.
Baker of Baldwinville, Mass., followed.
William DeWitt
The address of Key.
Hyde of Bowdoin College was upon "OverThe paper was
work in Public Schools."
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Address all communications

great way. Then followed a long list of sing
One soldier sang with
ers and speakers.
real power, "Jesus paid it all," and responsive "Aniens" came from all parts of the

WASHINGTON.

FROLAI

N. J. Stone.bg Twin
G. F. Atkins, oik s Richmond
J-A. Show, bik m Kitty G
J. li. YVooabury, bm Lucy M
C. Ο. Stone, bik g Itex
Frank Wallingford, gr m George
1>. W. I'arker, bin Vermont Girl
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ti 2 12 0 3
3 8 G Β 1 4
8 4 4 3 2 il
5 Β 7 0 dis
4 7 5 7 dis
7 0 8 8 5 d
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2.30.

2.32 class purse $200:
4 21311
C. K. Mosber, bin Oweneo
1 3 2 2 3 2
Charles Kecord, br m Carrie'Γ
2 14 1 dis
Geo. H. Ilicks, bin Mattick
1). C. Wilier, br m Miller's Damsel—5 4 3 4 2
3 6 dis
Albert lticbardson, bg Chinaman
Time—2.30%, 2.31 Vi, 2.33%, 2.35, 2.36%,
2.40.

Ex-President

Arthur

Elected

Presi-

dent of a Railroad Co.
New York, July 8.—Ex-President Arthur
was today elected president of the board of
directors of the Arcade Railway Co. Vice
President Smith stated to the meeting that
he had just received a telegram from Mr.
Arthur which stated he was very much improved in health.

Committed at His Own Request.
New Yobk, July 8.—Ex-Alderman Waite

has been committed to the house of detenindicted
tion as a witness against the
He
"boodle" aldermen at his own request.
his
reason that lie lias been followed
stated as
from
who
by
seek
persons
information
about
He spent last night
him and bother him.
at the house of detention.

Columbus, O., July 8.—Seventy-five Republiean editors of Ohio, representing seventy counties, met here today in answer to a
call to express themselves on the refusal of
the United States Senate committee on privileges and elections to order an investigation
Gen. James
of the Payne bribery charges.
M. Coniley was made president of the gathering, and S. J. Flyckinger secretary. The
committee on resolutions was headed by Mr.
Λ committee on permanent ornalstead.
Telegrams
ganization was also chosen.
were read from a large number of editors
who were unable to be present, expressing
sympathy with the movement. The committee on resolutions this afternoon submitted
the following to the Senate of the United

States

:

The Republican editors of Ohio, in convention assembled, respectfully represent that
the circumstances preceding and attending
the election in 1884 of Henry B. Payne to tho
United States Senate from Ohio Induced a
belief in the public mind at the time that his
election was accomplished by the corrupt
use of money.
Developments since have
confirmed this belief. It has become the settled conviction of the people of Ohio that
Payne holds his seat in the Senate as a result of bribery. These convictions are not
the result of partisan feeling, for it is notorious that the accusations of corruption originated with persons of opposite political opinions frein ourselves, and yet the influence of
money and the power of party discipline
have in most cases caused them to defend
rather than denounce these charges first

The Late Col.

Corkhill's Belief In

a

New Yokk, July 8.—With the death of exDistrict Attorney Corkhill of Washington,
who convicted Guiteau, dies the narrative
that he was preparing for publication, giving the grounds for his firm belief in a deep

and ably planned conspiracy, which resulted

in the death-of President Garfield. A correspondent of the New York Herald, writing from Long Branch, details a most remarkable interview with the ex-District Atwhich occurred just previous to his

torney,
death.

During this interview, Mr. Corkhill stated
to the correspondent that he could no longer
stand the odium and reproach that had been
cast upon his conduct ;of the Guiteau case,
and that his professional pride revolted at
the indignity and injustice that had been
heaped upon him. He was greatly agitated,
and after considerable urging related to his
listener that he hail only that day come into
permit him to
possession of facts that would
dastardly
speak in such a manner about the
as to drive at
Garfield
Gen.
assassination of
least two public men into social ostracism.

The facts upon which he based this remarkable assertion came into his possession, so he
case the Senate comasserted, through the medium of a woman
mittee on privileges and elections adhere to
who was once the wife of Guiteau, and
its reported decision, the Senate of the Unitabout whom so much was said, and in whom
ed States be requested to take this decision
such great interest centered during the faof its committee on privileges and elections
Her interview with Col. Corkmous trial.
into consideration and reverse it.
It is told in the
hill was most dramatic.
A memorial to the Senate, emphasizing the
Colonel's own language, as follows :
was adopted with the résoluresolutions,
λ.:
mu
oil fho nrlit.nr* TiffiS- !
"Indted, are you the wife we have heard so
about, but could never find?" I inquired.
ent, and a number not present, were append- much
"Jam she; here Is my marriage certillcate,"
efthen
was
ed. A permanent organization
she
said, producing a much crumpled document.
fected with Gen. Coniley of the Toledo Com•'Here is his photograph," and she showed a picThe editors called on
mercial as president.
ture of the assassin, wholly unlike any I had ever
Gov. Foraker, and he endorsed their action,
seen, but unmistakably the face of Guiteau. Congeneral belief, Guiteau bad been a remaking a speech. Secretary of State Robin- trary to the
line looking manjn his day.
markably
son Halstead and others also spoke.
More than that she produced a bundle of letters
—letters that made my breath fail me. She promI
ised them to me if I would aid her to her rights.
took the precious bits of manuscript in my lingers

CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION.

*.

thoilffh tliev
undertake her
to

οΙ»Λ oorrio/1 them a*

They

Washington, July 8.
Resolutions for inquiry into the authority
called State legislature
the
so
which
under
has been organized in the Territory of Dakota were indefinately postponed.
The bill for the relief of the sufferers by
the wreck of the United States steamer Tal-

This woman sought Col. Corkhill's services
to aid her in securing a pension for another
the Herald's
person. The Colonel then left
statecorrespondent to verify the woman'sand
afment in regard to her pension claims,
and
returned
minutes
ten
of
an
absence
ter
stated that she had told the truth, and that
her bill for relief had passed the Senate already. Then Col. Corkhill told the story of
his belief in a conspiracy to assassinate
At that time, and until
President Garfield.
a signal should be given, it,was to be regarded as a sacred confidence. The signal can
now never be given that will give the story
Col. Corkhill is dead. Iiut
to the world.
the correspondent throws out the following
his trust :
violating
hints without
Col. Corkhill claimed to l e able to show by
legal evidence that appointments and long
talks regarding the "removal" of Gen. Garfield were held over luncheons at Rudolph's
and in a certain basement restaurant in
Washington. He believed in the existence
of a calmly developed conspiracy, the plot of
which covered even the flight of the assassin
Col. Corkhill said that he knew
to Europe.
the vessel, the name under which a statefor Guiteau, and the identiwas
taken
room
in
ty of the persons who were to assist him
his flight· The dates and names of the men
It
ends.
his
at
were
fingers's
and steamer
was a most horrible and crushing array of
The
or
not.
allegations, whether correct
dramatic incident of that solemn hour at the
Portland House in Washington was the production of the mutilated Guiteau letter about
which Corkhill had been so defamed, and
the fitting of that missing piece of paper into the space. It matched exactly. Upon it
were but two names, though it contained exactly two and a half lines of writing. Corkhill s eyes were aflame as he pointed to one
of the names and muttered : "And it was for
him I damaged my professional career beyond recall ; for him I gave odds and suffered
Iiut the man who spoke is dead.
defeat."
He was to have been in New York next
week. Now he will never come.

lapoosa was passed.
The resolution for open executive sessions
was made a special order for Wednesday,
December 8.
The bill to establish agriculture experiment stations in connection with agricnltcral
colleges was postponed until tomorrow morn

5'iie

Senate then resumed consideration of
the river and harbor appropriation bill.
The amendment striking out the paragraph
appropriating $-'0,000 for improving Muskingum river, Ohio, and accepting for the UniThe
ted States from the State of Ohio.
Muskingum river improvement was lost—23
25.
to
The amendment appropriating $350,000 for
the purchase of Portage Lake canal and
Lake Superior ship canal was adopted without division.
The Hennepin canal amendment having
been reached it was strongly advocated by
Cullom, who stated that the canal was the
most important work of canal improvement
now pressing upon Congress for consideration.
At the conclusion of Mr. Cullom's speech
Mr. Riddleberger offered the following:
Whereas, It is generally understood that tomor
is to be devoted to the objected exerow. July
cutive Humiliations, therefore,
Eesolved, That the doors of the Senate shall
not be closed during the time the executive nominations are pending, discussed or voted ou.
Mr. Frye objecting, the resolution was laid
over under the rule.
Mr. Vest then took the floor in opposition
to the Hennepin clause. He believed Conwithgress had no right to construct a canal
It was proposed to [approin a single State.
priate $300,000 to construct a canal, which
according to the estimate of engineers,would
cost $7,000,0000, while many able engineers
had doubts whether that amount would be
anything like sufficient to defray the cost of
construction. If the benefits to be derived
from the canal were as great as asserted the
been brought in
proposition shouldin have
Penda separate bill.
fairly and squrely
ing action the Senate went into secret session and when the doors were opened Mr.
Gorman announced#lie deat of Representative W. H. Cole of Maryland, and as a mark
of respect to the memory of the deceased at
5.20 o'clock adjourned.
A

fn„

I consented to
were diamonds.
Those letters are to be my fee ; ithey are
case.
are revenge.
be more than life to me.
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Lost in the Mountains.
Frank H.
Moultonboro, Ν. H., July 8
Hemenway, of Philadelphia, sojourning in
this town, has been missing a number of days
and it is feared he is lost m the mountains,
and was not
as he started to go trout fishing
acquainted with the location.
—

A Fatal Accident.
Wateisbury, Conn., July 8—The three
old son of T. Larking fell into a pail of
yearwater
hot
to'day and died soon after in great

SIMOON.

agony.
Terribic

Suffering with the Heat in

FOREICN.

Dakota.
The Latest Returns from the Elections in England.

Dakota
in
St. Paul, July |S.—People
thought the world was coming to an end day
before yesterday. The wind was like a simoon, Birds, horses and cattle apparently
At 4 ο clock in
became crazy with fright.
the morning people were awakened by a
a
furnacc. Some
as
from
as
hot
heat
roaring
took refuge in cellars. The temperature was

Cladstone Undaunted and Will Wage
War in Parliament.

At: miHniffht: ithftd hfipn 100°.
PeODle
feared death from the liot air, and had it
lasted longer the fear doubtless would have
been realized
Fortunately it soon abated,
and comparative comfort was found in a
temperature of », about 100°, which had
prevailed for several days previously.
During this terrible night there were
strange barometric disturbances ■ throughout
that region. Passengers who came through
on the Northern Pacific trains say that it was
Train men
like passing through a furnace.
had their faces and hands blistered by the
heat. Grass and other crops are greatly dam1W°

Uneasiness In London Over the Situation in the East.

aged.

Crops

are

greatly damaged.
FIRE

RECORD.

Extensive Forest Fires In Wisconsin.
Komeo, July 8.—Extensive forest fires
have burued eleven dwelling houses, two

warehouses,

a saw

mill,a planning mill,8,000-

feet of lumber and 5,000,000 shingles. The
less will be §130,000. Insurance about S50,000. Sixty men are thrown out of employment and 27 families left destitute. The origin of the lire is still unknown but it is supposed to have caught from a locomotive
spark. The woods south of ltomeo are all
on tire and men and women are out fighting
the flames. Van llasier's mills and buildings are totally destroyed. The loss aggregates about $100,000'
000

The New Parliament.
London, July 8.—The new Parliament
will meet August 5th.
Uneasiness Over the Eastern Situation.
London, July 8.—Two regiments of the
Imperial Russian Guard have arrived at
Kichineff, the capital of Bessarabia. There
is considerable uneasiness in official circles
here over the situation in the East.

Lumber and Wood Burned.

spruce and about two miles of track have already burned. Also two thousand cords
of wood. The Zealand saw mill was shul
down throwing 80 men out of employment
The damage amounts to §30,000.

Rioting in Wales.
Rioting broke out this afternoon in Cardiff,
Wales. The police charged the crowd and
wounded over 100 persons. Twenty of the
injured were seriously hurt and were conveyed to the hospital. Owing to the excitement that prevails, the Mayor of Cardiff has
which was to have
prohibited a meeting
been held tonight to celebrate the return ol
Sir E. J. lleed (Gladstonian) to Parliament
The police will bo prosecuted for using un
due violence.

Factory Burned.
Chicago, July 8.—P. I). Armour's glue
factory was burned early this morning; loss
$30,000. Superintendent Holinan who sleeps
in the building narrowly escaped. He was
A Clue

badly Durnea.
A Big Ice House in Flames.
Albany, July 8.—An ice house of tin
Knickerbocker Ice Company, burned thii
morning. Loss §100,000.
A Crain Mill Destroyed,

Appointed a Bishop.
Rome, July 8.—Father Curtis has beer
appointed Bishop of Witmlngton.
Mr. Beecher Preaches to a Large

Wobukn, Mass., July 8.—Ham Bros,
grain mill and elevator were burned this ai
Loss $-3,000; insured for $16,000
ternoon.
A Barn Burned.
Whitman, Mass., July 8.—The residenci
of I). B. Gurnev on Washington street wai
gutted anil his barn burned tonight.

Audience.

London, July 8.—Rev. Henry Ware
Beecher preached again at noon today ir
l)r. Parker's City Temple. The edifice wa:
crowded.

A Serious Forest Fire.
A serious for
Bhatti.eoro, Vt., July 8
est lire is raging on the mountains in Jama!
has beei
ca, and the local fire department
called out to protect the buildings within tin
on Black mountain ar<
woods
The
village.
Fifteen hundred cords of woo< I
also on fire.
and a large number of cords of bark and rail
The who!
been destroyed.
nave
ties
road
hereabouts is suffering from drouth
—

J

country

Ravages of Cholera.
Rome, July 8—Cholera returns throughou
Italy for today are new cases 2UT>, deatlis 87

Death of Cardinal Cuebert.
Paris, July 8— Cardinal Guebert, Arch
bishop of Paris, is dead.
Work of the Flames.
The Lorthesis woolen mills at Tourcoinj
have been burued ; loss $200,000.

Sympathy

Cattle Disease in Illinois.
herd

ers, named Lewis, Elmer and James Smith
Claywere killed Wednesday morning in
county. They attempted to stop the erection
tliem.
of a fence on property claimed by
fence builders resisted, and in tho light that
followed James and Elmer Smith were shot
through the heart and Lewis Smith was
The party
shot through the spinal column.
of fence builders surrendered.

Clinton,
111., July
throughout this county have suffered great!of late through a disease called "black leg'1
appearand s
which has recently made its
of stock. It invari
among the younger class
calves
the
tha1
ably proves fatal. Most of
have died have been very high grade.
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Totals
Foster, lb

McGarr, ss
Munce, rf
Slatery, If
Carl, cf
Hawkes. 2b

in
they will probably equal,
the
his judgmeut, Mr. Lamson also makes
Assets, $1,875.549.04 ;
following statement :
actually owe, $1,850,00; surplus on this basis
the
average between the
$25,541. Taking
two statements shows the bank to be practically solvent. Mr. Lamson stated tnat he
found nothing to cause a suspicion of Treasurer Adams's honesty, but his accounts were
kept in a terribly careless manner. It cannot yet be determined when the bank will

figures which

Vadeboncceur, 3b...

Cooney,
C'onley,

Delaware Ca-

and

nal Company.
Philadelphia, July 8.—The bonds of
the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal compalias
ny, continue to pour in and $2,170,042
This includes $178,892 of
been retnrned.
the fraudulent issue, and leaves $338,107 yet
to be returned. A despatch received in this
a
city today from Rutland, Yt., stated that
Pinkerton Idetective had arrived at that
abthe
J.
Α.
ΛΥΒβοη,
place, having traced
er-nnilinir treasurer to Billows Falls.

F. £. Dottrel, 3b
F. Goodwill, 2b
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for Cladstone.

London, July 8—The Wesleyan minister
an ad
throughout the country are signing Glad
dress expressing sympathy with Mr.

to giy
stone, and hope that lie will be spared
l
such self-government to Irland as wi satis
the reigi
fy the claims of justice, and hasten
of peace and good will.

Underwood, cf
Moulton.c
Wilson, lb

Dow,if
Small, ρ
White, 3b
Fogg, sa
Loring, II
Total

Ray, ss
Long, 2b
Mason.lf
Oxley, rf
Soûle, c

Kelly,

lb
Dearth, cf
Burns, 3b
Davis, ρ

4
4
4
4
4
3
3
2
3

1
1
1
Ο
1
1
1
3
2
11

3
Ο

Ε.
Ο
2

ο
2
ltt
υ
Ο
Ο

0
2
1
υ
Ο
Ο

TB. PO. Λ.
3
0
0
1
0
0
6
3
0
Ο
1
1 IS
1110
2
4
Ο 10
Ο
Ο
1
Ο
Ο
4
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο

1113
0
0
2
0
1
1
Ο
Ο

Β
5
S
4
5
3
4
4
3

0
2
1
0
1
1
ο
ο
0

1b.
1
2
1
2
2
1
ο
ϊ
1

TH.
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a.

6

2
2
1
3
2
2
ο
2
1

9
4
1
ο
Ο
4
ο
η
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1
3
ο
ο

Ο
3
1
2
10

>.
1
υ
0
ο
υ
0
1
υ
4

allow the Lawrences to catch

sity.

6
42 11 10 11 27 23
Totals
1 234GG789
Innings
1 0 6 0 1 0 3 0 1—11
Belfast»
1 0000000 1—2
Yarmouths
Two base bit—Kuowltou.
BELFAST^ 8 ; YAllMOUTHS, 5.
The Yarmouths played their second game
with the Belfasts on Tuesday and were deWilson pitched
feated by a score of 8 to G.
for the Yarmouths, and considering that he
has not pitched a game for over a month did
splendidly, strucking out 12 men. Both nines

Gooding, 2b

ab.

n.

Mrs. Wording's Clft to Colby Univer-

K.

TAB MOUTH 9.
AB. K. IB.

Ο

Belfast papers.

ν

Howard,lib....G

υ

XOTES.

y
4
0
2
1
1
2
Η
ο

Α.

Ο

The playing of Goodwin and Larrabee of
the Colby nine, who are ρ la) ing this summer
with the Belfasts, is highly praised by the

A.

19

15

»

At 3 o'clock the procession areast end.
rived at the park and marched in under the
arch. The column consisted of a platoon of
police, the First KegimentBand. the Chicago
;«X)
and Detroit teams in carriages and
Detroit*·rs in carriages adorned with roosters.
and
and
well,
The Chicagos played carefully
their errors did not help the other side
materially, while the Détroits were less
iortnnate. The score was nine to four. Base
Errors—
hits—Chicagos, 11; Detroit», 7.
Chicagos, β; Detroils, li.
At Kansas City—St. Louis, 4; Kansas
Citys, 2. Base hits—Kansas City», 12; St.
Louis, !).—Errors—Kansas City, 3; St. Louis.
20.
At St. Louis—St. Louis, 10; Baltimore:, 0.
At Pittsburg—Pittsburgs, 8; Brooklyns, 1;
At Louisville—Louisvilles, 14; Athletics, ti.
At Cincinnati—Cinciunatis, 8; Metropolitans, 5.
At Rockland—Belfasts, 18; Kocklands, 3.

BELFASTS, 11 ; TAliMOUTHS, 2.
The Yarmouth base ball club left Monday
morning for a trip to Belfast where they
played Belfast's crack team in the afternoon. Small was to have pitched the game
but owing to his non-arrival Mr. Moulton,
the veteran Bowdoin catcher, was put in to
pitch and he held the heavy hitters down
well. The Yarmouths were unable to bat
Burns, Belfast's new pitcher, and wore defeated by the following score :

Totals

27

1
1
il
Ο

A GREAT GAME.

The Yarmouths' Eastern Trip.

ρ

0

At Chicago great preparations had been
for yesterday's game and twelve thousand
persons witnessed the defeat of the Détroits
by the home team. The park was decorated
and an arch with the words, "Welcome Detroit" was erected near the centre of the

BASE BALL.

C.

18

*.

Other Cames Yesterday.

stroke.
A French lad named Julien Lacrosse, residing near Barrington line, Ν. H., died from
a sunstroke last night.
John and Frank Kelly, aged 1C and 14 respectively, sons of John Kelly of Millville,
Mass., were accidentally drowned in Blackstone river at Zeanston Wednesday night.
The bodies have been recovered.
The second attempt to form a coal syndicate in St. Louis, embracing the mining interests in southern Illinois within a radius
of fifty miles, has proved sutcessful. The
capital stock, placed at S5,000,000, is said to
be held principally by St. Louis men.
During the heavy gale which prevailed off
the entrance of the Columbia river, Oregon,
Monday night, seven salmon fishermen were
drowned.

Frye, ri
White, 3b
Loring, if
Fogg, ss
True, cl

1

a.

10
0
2
3
3
ϋ
2
4
1
4
Ο
ï
Β
ο
4
1
10

AT BROCKTON.
1 2346 r. 789
Innings
ο 0 3 0 2 6 0 0 χ—10
Brocktons
1 00010200—4
Blues
Base hits—Brocktons, 10; Blues, 5. Errors—
Rrrwktnna. 10: Blues. 16.

David Hayes, aproininent coal dealer of
Rochester, Ν. H., received a sunstroke
Wednesday afternoon.
Abeut five weeks ago Mrs. John Abbott of
Diamond's Corner, Contocook, Ν. II., was
bitten by a dog. The wound was in the
wrist and apparently healed. A few days
and irritaago it exhibited signs of swelling
tion, and Wednesday the woman became
violently insane and died.
Geo. E. Bowens, aged six, died yesterday
morning at Dover, Ν. II., the result of a sun-

T)ow

c

ρ

Game called to
the train.

YARMOUTHS.
ΛΒ. IB. Β. TB. ΙΌ.
(i
υ
4
Ο
υ
4
1112
u
10
0
1
3
8
Ο
Ο
4
Ο
1
Ο
Ο
ο
4
6
2
4
ο
2
ο
υ
c
3
Ο
υ
Ο
3
Ο
Ο
u
1
υ
3
υ

14

ο

ro.

0—5
0 110 0
Lawrences
liasc hits—Newbinyports, 22, total 41; Law
6:
Lawrences,
8.
Errors—Newburyports,
rences,

CENERAL NEWS.

Gooding, 2b
Moulton, c. ρ
„Wils on, lb

ÎÏÏ

2
3
3
4
3
1
2

Β 12 16 24 30 ~β
38
Totals
1 23458780
Innings
Ο 0 0 2 9 2 0 0 ι—13
Portlands
1 10130000—6
Haverbills
Earned runs—Portlands, Β;
Haverbills, *
First base on balls—Portlands, 4; Haverbills 3.
:Flrst base 011 errors—Portlands, β ; Haverhllls6.
Hatfleld.
Two base lilts—Wbeelock,
Slatery.
Three base bit—Hawkes, Foster, Kearns. Stolen
3
3
: WelSheffler,
2
;
Hatfleld,
;
bases—Gallagan,
ly, Madden, O'Roiirke, McGarr, Carl. Cooney Coulcy. Left on baaes—Portlands, 4. .Struck out—
Wild pitches—
byCouley, 5; by Cavanaeb,4. a v.h.
v.nv *.
Cavanagn, 2iÇonWy, «. p··
Double plays—Sliefller and Keilly,
Cooney, 3.
45 minutes.
hours
O'Bourke and Keilly. Time—2
Umpire—Murphy of the Bowdoins.
AT NEWBUBTPOBT.
7 8
-,....1 3 3 4 5
Innlugs
3 3-10
3 0 2 4 1
Newburyports
0

resume.

Chesapeake

38

tb.

havikhill·.

report snows liabilities, including contingent
indebtedness, of $1,008,154; assets, $1,»75,541 ; showing a deficit on this basis of $32,at
604. Taking the amount due depositors

The

PORTLANDS.
ah. n. In.
5
3
2
l
4
1
Β
1
2
Β
3
2
4
2
3
S
X
1
4
3
1
ο
4
1
1
1
2

Galllgau, »
Kearns, ss
Wlieelock, 21)
Hatfleld, àb
Slieffler, cf
Cavanagli, ρ
Reillv, c
Madden, rf
O'Bourke lb

Report of a Bank Expert.
South Fkamingham, Mass., July 8.—At
corporation of the Frama meeting of the
ingham Savings Bank this afternoon, the
P.
of
N.
Lamson, an expert, who has
report
been engaged upon the bank's accounts since
last August, presented his final report. The

Paris.

Zealand, N. H.,IJulyi8.—A fire is raging
in the forest along the Zealand Valley railTwo million
road owned by J. E. Henry.

8.—Cattle

The Dangers of Fenc
Building In the
Texan Country·

London, July 8.—Returns received up to 3
out
played a strong game, Yarmouthofslightly
o'clock this afternoon from the ParliamentBrockton
fielding the Belfasts. Dilworth
ary elections show that 251 Conservatives, 00
The
umpired the game very satisfactorily.
Unionists, 130 Gladstonians and 03 Farnell- score
:
Ites have been elected.
BELFASTS.
The Gladstonians have gained Cupat,
TB. 1»0. A. ■
AB. It. IB.
and Dumfnars from the
Angus, Fifeshire Tories
1
1
0
1
0
4
1
F. E. Cottrel, 3b
have gained South
Unionists. The
2
2
12
1
G
1
F. Goodwin, 2b
East Suffolk, South Lanarkshire and North
«
0
4
3
3
1
G
e
Knowlton,
1
ο
Carnbowell from the Liberals. The net Howard, lb
0 14
Ο
G
Ο
1
3
2
1
2
4
2
Unionist gain is 29, and the net Tory gain 30.
Larrabee, ss
3
Ο
1G
2
Ο
1
4
The number of Torits already elected equals
Bums ρ
υ
Ο
Ο
1
ο
4
Ο
Thompson, rf
the entire number of that party in the last
ο
ο
ο
1
1
4
2
1. M. Cottrel, If
Parliament.
Ο
Ο
1
1
Ο
1
4
Colburn. cf
London, July 8.—Kcturns received up to
Cona
total
2G
8
27
show
8
9
10
39
C o'clock this evening
Totals
servative and Unionist vote of :(42,437, and a
YARMOUTHS.
Gladstonian vote of 887,728. Of the 62 LonAB. η IB. TB. PO. Α. Ε.
2
Ο
2
1
don seats, only 11 have been secured by the
6
12
Gooding, 2b
ο
Ο
2
υ
ο
l
6
Gladstonians. The government newspapers
cf
Underwood,
62111160
Μ ο ill ton, c
admit that the voice of the majority of the
2
1β
Ο
1
Ο
4
1
classes.
of
the
that
same
as
Wilson,
the
ρ
masses is
1
1
1
2 11
4
1
I)ow. lb
The totals at this hour (midnight) arc:
Ο
Ο
Ο
1
1
G
Ο
GladSmall,rf
Conservatives and Unionists, 300;
1
3
2
1
1
G
Ο
White 3b
stonians, 193. The Conservatives, in order Fogg, ss
1
1
Ο
Ο
4
1
Ο
Ο
to obtain a working majority independent of
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
G
Ο
If
»
Lormg,
the Liberal Unionists, must carry 82 of the
6
8 10 27 20
42
6
Totals
remaining 173 seats, and it is considered im1 23466799
probable that they will succeed in doing so.
innings
of
1-8
the
collapse
Ο 1201120
The Gladstonians rely upon
Belfasts
1 Ο I Ο Ο Ο Ο Ο 3— 6
Yarmouths
the Conservative-Unionist coalition when
Lord Salisbury takes office, and they are
Two base hits—Dow. Underwood, Bums. Struck
can
not
domConservatives
certain that the
out—Wilson, 12; Burns, 11.
inate iu the House of Commons unless the
YARMOUTHS, G; BANGORS, 2.
Unionists co-operate with them. It is reFrom Belfasts the club went to Bangor
Gladstone
that
circles
in
ported government
and met Bangor's professional team and deis undaunted and is determined to wage a
The politiThe Bana ceaseless battle in Parliament.
feated them by α score of G to 2.
cal leaders of every party anticipate a period
Small's
gors were unable to do anything with
of unprecedented parliamentary conflicts.
In Stirling, Mr. II. Campbell liannernian, I pitching, only three scatch hits being made.
(Gladstonian) Secretary for War, received The Yarmouths played an almost faultless
2440 votes, and his opponent, Mr. Pender,
game in the field and batted hard, but owing
(Unionist) 1471.
to the hlffh wind few hits were made. MoulA New Archbishop.
ton t,ho Yarmoutlis'catcher, caught in the
Archbishop Richard of Larissa will suc- three games with three different pitchers
ceed Cardinal Guibert as Archbishop of
The following is the score :
with one error.

The Pioneer Press prints reports from
every wheat growing county in Minnesota
and Dakota, and from many in Iowa, Wisconsin and Nebraska. They show the crops
to be in much worse condition than on June
1.
The sections most affected by the drought
are the Ked river valley from Wahjpeton to
Grand Forks, and the Northern Pacific country from Brainard, Minn., to Bismarck, Dak
The intense heat of the past ten days has
added materially to the injury already sustained. It is doubtful if rain could now save
the crops along the Winona and St. Peter
road and the southern divisions of the Milwaukee aud St. Paul.
Coldwateb, Mich., July 8.—The heat has
been excessive for four days, ranging 100° in
the shade. Wheat is mostly harvested, but
corn is seriously affected.
Lacrosse,Wis., July 8—The weather continues intensely hot, with indications of rain

u

νϋκ

anil they all scored before
one on an
the inning was over, giving the home elub a
lead which ensured thcni the game. Two
more runs were made in the next inning
which completed the run getting for the
the Portlands while the Haverhill* failed to
Both clubs did
score after the fifth inning.
A league
some good playing in the field.
an
in
and
appearance
not
did
put
umpire
the Bowdoius acted in that capaMurphy of score
:
follows
city. Tho

Henrietta, Tex., July 8.—Three brothA Dramatic Interview with the Widow of Assassin Cuiteau.

vestigation.
Resolved, That in

WIND

ilicil

DE AD.

ill·,NTS.

error

Deeply Laid Plot

and the address adopted, and we ask that
the Senate shall vindicate the character of
the State, either by clearing up these charges
or by purifying that honorable body from
the presence of the member corruptly elected.
Resolved, That it is declared to be the belief of the members of this convention, and
they so charge that the election of Henry 15.
Payne to the Senate of the United States
was procured by a corrupt use of large sums
of money, 'furnished and disbursed by acknowledged agents and representatives of
Payne, and that this convention further declares its belief that an investigation bv the
Senate will substantiate this charge. They
are not aware that this fact has been in any
direct and responsible way denied.
Resolved, That the Senate committee on
it is hereby
privileges and elections be and the
requested to act favorably upon Ohiocommuof
the
deleganication of the members
tion in Congress, asking for the reconsideration of the vote whereby the committee declined to recommend an investigation of the
election of Payne, and also to take into consideration the final communication of Representatives Little and Butterwortli, offering
further evidence of bribery in the election 01
Payne, and further weightier reasons for in-

XLIXth

Γ7Τ-β-'

7
SHOT

CARFIELD'S ASSASSINATION.

Your memorialists
made by themselves.
share the general conviction. The far-reach·
Reare manifest.
the
situation
of
ing evils
dress can only come from the Senate of the
United States. We, therefore, respectfully
and earnestly request that the Senate will direct an investigation be made, believing it
will establish the charges of bribery and
corruption formally presented by the Ohio
Senate and House of Representatives, ExRepublican
pressive of the conviction of the
editors of Ohio, are enclosed the resolutions
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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
-Uy (Sundays excepted) by the
ΡΟΕΤΙ,ΑΚι- ^.-«UING COMPANY,
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0
0
Ο
0
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο

2
31
5
5
7 27 20
BAXG0R8.
AB. R. IB. ΤΒ. ΓΟ. Α.
Ε.
4000010
Ο
4
1
Ο
Ο
4
2
2
0
0
2
0
0
4
ο
ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
4
Ο
Ο
1
1
3
2
1
3
Ο
1
Ο
Ο
Ο 14
3
Ο
Ο
1
0
1
Ο
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
8
0
0
0
3

3 24 17
δ
3
30
2
Total
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Innings
Ο 3 2 00000 χ— δ
Yarmoutlis
Ο 01100000—2
Bangors
Struck out—Small, 7 ;
Three base hit—Small.
Davis, 4

Tho Now England League.
GAME TO-DAY.

The Portlands will play tho Haverhllls
Ladies will be admitted
this afternoon.
free to the grounds and grand stand. Admission tickets will be for sale at Foss's
drug store and R. F. Somers' hat store this
morning at 9 o'clock. The grand stand will
be reserved for ladies and their escorts.
PORTLANDS 13; HAVER1IILLS, δ.
Yesterday afternoon's game was won by
tlia Portlands, and was marked by the heavy
hitting of both clubs. When the Portlands
went to the bat in tho fifth inning there were
five runs credited to the visitors with bul
two for the home club. The Portland boys
however had a pitcher facing them who evidently was not doing the work of which hi
is capable and in this one inning they mad<
Twc
six base hits with a total of seven.

Mrs. Catherine L. Wording, who has just
given thirty thousand dollars to Colby University for the fitting school at Iloulton, is
the wife of the late Judge W. E. Wording,
an early alumnus of the college,and for many
years past a member of its Board of Trustees. lie died in Fargo, Dakota, on the 22d
of January last.
Win. E. Wording was bora in Casting of
this State, in 1812, arid was graduated at
Waterville College, now Colby University,
in 183G. The eollege not only recognized his
merits at the time of his graduation, but at a
comparatively early stage in his career,
He was successmade him doctor of laws.
ively professor at New Hampton, Ν. Π.,
teacher and counsellor-at-law in South Carolina, judge of probate ior successive terms
in the large county of Racine, Wis., and
United States ta* commissioner at the South
after the war.

Since laying down the burdens of public
office, lie has rendered the University and
its tributary schools at Waterville, Iloulton,
and Hebron no little service by so placing
and guarding a considerable portion of their
X

U1IUO CIO

«,»/
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His
what they could otherwise have been.
attachment to the college was remarkably
strong. As a substantial token of his gratitude, he cave to it about 312,000 during his
The gift will become largely and
lite.
use
for
perhaps wholly available
of
1887, and is to be
the
course
in
expended in tlio erection of a building
for the benefit of Houlton Academy, said
building to be known as Wording Hall. Preliminary steps to that end will doubtless be
taken during the present week, though the
work of construction cannot be commenced
before another spring.
A Close Call.
Just as the Main street crossing gates were
being lowered at the approach of the 4.10
west-bound train over the Boston A MàVnèr~

Wednesday afternoon, a top buggy was seen
coming down the hill at a rapid rate. The
man who was tending the gates for Mr.
Chadbourne at that time did not think for a
moment that he was about to witness one of
the narrowest escapes from death ever experienced at that crossing. Capt. William
H. Sturgis of Standish, who wns driving the
horse, did not see the approaching train and
did not notice the safety gates were down
until his horse was within a rod of the
crossing. The instant he saw the danger he
made a gigantic effort to check the animal,
but it was then too late. The horse crashed
through the gate just after the engine had
passed the crossing, wheeled around to the
left and the carriage was struck by the step
of the second car, botn horse and vehicle
being thrown over upon the side track. One
of the horse's hind legs fell upon the track
and was passed over by a wheel, breaking it
below the ankle and nearly severing the
hoof from the limb. The driver escaped
without a bruise, though the carriage was
sadly demolished.—Biddeford Times.
Reunion of the U. O. c. C.
The New England reunion of the United
Order of the Golden Cross in Massachusetts
fftnb- ninpA at Downer Landing
Wednesday.
About six hundred were present, including
representatives from Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Connecticut, besides
Massachusetts, which had the largest representation. At 2 o'click exercises of a pleas-

ing nature took place in Lincoln Hall, on
the grounds. After an invocation by Grand
Prelate Rev. E. A. YVynian of Faulkner,
Mrs. W. C. Bailey of Somerville sang an original hymn appropriate to the order, after
which Mr. Henry W. Pitman, Chairman of
the committee, gave an address of welcome,
Singing was furnished by a select quartette,
consisting of Messrs. G. II. Monroe, Ward
Daniels, J. A. Monroe. Addresses were made
by Supreme Commander Solomon, Grand
Commander Hartshorn of Massachusetts,
Grand Commander Stewart of Maine, Messrs
Dexter and Bennett of Maine, Kev. Dr. Wy-

Messrs. Green and Jones of Providence
and recitations by little Jennie Harvey of
Boston. The addresses indicated increased
membership in Maine and Massachusetts,
and a great interest throughout the whole
New England States.
man,

Colby University.
The Senior prize for excellence of composition was awarded to Thomas J. Kamsdell of
Lubec. The first prize of the Junior exhibition was awarded to S. H. Holmes, the
second to C. E. Cook.
On Wednesday evening the Bernhard
Listemann Company gave the CommenceA fair aument Concert at the Town Hall.
dience was present and was well repaid by
the fine music. The greater part of the stutheir respective
dents have departed for
homes. Maoy will engage in canvassing
few fill
during the summer months and a

positions

atsummer hotels.
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We do not read

anonymous letters and commun
cations.
and address of the writer are
α all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for pubication but. as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.
The

name

FOR COVERNOR,

JOSEPH R. EODWELL,
<>«■

UALLOWBIL.

For Representatives to Congress :
Urst District—TUOMAS B. REED, of l'ortland.
iccoiid District
NELSON DINGLEÏ, J It., of
J ,c wis ton.
Third District— SETII I,. MILUKKN, of Belfast.
Fourth District—CHAKLKS A. BOUTELLE, of
Baricror.

CAMPAIGN PRESS.
For the purpose of furthering the good cause in
coming political campaign, the publishers of
the Pit ESS propose to issue their Weekly and
Daily Editions at the following extraordinarily
low rates, barely covering the cost of material
and postage.
the

The Maine State tas,
Weekly, will be furnished, beginning with the
number issued next after the receipt of the order
in each case, and closing with the issue September lGth, containing a report of the Maine election,

SINGLE COPIES, 25 CENTS.

THE DAILY PRESS,
Will be furnished, beginning with trie number issued next after the receipt of the order in each
case, and closing with the issue September 16th,
with full returns from Maine Election,

SINCLE COPIES, SI.OO.
Postage will, in all cases be prepaid fcy the publishers.
TTTe Press will contain complete political news
and information,—besides the customary general
news, business and miscellaneous matter.
llepublican Committees and others desirous of
the
of the right, can do no more useful

triumph

service than to aid in dissemination of good readng matter. Address

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
FOBTLABID, MK.
to be exceedingly
loth to bid farewell to that commission idea
of his.

Secretary Bayard

—

—

seems

The silly season has evidently set in. The
New York Sun has begun to boom Tilden for
Democratic candidate in 1888.
If the President had put a veto on the suit
by which the Attorney General hopes to be
enriched by half a million or so of dollars he
would have commended himself quite as
much to the country as he will by sitting
down on these little pension bills.
If Daniel Manning takes hold of the New
York machine in Cleveland's interest the
Hon. David B. Hill's boomlet will be iikely
to rapidly become small and beautifully less.
Mr. Manning has had long experience in

running this particular machine.
The Argus makes a long and elaborate effort to show that Secretary Bayard moves as
rapidly in the fishery matter as did Secretary Fish. It apparently succeeds in proving
tolerably well that both of them moved at a

snail's pace.
The Belfast Age says that as far as the
Democratic party is concerned there is no
inconsistency in its accepting Mr. Ladd as a
candidate. But how about Mr. Ladd? Is
there no inconsistency after posing as a firm
—frtêud ef prohibition, in his accepting the
nomination of a party avowedly hostile to

prohibition?
The treatment by our government of the
Sisters, which was caught in this port without a manifest, and might have been fined
$500 is in striking contrast to that accorded
to our vessels by the Dominion government
for violations of the customs laws less im-

portant than the Sisters' Evidently magnanimity is enterely thrown away on the Ottawa government. Doses of its own medicine
are

needed.

The cholera is getting under way in Italy.
There were one hundred and twenty-six
(teams

eunesuay. no lar uns country
lias escaped ; but so long as the disease
haunts Southern Europe there is a possibility
that it will spread among the peoples who
hold frequent communication with that region. The health officers oi this country
cannot safely relax the vigilance that has
been maintained for the last few summers.
on

v>

The Knights of Labor have extended their
organization among the negro farm laborers
On a plantation below Little
of Arkansas.
llock last week a mob of over two hundred
Knights collected and attenipti d to force
wages up by intimidation. A sheriff's posse
dispersed them after a fight. This is among
the few instances where a labor organization
has caused trouble among agricultural laborers.
The Canadians have now discovered a new
way of annoying our vessels. The master of
one of them who was compelled by stress of
weather to put into a Dominion port, has
been compelled to pay light-house fees, and
that too, notwithstanding the fact tlmt there
was no light-house in the vicinity. The
President has been authorized by Congress
to retaliate for these outrages upon our vessels, and it would seem that the time had
about arrived to

begin.

The Democrats of the House of Kepresentative are not anxious to have the President'» vetoes examined. They are doing
their best to stifle debate on the vetoed pen-eiïm \ΛΠ», and refer theio to the committee
on Invalid Pensions, in whose keeping they
will pass into oblivion. The Democrats
think it is better for the soldiers' claims to
be set aside than for the President to be reproved for vetoes many of which are shown
conclusively to have been hasty and ill-considered.
It has been a very discouraging task to get
jury for the trial of the Chicago Anarchists. On Tuesday thirty-one men were examined. Twenty-nine of them were rejected
a

for cause, and the other two were peremptorily challenged. At that time the total number of jurors examined had been five hunThe task is to get
dred and eighty-seven.
men who neither sympathize with nor have
prejudices against the Anarchists. After
what has happened in Chicago such men are
difficult to find.
The last heard about the New York monument to Gen. Grant is that Echtler, the Ba_
rarian sculptor, has submitted plans for a
monument of polished granite to be fifty-nine
feet square at the base, and seventy-two feet
high. The design is quite elaborate ; but if
the sculptor has been wise he has made his
plans to fit the size of tho fund rather than
the greatness of the subject. There is little
prospect that this generation of New Yorkers will see in their city the magnificent
monument at first contemplated.
The English boroughs have gone against
home rule, and even the counties have deserted Mr. Gladstone; but the campaign
which the Parnell party is fighting in Ireland
has been so far successful. Jn two remarkNationalists have disable instances the
played their strength. Belfast and LondonThere, if
derry are in the heart of Ulster.
anywhere, the Loyalist party is strong. But
in Londonderry Parnell's lieutenant, Justin
McCarthy, has come within three votes of
election, and in Belfast another of Parnell's
associates, Thomas Sexton, has carried the
West Division by a majority of ninety votes.
After such victories as these, the Irish phalanx will go up to the next Parliament with
a power to make demands which even a Tory ministry will ba forced tu consider.
The Canadian commissioner of fisheries
has informed Consul General Plielan that
the recent circular issued by the Dominion
government is not to be construed as grantvesing permission to United States fishing
sels to enter Canadian waters for ether purof 1818,
poses than those named in the treaty
it is not intended that such vessels shall

and
remain unmolested for twenty-four hours, or
during that time land cargoes for transhipor trade.
ment, ship men, purchase supplies
insists upon
Tho Canadian government still
of the
the enforcement of the provisions
enforce them in
the treaty of 1818, and it will

»n

Tenth infantry. He was a sergeant when
the war broke out, and was gradually promoted for gallant conduct until at the close
of the war he was a brevet major, lie had
been in active service on the plains ever
since the war. He had no social or political
influence, and was selected by the President
purely on merit. Schwan is probably the
nnly man, except Adjutant General Drum
himself, who has risen from the ranks to a
place in this corps of the regular army,
A writer in the London Times points out
the interesting fact that, the future heir to
thu Bavarian throne is the Stuart heir apparthrone, the Jacobite
ent to the English
Prince of Wales. Henrietta Maria, daughter
af Charles I., married Philip, Duke of Orleans, the brother of Louis XIV. His daughter, Anna Maria, married Victor Amadeus
II., of Savoy. The legitimate claim to the
throne of England remained with the Kings
of Sardinia to the death of Charles Felix in
April, 1831, when the crown passed to the
It was to
distant line of Savoy Carignan.
this claim that George 111. alluded when ho
snid that if he broke his coronation oath by
admitting Catholics to Parliament the crow n
of England would pass to the House of SaBeatrix of Savoy married Francis
voy.
Duke of;Modena. The male line of Modenacame to an end in November, 1875, and was
continued in Maria Theresa, the wife os
Louis, son of Luitpold, the present Regent of
Havana. She is now the Stuart Queen of
England, and her son Uupert. born May 13,
L869. is the Stuart Prince of Wales.

United States which are found fishing, or
preparing to fish, or known to have been
fishing, and to report such seizure to Ottawat
and likewise to detain, subject to instructions all United States fishing vessels hovering within the the three-mile limit, and not
departing within twenty-four hours after receiving such warning. The delay of twentyfour hours is not a privilege extended to
United States vessels, but a limit of time,
beyond which vessels will not be allowed to
remain, even though they have not contravened the statutes otherwise than by hover,
ing within the three-mile limit, and that
even in such cases remedies provided by the
statutes may be enforced without waiting
for the expiration of the period named.
of our Democratic contemporaries
profess to be very much shocked at what
they characterize as personal attacks upon
The attack of this kind
their candidate.
which they chiefly complain of is the assertion made by a Republican paper that Col.
Edwards has been accustomed to speak of
tlie Grand Army as a "political machine"
and as a "set of bummers."
We should put
much more confidence in the sincerity of
these journals if they and the party which
Some
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preached. But every one of them has been
in the habit since Mr. Bodwell was nominated, of speaking of him as Mr. "Boodle," an
expression which first fell from the
and
diglips of the very elegant
over
who presided
nified
gentleman
at
Bangor.
the Democratic convention
Most if not all of them have accused the Republican candidate of illiteracy, while several of them have insinuated without a scintilla of proof that he acquired his fortune in
But when their own
an illegitimate way.
candidate for whom they are bespeaking the
support of the soldiers of the war of the Rebellion is accused of having spoken of the
Grand Army as a political machine "composed of a lot of bummers," they are all
deeply grieved at the personal aspect the
campaign is taking on. It makes a vast difference with tliem whose
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Osar S2.35 Ladies' Mid Βηίίοη Is worth $3.00,
ΛΒίβΙ is tlic best boot Sti the city fi'oi· tlic moiicy·

Harper's Magazine is in
every way a remarkable number. It opens with
Mr. Warner's summer
a brilliant instalment of
serial Their Pilgrimage, made still more delightful by Mr. C. S. Reinhart's illustrations. In Dr.
Richard Wheatly's paper on the New York Produce Exchange, we have one of those strong, concise, yet comprehensive, articles which are a
characteristic feature of Harper's magazine.
She Stoops to Conquer, with the exception of the
Epilogue, which which will appear in the August
number, is concluded, with three full-pagu illustrations by Edwin A. Abbey. For the most part
The

July

SPECIAL BARGAINS FOR THE NEXT TWO WEEKS.

3F'OR TWO WEEKS.

Hancoek County, Oliio,
Darke County, Ohio,
of Urbaiia, Ohio,
City
Great Bargains in Photograph Albums, Scrap
FOR SALE BY
Books, Writing Paper and Envelopes, Lead Pencils,
Stvlo raphic Pens, Gold Pens and Pencils.

haven;· Mr. William Hamilton Gibson's Singing
Wings, beautifully illustrated from the author's
drawing's; and Mr. Henry P. Wells's Salmon
Mrs. Olive Thorne Miller's curious
Fishing.
sketch, A Night Monkey in the House, illustrated
is an ill-doors study, but a remarkby J. C. Beard,
able chapter in Natural History. The "glorious
Fourth" is fitly commemorated in Mr. Ballard
Smith's pape:·. The Gunpowder for Bunker Hill,
effectively illustrated by Howard Pyle. The
frontispiece to the number is an entirely new portrait ot Nathaniel Hawthorne, the story of which
is told in the Editor's Easy Chair. In this number is begun Dr. Richard T. Ely's series of Social

The dress parade of candidates for the
Democratic Congressional nomination still
continues. The last gentleman to pass in
review before tlie magnates who have the
settlement of this matter is named Burkina
and is alleged to belong in Biddeford. He is
said to be very dear to the Knights of Labor.
The Biddeford Democracy regard him rather
favorably, but the Portland brethren have
ordered him to be brought in here "to be
looked over," as one of them puts it. It
seems that the Hon. William A. Cromwell
has not altogether vanished. A writer in
this week's Biddeford Sentinel, hailing from
York Corner, says the Democrats of that
section will present his name to the conven-

Studie?. E. P. Roe contributes the fifth of his"
series of papers, The Home Acre. Bonne Maman
is a very novel and stiking short story by Grace
King, a new Southern writer of great promise. A
clever short story, entitled Dirt Pies, is contributed by the author of Gemini.
The July number of St. Nicholas is not lacking
in patriotism, and opens with an interesting
sketcli of Lafayette and his two visits to America,

which is in a way supplementary to Horace Scud,
der's George Washington, this month's chapters
of which deal with the Conway Cabal, Valley
Forge, and Monmouth, in which Lafayette took a
prominent part. An account of a very high and
remarkable flag-raising is contributed by Dan
Beard, iu Captain Jack's Fourth of July Kite."
The leading feature of the number, however, is
undoubtedly the first installment of Rose Lattimore Alling's short serial, Nan's Revolt.
Ripley
Hitchcock has a timely article on Fly Fishing for
Trout, in which be shows how bovs and girls can
become proficient in this attractive sport. Among
other prominent features of the magazine are the
entertaining chapters of Little Lord Fauutlery
with a startling development ; an exciting installment ot J. T. Trowbridge's Maine coast story,
The Kelp Gatherers; some more notes on Wonders of the Alphabet, and a Ready-for-Business

tion. Mr. Cromwell's strong points, as marshalled by this writer, are his "unimpeachable integrity," "good business habits,"
"large and extensive knowledge of men
and affairs," "opposition to railroad monopolies, friendliness to tariff reform and
honest and economical government, hearty
support of the National administration," and
last, but by no means least belief that it is
the duty of Providence "to go on with the
good work in which he has already accomplished so much, until he fully surrounds
himself with his friends and places his adan
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worth $2.25
1.50
worth
.75
worth
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worth
.75
worth
worth 2.00
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St., under Falmouth Hotel.
eodtf

at reduced prices. low is the time to purchase.
Call and examine the latest in
Mackinaw, Milan and Canton Braids.

HATS!

STYLES IN CHILDREN'S

A bottle of Austin's Pine Perfumery given
each customer buying $1.00 * rth of goods.

ADA! FOREPAUGH'S Hew and Colossal ALL-FEATURE SHOW.

TIIE FOKCE OF IIABIT.

Philadelphia Ledger.
It Is hard for the average British voter to
der the title In the Wake of Battle, iriviutr a wornfrom
get away «.ι,„ his >>inveterate habit of going* an's recollections of Confederate hospital work at
Vt
Shepherdstown during Antietam week. Three
MR. heed's oration.
other papers deal anecdotally with the capture of
Boston Herald.
New Orleans. Captain Beverley Kennon, who
Congressman Reed did the backward-look- commanded the Confederate steamer, the Goving worshippers of "them good old times" a ernor Moore, gives a thrilling description of the
real service, if they are sensible enough to
fighting and loss of his ship; Commander Albert
appreciate it, in depicting just the actual, kautz, then a lieutenant on the Hartford, deprosaic conditions of life a hundred years scribes, Incidents of the Occupation of New Orleans. and Marion A. Baker, then the mayor's priago. There was never so good a day as Tovate secretary, treats the same subject from a
Day, and tomorrow will be better.
Confederate point of view. In Memoranda on the
A PLUCKY ADMINISTRATION.
Civil War, Γ. D. Haywood, at the request of the
editor, gives a brief account of his experience
Cincinnati Commercial Gazette.
afloat and ashore.
General William F. Smith
Cleveland's chump administration is boywrites of General George H. Thomas at Chattacotting the women as well as the old soldiers. nooga, in answer to General Grant's article in the
There are now fewer women in the departCentury for last November; and H. S Taylor contributes a stirring poem, entitled The Man with
ments at Washington than for many years.
the Musket. France and Indo-China, by Augustheir
clerks
out
As fast as the old female
go
tine Heard, deals with the causes and fruits of the
who
males
with
stalwart
lilied
are
places
recent French war in Asia; and Rev. Leighton
vote the straight Democratic ticket. We
Parks, in A Bozu of the Monto Sect describes a
certainly have a noble, plucky and patriotic visit to a monastery of one of the Buddhist sects
seize
the
Canucks
it
lets
of
now;
Japan. The Labor Question is ably treated
government
our fishing vessels, but
mipes war on de- from the point of view of a Western manufacturer,
Edward L. Day; while Theodore L. De Vinne,
men
who
old
by
and
women
got cripfenceless
who prints the Century and St. Nieholus, gives his
pled saving the country.
views 011 the question of Cooperation. There is
Portland's centennial celebration.
also a letter 011 the industrial question by William
Morris. Mr. Howells contributes the sixth inSpringfield Eepublican.
stallment of his new novel, The Minister's Charge.
Portland's Centennial ranks well among
No article in the July number of the Atlantic
the anniversary commemorations that crowd
will attract more attention than the Autocrat's
It
so close upon each other in these days.
engaging description of his first visit to Europe,
was especially distinguished by an excellent
Dr. Holmes has writoration rrom Thomas B. Keed, which covmore than fifty years ago.
ered the history of the place from the beginten nothing for a long time more charming in qualning, in no dry chronicle, but in a vitalized ity or more thoroughly characteristic. Fliilip Gilreview of events in their full bearing on the
bert Hamerton gives the first paper ο I his series,
development of the New England communi- French and
English. George Frederic Parsons's
ty, witli picturesque descriptions, charactervigorous, clearly reasoned, and extremely sensible
izations of the life of each period, portraits
on The Labor Question, is a timely contriof the notable men, passages of humor and
ution. John Fiske lias auother noteworthy artipathos and eloquence. In its class of ora- cle
relating to the time of confusion and almost
tions there have been few to surpass it. The
bankruptcy succeeding the Revolutionary War.
poem of Mrs. Abba Goold Woolson was mus- The Princess Casamassima grows absorbingly in
ical, graceful, devoted chiefly to pictorial te res ting. There are installments of Craddock's
treatment of the city, its surrounding scenIn the Clouds, aud Bishop's The Golden Justice,
and a good short story, Sibyl the Savage, by Mrs.
ery, the distinguishing traits of its life, and
Uh.ampuey. There are, of course, some excellent
the cardinal points in its history. It had the
literary articles, the most noticeable being Miss
a
of
merit
sure
being really poem.
on Ouida.

GREAT
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PORTLAND,
MONDAY,

Miss Mary Anderson says she will stay in
England four years, and that she will not act
for some time, as work recently has proved
She will spend
a great strain on her health.
the winter in Rome.
Since John C. Eno and others of New
York's rascals left for Montreal it is said
that four bucket shops have been opened in

The Home Rule Rebuff, Education Bills Before
Congress, Bancroft's Plea for the Constitution,
McCosh's Psycolojïy, JolmBunyaii and His Times,

And it is said two big stock exchange houses
talk of establishing Canadian branches this
iummer.

Queen Victoria is credited with the intention of making Prince Alexander of Bulgaria a Knight of the Garter, an honor reserved for English nobles and sovereign
princes of foreign blood. This is intended
to compensate Alexander for the snubbing

Skating;

C QW.

NEAR CITY HOTEL.

Ο (iPerffclIy Trained Elephant* whoseQ Κ
f^^like do not exist on the face of the earth.ώί#
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MUSEUM OF STRANGE HUMAN WONDERS.
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Ρ Π S 81 Alone
All "
β i l1 Daily.

is able to make at 10 a. m.,
the Most Brilliant, Sunbright
Pageant that Ever Delighted Human
Π » ill Vision ; Piles upon Piles of Glittering
Gold; Worlds of Splendors worthy of
I"" Croesus ; Oceans of Bewildering Sensation; Regiments of Noble Horses, Men, Women
ana Children; Novel Vehicles of all Nations; 13
Styles of Melody, the whole presented at an Actual cost of §1,750,000.
Two

p. m.
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In
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Send
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Circulars and Price-Lists

NO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.
inemberii of the N. ¥. 8lor)

fixihange*
Private Wire to New York and Boston.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

383 Harrison Ave., Boston, Matte.

In

our

BOSTON,

F.

PRINCE & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.
H.

Stanley T.
decl

I am seuding Fir«t Mortgage* on real estate
to eastern parties, netting tnea seven per cent,
M*mi-auper annuiji. with the interest
nuallv. I loan only one-third of the value of the
security, and attend to all collections of both interest and principal. The mortgages are in the
form of Bonds with interest coupons attached.
I will be pleased to correspond with parties and
Address,
give full particulars.
». H. Bl ΙΙΎΗΑ.ΤΙ, Lincoln, Neb.

payable

References
Judoe \V. W. VIRGIN,

Norway,

BANKERS
Securities,
Savings Banks

PENFIELD'S

PATENT,

CELLULOID,
FRENCH

MARSH

PATENT,

REVERSIBLE,

RADICAL

ENGLISH CROSS BODY.

ΛΙ1

CURE,

We would call special attention to our Water Pad and Radical Cure Truss. By their use the most difficult forms of
Hernia can be retained.

GEORGE C. FRYE,
Corner
je25

Congress

MEN'S; YOUTHS'

and Franklin Streets.
eodtf

CLOTHING ! CLOTHING !
I am now showing sonic very
handsome Suitings in this department, both in Fancy Checks and
Plain Mixtures, Whipcords and
Diagonals. Also a very fine line
of SPRING OVERCOATS at lowest prices to he found in the city
for same kind of goods.

Grand Trunk Railway

at whicn the Daily
always be found.

Embracing the leading Hotels
j^ress may

Funds constantly

TENDERS
are invited for the following quantités of ANTIIKAt'lTE C'OAii, properly screened and free
from slate and all other impurities, delivered ovei
ship's side, on Company's wharf at Portland, Me.,
on or before October 1st, next, free of all charges,
viz:

HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.

BETHEL

prietors.

NEW STORE.

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Co.
Seven per

Fires

cent.

HOUSE—W. F. Lovejoy & Sou, ProBOLSTER'S MILLS.

The Clothier and Furnisher, under Falmouth

BOSTON·

Bond», and

THE AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.

tor.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.-L. Rice &
Son, Proprietors.
BRUNSWICK.
P. & K. DINING ROOMS—W. R. Field, Proprie-

Hotel,

188G.

JOSEPH

CANTON

FARTHEST

DAVIS IIOTEL-M. B. Davis, Proprietor.

Ε AST PORT.

Post.
pathos."—Hartford
44

LEW1NTON.

Of great scientific

value, and has, at tho same time, a faecinationfor
the general reader."—Boston Transcript.
11
The most remarkable "work ever produced upon the subject of Arctic
explorations."—ÂT. Y. Journal of Commerce.
A Special Agent Wanted in livery New England Town.
Address, CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS,
32 Hawley St., Boston, or 743 Broadway, New York;·

DkWITT HOUSE—Quinby & Murcli, Proprietors.
ITIACIIIAS.

EASTER HOTEL—Ε. E. Stoddard, Proprietor
FALLS.

COBB'S HOTEL—P. R. Cobb, Proprietor.
NORRIDOEWOCK.

Proprietor.

PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.-M. S. Gibson,

Proprietor.

HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal
Sts.—McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors.

U. S.

KAlillOND VILLACÎË,
CENTRAL HOUSE—Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor.

1

8ACCARAPPA.
PRESUMPSCOT liOUSE-W. S. Pratt,

j

SKOWIIEGAN.
COBURN HOUSE—Robert \V. Haines.Proprietor.

Proprie-

ΒΗΒΛ Ι.001!:. In order to ex■ tend our list of names,we will
Β put into a box a card bearing
a m
■ the name of each hoy or girl
who sends for a catalogue for 1880 before Sept.
1st, and on that date will draw out the name of one
person to whom we will present a $35 Scholarship
Certificate FREE. Conditions—Applicants must
he residents of Maine, between 15 and 25 years old
and must not have already received the catalogue.
THE DlRICO BUSINESS COLLEGE,
α

1Γ

m

IL

m

ΛΙΙDruggists. D. H. HAM & CO.,
C4 liroad (street, XIOSXON, MASS.

AUG US I A

OF MEAT. FHestand Cheapest Meat
voring Slock for Soups, Made Dishes
Sauces. Annual sale 8,000,000 jars.

Genuine ouly with the fac-simile of Baron Lie.
big's Siguature in Blue Ink across the LabelThe title "Baron Liebig" and photograph
having-been largely used by dealers with 110
connection with Baron Liebig, the public are
informed that the Liebig Company alone can
offer the article with Baron Liebig's guarantee^ genuineness.

UllhnVlD

HE·**Τ ill the WOICM».
Sold
fr^p-Get the Genuine.

Everywhere.

eod&wlm

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT
OF MEAT. To be had of all storekeepers
Grocers aud Chemists. Sole Agents for tli
United States (wholesale ouly) C. David &
Co., ϋ Fencliurch Avenue, London. England.

Jlin2C

IrUltlf

I*®· Ï30S loin unie ι jtl Ntrne:.

ORGANPIANO
TREMONT ST.
FOR CATALOGUE AND

feb24

PRICES

CO·

0O3TON.MAS3·
PAPER·

6T.NTIGiN

eodly

TABLE

dlawlyS

>

J. S. DOUGLASS, Ageîit,
WIESBAOEN

Flaaud

OF MEAT. An invaluable tonic. "Is a success
and boon for which nations should feel
grateful."—See "Medical Press," "Lancet" &c.

It· Eg.

First-class storage for Floor, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Portland Sugar House.
Warehouse receipts given. Otis Krothers elevator.
of
Insurance. Apply to
Lowest rates

631

Building.

PORATLND.

CITY OF

DOLLARS

THOUSAND

ONE

REWARD.
accordance with the order o( the Cltv Council
approved May 5th, 1886,1 hereby offer a reward of One Thousand Dollars to any person who
shall furnish evidence sufficient to procuro the
arrest and conviction of any person or person»
Kuilty of the crime of arson In the City of Portland, during the municipal year 1880-87.
CHA8. J. CHAPMAN,
Mayor.
Jiy3dlw
Portland, July 2,1886.

IN

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Marshal * Office, 1
June 28, 1886. J
Trucks, Drays, Wagons, Carts, or
other vehicles which snail be used in this
city for the conveyance from place to place, within the city, of wood, coal, lumber, stone, bricks,
sand, clay, gravel, dirt, rubbish, goods, wares,
furniture, merchandise, building material, or any
other article or thing whatsoever, are hereby requested to present their teams for Inspection and
to receive their llceuses and numbers for the year
commencing July 1,1886, at the Marshal's Office,
from the 13th to the 22nd of July. 1886. A failure to comply with this notice will subject the delinquent to a penalty.
EZRA HAWKES, City Marshal.
Je29dtd
of

OWNERS

KUJUIKB BENORT8.

PROSPECT HOUSE.
newly finished House is situated on the
west side of Peaks' Island, in a pleasant
quiet place. Parties wishing board for the summer can be accommodated at reasonable prices.
For further particulars, address,
C. I. BLAKE, Peaks' Island. Me.
je29d2w*

THIS

THE

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
MAINE.

ORGANIZED

184»,

(IV

COMPANY,

IIOiHE
which has had

thirty-six Years' experience.

RECORD 19

|TS

$8,361,920.4?
3,374,402.90
5,647,970.22
4,268,862.35

Death losses paid,
Endowments paid,
Surrendered policies,
Dividends,

TOTAL· PAYMENT

A

to

SHOWING
Policy-holders ot nearly

OK DOL-

to

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

CENT^ INVESTMENT.

THE MASS. REAL ESTATE GO.
Chartered to operate iu Bunineiw Bloek#
lia»
Eeialc.
Real
and
Commercial
Darned ΙΟ 1-ii per cent. Net Upon It» CapTime.
ital Invested to the Present

Advertiser BuildCompany
ing, Washington 8t., Boston, and Bertram
and other propPost
Boston
near
Office,
Building,
erties amounting to over Half a Million Dollars.
Lieut. Gov. Ames, Mayor Win. S. Green of Fall
River and others are the officers of the Company.
Send for Prospectus of Company, will full particulars. GEO. LEONARD, Agent, Room 3, 246
ly3dlw
Washington St., Boston.
now owns

THIS

the

Bockland
6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..Gs
4s
Anson

ASSETS ABE 80,119,347.13, while
Liabilities are only 93,413,410.74.

ITSits

HAS

chusetts standard,
the Mew York standard.

over

UNION MUTUAL, recognizing its muis the most liberal company In its
dealings with its policy-holders.

THE
tuality,

POLICY CONTRACT Is

ITSdefinite In

all Its terms and

no

STREET, Portland.
Ianldtf

plain and
chance for

misconception.

ITS

POLICIES ARE

I Ν C Ο NT ESTABLK

After three years tor any cause except fraud.
PAYS DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately as soon as the
proofs are complete and satisfactory,-end without
waiting 80, 90, or any number of days.

IT

ISSUES

ITplans.

POLICIES

approved

all

«

Company

are

EXPERIENCE, ST KONG FINANCIAL CONDITION, LARGE SUKPLUS. EQUIT
ABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conser
vativa management.
Call

194 MIDDLE

THEREFORE A SURPLUS et

ITNearly #400.000
according to the Massaand of
8700,000 by

ADVANTAGES of «hi.

6s Λ 4s
Bath
Maine Central..7s & 6s
1*. & O. R. R....6S

DOLyear o(

the company's

THE
AGE,

SHURTLEFF,

ARETAS

THOUSAND

HIKDRED

SIXLARS, paid
policy-holders for each
existence.

eodtf
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of its

or

send to any

plans.

Agency Office for

a

JOHN K. DeWITT. President.
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical
JOSLAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

JAMES

circular

Director.

SINKINSON,

MANAGER FOB CITY AGENCY.
mar2ts

eodtf

<lem"

SAUCE.

The most delicious in flavor; appetizing in effect; and by liberal use enables Dyspeptics to eat
meats and hearty food without injurious results, j
For sale by all grocers.
aprlGeod3m
j

ikigo

noon no

liAV-liaugt.

IIUU

tors of
POOR'S MANUAL OF KAILKOADS.
Railway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
Orders Executed for cash or on
always où hand.

margin.

Interest
nvited.

allowed

on

deposits.

Ί8 Hawley SU Boston, lui.'

Correspondence

45 Wall Street. New Yorlt.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R. I

Window Shade Curtain Fixtures,

LEASED LINE STOCK.

UPHOLSTER/ HARDWARE,

Turcoman Had Silk

cojhpani

Builders should investigate as to the Kooflng
Material manufactured by the Dlrigo Kooflng
Co. It is tidy in appearance; durable with proper
The rooting for IOO feet
care for half a century.
Delivered, without freight charge
co«1m
Ίί any point in Maine with railroad or steamboat
[connections. It is the most valuable roofing ever
invented for the price. Just the thins for cottages.
Send for circular. Address I>irigo Kooflng Co.,
apr2Geod3m
Steep Falls, Me.

FOB SALE BY

WJB MAKE

a

21

eodl

ST., Ν. V.
III r ARK

CLARK, D0DCE & CO.,
51 WALL

BOLLEB,

and our Slop Roller Is Standard.
fWAak your Dealer for them, take no other.

[WHOLESALE.!

Ε. H. HARROVIAN & CO.,

JySdtf

TUB OÎTLY

GENUINE

—

I» WALL

Curtains*

SD

BIjE JAN. I.I AND JULY l»l.
GUARANTEED IN PERPETUITY.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT

FRAZER grease
jyO

SEND

advkktwbjibhw.

TtVKXTV-TWOJIILLlOm
LARS, equal

—

"

d^fipaiinz

CIT*

INTEREST AT THE KATE OF FOUR
PERCENT. PER ANNUM. PAYA-

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT

mJL·

&Ί?€3>Έ*.&.<ζ3τΊΞϊ.
SURE CURE FOR
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Liver and Kidney
Wind
Complaints, Nervousness, Heartburn,
in the Stomaoii or Pains inthe Bowels,
IIeadaciib, Drowsiness, Low Spirits,
Melancholy, and Intemperance.
As a Medicine it ie quick and effectual; curing
the worst and most aggravated c;ises of Dyspepsia,
Kidney Complaints, and all other derangements
of the Stomach end Bowels.
It will instantly revive the most melancholy and
feeble,
drooping spirits, and restore the weak,
and vi^or.
nervous, and sickly to health, strength,
from
■Nightly Dissipation. Personsfeelwho,
evil
the
too much over night,
effects of the poisonous liquors in violent headaches,
etc.,
Giddiness,
weakness,
bickness at Stomach,
will find that one dose will remove all bad feelings.

First National Bank

DANFORTH HOUSE—C. Danforth, Proprietor.

tit

eodtf

apGdtim

•♦The most important work on Arctic matters
published in any
for many years."—Boston Herald.
country,
44
No story of Arctic exploration has equaled it in
power, -value or

OR Λ.IT.

GRAY HOTEL.—C. E. Whidden, Proprietor

DH. HAM'S

in

JUCU1UCI3UI 111C1N. Î.OUIVIV

Sol^^nU^bj^Sub^^

PASSAMAOUODDY HOUSE—T. II. Buckiuun,

l'OKTLANO.
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green Sts.
J. W. Robinson, Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union Sts.—J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
PERRY'S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.—J. G. Perry,

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, July

AT PORTLAND BASE BALL GROUNDS.

POOR, WHITE &~GREEN0UGH,

NORTH!

By A. TV. GREELT, Lieut· U. 8. Army.
Com'g I<ady Franklin Bay Expédition of 1881-4.
Two Vols., Royal 8vo, with Steel Portrait, over 100 Illustrations and
the Ojjicial Maps and Charts.

ELLSWORTH.

HANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor

ί

EMERY,

H.

Street, Portland, Me.

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

Three Years of Arctic Service.

CORNISH.

MECHANIC

HAVERHILLS VS. PORTLANDS,
7,8,9,

—

mare

tor.

said lW'litoi·
vvliin.h ncHHmi was filfiil on the
second day of July, A. D.
1886, to which
date interest on claims is to he computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
Ί hat a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court Room,
in said Portland, on the nineteenth day of July,
A. D. 1880, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

HEW ENGLAND LEAGUE GAMES.

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND. ME.

CALAIS.

rioprietor.

SALE BY

by the Hhowalter mortxage Co. More
than fifty Savings Banks in î*ew Hampshire.
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address Tor illustrated pamphlet,

AMERICAN HOUSE—M. D. Gardiner, Proprie-

is to

jytjdtl

seats 10 and 15 cents.

OF

Capital Stock of each
Company, $500,000.00.

eodti

LINCOLN HOUSE—C. E. Woodbury, Proprietor

jy3S&W2w

FOR

January 1,1884.

Proprietor.

C R Ο C Ε R Y !

A

Boutin,

TRUST COMPANY

No.

Mt. CUTLER HOUSE—Freemam Pugsley,Proprietor.
CORNISH VILLAOE.

IIICKSON,
General Manager.

jy3&10

7

inyl

I Ν

—

PORTLAND

tor.

CANTON.
HOUSE-N. L. MANDS,
HIRAM.

AND

BOND S Σ

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND.

QUINCY HOUSE-J. W. Johnson & Co., Proprie

Parties tendering, to state the name or kind oi
coal proposed to be de' vered.
Payments will be incde as foil, ws, viz: An
amount equal to the fr *jght charces will be paid
on delivery of the coal, nd the balan ce during the
month following that ii which the co.ii is delivered.
For further particulars and tender forms, apply
to 1). M. McTaggart, fuel agent, Montreal.
Tenders marked "tender for anthracite coal"
will be received by the undersigned up to the 17tli

F U Ν

Take Forest City Steamers,Custom House Wharf,
lion.1.1 TripÎicItru, admitting to Pavilion. ΊΟ
€TN. Admission 10 cents or coupon. Reserved

Mortgage Coupon

g^||Jg|£g

HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.

iOOO tons gross Egg size.
"
"
Stove"
300

eodtf

10 PER

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

BATH.

SHANNON'S HOTEL-Jerry Shannon, Proprie
tor.
BATH

FOREST CITY PAVILION" PEAKS'ISLAND

hand.

on

Iaul3

and a perfect fit and well made
garments are always to be found
Also all the late
on my counter.
styles in NECK WEAR, COLLARS
and CUFFS, HOSIERY, GLOTES,
&c.

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. & A. Young, Pro-

prietors.

FRIDAY, JULY 9th.

Trust

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS,

iUBLBN.
ELM

and

My stock is all new, and selected from the best manufactures,

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

their

on

Train leaves Boston & Maine station at 8.40;
Grand Trunk R.R. at 8.15 ;
connecting train leaves
Tickets will be for sale at Hoyt, Fogg & Donham's
and Carter Bros'. Adults 40 cts. Children 20 cts.
d2t
jy8

suitable for

Choice

marl 2

CHILDREN'S

SCHOOL

and their friends will go to Camp Ellis,
annual picnic,

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

Paid

be found

HOWES'

je7eod3m

Me.

WOODBURY & nOULTOM,

188 middle

HOWES' STANDARD,

PAD,

Portland, Me.

)

WILLIAM

A Perfect Fit is Guaranteed in Every Instance.

PATENT WATER

)

DRUMMOND,J

Hon. JOSIAH H.
Hon. C. F. LIBBY,
Hon. H. M. BEARCE

—

Our long experfence enables us to furnish Trusses practically constructed of the best material.

Among the large variety may
SEELEY'S HARD RUBBER,

thi: ifiEnuKRH or the

SEVEN PER CENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES,

KIIV23.

EVE3R.Y

eodtf

ITlorlgnse Securities

Real Fcitate

—

OIF*

Fbakk C, Crocker.

Fallen,

Six Per Cent Debenture

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AND ELASTIC

Grace Monaco

SECOND PARISH SUNDAY

GREEN & BATEMAN.

eoddm

stock may be found

CORRESPONDENTS,

NEW YORK

Free.

E. VAN NOORDEN & CO.,

eodtf

Bankers and Brokers,

ί>κΛ

tlllldren under 'J ITS. ûdC.

—

■

Doors open at 1 and 0.30

Metal Shingles.

nrmdly

SUMMER boarding house, situated on Sun
day River, three miles from Bethel liill, can
Beautilul
ccommodate twenty-five boarders.
trout fishing
s cenery, splendid drives, good brook
reasonable
Mountains,
White
aily mails, near
ills, obliging home people. Address
11. R. GODWIN, Bethel, Me.
A

full performances every Day at 2 and 7.30

Hattle Marshall

|

nuiiu.

PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.,

4 -rflVa

»

"QM SALE BY ALL GROCERS

VBOU&TASN GROVE HOUSE.

runasconstaniivun
oetl

GRAND ELEVATED STAGE—4

Fresh Bicycle Specialties; Popular, Classical and
Comical Roller
10 Elephant-leaping English Greyhounds, from the kennels of the nobility;
Athletic and acrobatic Perils and Human Pyra
mids; 20 Superb Stallions and altogether the
most remarkable and faultless performance ever
conceived by the genius of man.

BEST ROOF

STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

RENO Κ T.

on the

Daughters,

Isabel,)

Ruth (a piratical maid of all work). ..Emma Jones
Mabel (Gen. Stanley's youngest
Christine Brown
daughter)
Gen. Stanley's daughters, pirates and policemen.
An excellent orchestra under the direction of Mr.
E. Wright. Pianist, Mr. John D. Jones.
Take the steamers Krai tu and C<a4et. Franklin
Wharf. Round trip tickets with admission to OpOnu
era House,
Jy8dtf

Games called at 3.30. Admission 25c.
Jy7d3t
Friday, July », I.adir·' Pay-

for Savings Banks and Trust

Jyl,3,e,8,9,10&wjyl

RICHARD (

S U ITS ill JE SS

4—RINGS and

a

15
Saco. Saturday, Jul» 10. Lewiston. Tuesiav. Jul* 13. Balh. Wednesday, July 14. Aimusla, Thursday, July

THIS

nd ROBERT M. READ (M. D. Harvard 187C),
Mîowj SvniiN Moufir, No. 175 Tremout NI.,
J oii. liefereuces given. Consultation free. Sen 1
Office hours. 11 A. M. to 4 P. M.
1 or pamphlet.
febl3eodly
Sundays and holidays excepted.)

Realistic Mail Stage Coach Robbery and
flood of new faces and feats.

™d tTcZds

tor.

and FISTUEiA treated with
out the use of the knife ordetension from business, also
all other diseases of the RecWM.
tum. Cure guaranted.
READ (M. D. Harvard 1842)

falsehood.

20,000 Seats. Reserved Numbered Chairs Extra.
For the accommodation of the public who desire
»-«« ««ore,
seat,
on
the usual slight aavance.
124 Exchange (Street, the day at exhibition only, »t

give notice, that on the second day
of July, A. D.
188(5, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge
of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
CHARLES X. FERRIS, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of

marlO

a

John Ramsey
A. Mahoney
Ed. Cameron
fohn E. Ince
Perle Dudley

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

horse ever trained to walk
-83-1^ v/il ΓΙΤΛΓ ropes and climb high ladders.

\l

Bsi Iiisoavcncy.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
July 2, A D. 1886.
In case of CHARLES X. FERRIS, Insolvent Deb-

Endorsed for its Purity and Healthful ness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and Una it to be of full weight, cntirey free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
jreparation every way to be recommended for
vliulesomeness and efficiency."

Witty" Actions-Louder-than-Words"IIumorists

Arthur Wilkinson

Stanley

Gen.

Pirate King
Samivel (his Lieutenant)
Frederick (a Pirate)
Sergeant of Police
Kate» )/·«„ ο,ιηι,„.Β9 ί
!
Edith, j

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

ΌΤ

ai

Montreal, 30th June. 1886.

Flic Standard of Purity ami Excellence.

Rollicking, Roaring, Ludicrous Clown Elephants
Fun-making, Droll a Reason-gifted Jesters.
Mischievous, Sparkling and Unique Comedians.

this fact is

TRUSSES.

July,

he received from the Czar.
A statement made recently by Mr. Labouchere, the English statesman, shows tliat
there is extravagance in other navies as well
as in the American. Mr. Eabouchere says
that the ironclad Neptune, bought into the
service when it seemed as if England and
Kussia would fight about Turkey, has cost
the country the enormous sum of .$.).U00,(XX)
and is utterly worthless, being only kept
afloat by constant patching.
Postmaster-General Vilas has applied for
admission to the United States Railway Mail
Service Mutual Benefit Association. This

cnaem-

—

wiTClQUKEB.

UNDER C. A. R. IIALL.

S75 CONGRESS STREET.
jel4

S< ΐ Β fl Ά ft? Γ* I 16
£3 W ΧΛ nl\UUw

Combat with Boxing Gloves.
Enough Menagerie to overflow 100 Cages.
Ask any naturalist, explorer, animal dealer or fair
λ minded showman whose is the most
rare and largest menagerie
^complete,
lin the world, and the answer will be
Adaui Forepaaigh'N.
To dispute

JOHN E.SARGENT,

I
I

186 MIDDLE STREET.

VukÏlTiVu Roman Hippodrome Races
<lti

SWAN & BARRETT,

M

Pugilistic Elephant

Jewelry repaired by workmen of ability and experience. No apprentices employed. Alt work warranted.

MORRISON,

a

Every Feature Abaolutely New,

Every customer lias a chance to secure si valuable present.
WATCH CRYSTALS 10c.
WATCHES CLEANED $1.
MAIN SPRINGS $1.
CASE SPRINGS 50·.

JEWELLEB.

A

Hoiaght and Mold·
eodtf

Bankers and Brokers

,
take conspicuous part.
A happy coalition with Nolure, Art and Science,
producing all that is Entertaining.

MORRISON & GO'S NEW JEWELRY STORE.

ARTHUR B.

EXHIBITION!

WILD WEST AND FRONTIER SHO

ΕΞΤ.

Travelling and Commercial Letter· of
Credit I**ue«l, available in all the Principal Catien of Europe.
jan3l

and the
waymen and Western Herders in Conflict, and Robbery of the Mill Coach by Bandits,
blc of a Thrilling and Realistic
in which Juriinne

Couliacntal
Exchange
farornble rates.

PIRATES OF PENZANCE!
Major

nt moul

Inventaient Mecuritie*

Γ AU' RAV 1*111*11 IN ΓΑ^ΤΙΙΜΡ cow Boys from Wyoming. Mexican Hangers and
TVPli1!!
1 iliLAL l/Vll Dili Xiiiilll 111 MllluEit yaqueros in chase of theBroncho, Wild Bison and
Cattle—Scenes from actual Frontier Life, depleting the Hardships and Perils of the Borders—High-

PERRY'S,
ST

and Management.

JULY 12.

CHAMPION WI1V« NIIOT OF Τ IB Ε WOBLD,
HIS FOUR FAMOUS SON PUPILS,
A FAMILY OF UNEQUALLED CRACK SHOTS.

$1000 Câ-X^T-ZEH^ ^2l"W-A.Y-

Fine Wa tehee mid

SONS,""

II». 218 Middle Street.

THE

WEST

25 PRESENTS THIS MONTH 25

lîcview for

July
are as follows:
Recollections of Carlyle, with
Notes
Concerning His "Reminiscences," by
Charles Eliot Norton; The Decay of Art, byW.
J. Stillinan ; The Sunday Question, by Henry C.
Potter; The Clergy and the Labor Question, by
Henry W. Farnum ; The Origin of Life, by II. W.
Conn; Reminisconcesof Helen Jackson, by Louis
Swinburn. In and Around a Despatch Box, by
Frances Courtenay Baylor; An Episode, by Flora
L. Shaw. The Criticisms, Notes and Reviews are,

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR

WILD

3

MIÏSÎDILiE

Q4S

Eaper

t'reston'e admirable paper
The contents of the Princeton

WITH

COMBINED

Λ.Τ

July Century the illustrated papers are a
double article on Cross-Country Riding in America, by Theodore Roosevelt and Henry Cabot
Lodge ; Home Pigeons, a finely illustrated accounby Mrs. E. S. Starr, of the training and use of carrier-pigeons ; A Day in Surrey with William Morris; the English poet, artist, and socialist, by Miss
Emma Lazarus; and Mrs. Schuyler van Rensselaer's third pace on American Country Dwellings.
As usual the War papers are profusety illustrated, the first of them being a conclusion to the
Antietam articles of the previous number and, un-

CURRENT COMMENT.

Ownership

A Score of Years Under One

WHITE AND COLORED HAMMOCKS

Ε. Ν.

eodtf

J. B. BROWN &

HMrliug and
bought and sold

THE ONLY GENEROUS MASTER OF THE SITUATION.

DUSTERS.

MOMIE

—

ΒΛΝΚΕΚΜ.

je8

away to

MEN'S AND GHILDRENS' STRAWS

In the

have sized him up and think he will not fill
the hill.

■

H.M.PAYSON&CO.

I shall close out iiiy stock of

FANCY

6s.
5s.
4 l-2s.
6s.
5s.
■

BANKERS,

REDUCTION IN PRICES !

article 011 Boat-building as an employment for
Palmer Cox tells about the
American boys.
Brownies in the Menagerie; and other poems,
verses, stories, sketches, and illustrations are
contributed by Mary Hallock Foote, Alfred Brennan, Frank Dempster Sherman. John It. Coryell.
F. II. Lungren, Grace Denio Litchfield, Malcolm
Douglas, Rev. Charles R. Talbot and others.

ministration, in all its departments, on a
thoroughly Democratic basis." Mr. John II.
Hammond of North Berwick, who flourished for a time is gradually sinking into obscurity on account of the discovery that he
is not the large hearted self-forgetful philanthropist he was supposed to be, and that he
is quite as prone to look out for number one
The magnates
as the majority of mortals.

Co.,

production of Gilbert & Sullivan's charming
Opera, the

First

■

■

—

CARTLAND, FRANK Β. CLARK, 515 CuNGRESS JT.

VIS i

D

number of

the illustrated articles of this number take us
out-of-doors. This is notably the case with Warner's styry; Blackmore's charming novel, Spring-

Portland Water Co.,
Biddeford and Saeo Water
■

Ladies' Kid Button
Ladies' Terra Cotta Oxfords
Ladies'Kid Slippers, for house wear
Ladies'Serge Congress, for house wear
Childs'Kid Button, size 1 to 5
100 pair Men's Congress Boots

GREE.WOOD GARDEN OPERA HOUSE.

SPECIAL MARK DOWN SALE BONDS.

LEAD

MAGAZINE NOTICES.

is gored.

association is composed of railway postal
clerks, and was very prosperous until the old
clerks began to be dismissed by the present
administration. It is said that the Postmaster General wishes to join it to prevent the
the
organization of secret societies among
clerks, like the one just broken up in the
West. It is purely benevolent, and pays a
certain sum to the heirs of a member upon
his death. Mr. Vilas elects that his benclit
shall be paid to Anna M. Vilas, his wife.
The end of the first year shows that the
experiment of making Niagara Falls a free
resort has been a complete success. The
wealthy and fashionable tourists flock to the
Falls as they have always done. But a new
and a larger element in the crowd of sightseers is composed of plain people of moderate or less than moderate means, who iu the
old days, when Niagara was in the nature of
a close corporation, were kept away by the
large expense attending an inspection of tho
points of interest.
Instructions have been sent to all the
Western Union Telegraph offices in Texas to
receive no more telegrams written in secret
ciphers for Kussia and the Turkish Islands. The instructions were accompanied
by 110 explanation, but as there aro many
Russians living along the line of the Texas
& I'ecific Railroad in the West the inference
is that the presence of Nihilists is suspected
in the country, and it is thought expedient to
preclude the possibility of secret telegraphic
communications between them and their
friends iu Europe.
Lieut. Greely's friends were disappointed
by the President's nomination of Capt. Théodore Schwan of the Eleventh Infantry to be

ΛΜτΤΜΚΜΕΝΤΜ.

FINANCIAL.

HIIilCKLLAllEOl».

niKceiiUNKOi'».

assistant adjutant general in the army in
place of Benjamin. This was the place that
Greely*8 friends had been trying to get for
him. Selnvan is a very meritorious officer
who entered the service in 1857 from Germany as a private soldier in Company Iv,

the circular is not
every legitimate way and,
in substance a modification of tiie instructions already given, but is renewed instruction that foreign fishing vessels, boats or
fishermen are to be served with a copy of the
"warning," and that the officers are likewise
instructed to seize vessels or boats of the

CONSTANT
Wt PATlioNS OF

Sftsl THIS FAI'KR
it on βία at
Β3κ~β|τ>
office· Should

ST., Ν. Y.

and
our

you desire
advertise in any papers,
SS^sN: it will pay you to write us
for an estimate. State how
lx _/ much, how long, aud where
you want to advertise. For
yYJ ten cents we will sen<l
CJJ* complete directory of
American newspapers·
Woue together with much
valuable information
^tSNli1 'or advertisers. ESTIto

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
July 1. A. D. 1886.
In case of EDWARD 1Î. COI.COKΠ, Insolvent

f*J

Debtor.

to

give

that

notice,
of July, A. 1). 1888,
THIS
Issued by Henry C.
Is

a

vency was

on the flrst day
Warrant in InsolI'eahody, Judge of

Court of Insolvency fur said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
EDWARD R. COLCORD, of I'ortlai\d,
an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
adjudged to be which
petition was filed on the
of said Debtor,
first day of July, A. D. 1886, to which date
Interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts aud choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvencv to be holden at Probate Court Room in
eaid Portland, on the nineteenth day of July, A.
D. 1886, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under mr hand the date first above writH.R.SARGENT.
ten.
Sheriff, as Messenger of tlio Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
the

jy2*9

jtiSk ΜΑΤββ FREK._

n4

S. Gosse,"ost?k.'
rig? C.
Newspaper AilvngAiwicy.
AM

maylO

ASTHMA

«■Ull ISTBIl etui
the'

liiatHMtlr

relieve*

ilSll·· H*M·»
■3fnewrc·
,d
nw I IIIHH ,akle airfp· fgmUrt.
Used by

inhalation, thus reaohin* the

dise^^airect.^ela»-

s^lssx ^»^s.cures
ιή~Ko», ud·ι.<">·

Bpr9

»>

dw&3ml4

PRESS.

THE

122

11dV3
45%

■

FRIDAY MORNING, JULY ».
THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
G. Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station ; Marquis,
70 Exchange St. ; Armstrong, E.& M. C. R. It. Depot; Hodgson, 9GY2 Portland and 559 Congress
Sts. ; Costello. 7 Exchange St. ; Gilpatrick, 47 Middle St. ; .Jewett, 504 Congress St. ; Peterson, 2 Exchange St. ; Goold, corner Congress and Chestnut
Sts. ;Lanagan, GO Oxford St. : Chisholm, 109 Congress St. ; Hopkins, 190 Brackett St. ; H olden, 221
Spring St. ; Slieafe, 243 Congress St.; Ross, 193
Congress St. ; Dam, 239 Spring St. ; Leighton, 408
Congress St. ; Beardsworih. 87 India St. ; and of
Chisholm Bros', agents on all trains runtiimr out of
the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bath,O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Hiddeford,
44
A. L. Jellerson.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Brimswick, B. G. Dennlson.
Cumberland Mills, D. P. Horr.
Damariscotta, E. w. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, A. F. Lewis, J. C. Gerry.
Fairfleld, Ε. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Loug Island. T. M. Glendenning.
Mechanic Falls, H. S. Jordan, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews, R. H. Burnham.
Saccarappa, 1). P. Horr.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
Springyale. C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.

Yarmouth,'H. Humphrey.
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
OFFICE HOURS.

General Delivery. (Sunday excepted) 7.00
to 7.30 p.

Sunday,

in.

1) to 10

a.

in.

a. m.

Office, (Sunday excepted), 7 a. m.
to 7.30 p. m. ; Money order department. (Sunday
excepted), 8.30 a. m. to 0 p. m. ; Registered letter
Cashier'8

department, (Sunday excepted), 8.30 a. m. to 0 p.
~Carrier'8 Deliveries, (Sunday excepted)—In
business section of the city between High and
111.

India street at 7 and 10 a. m. and 12.30,1.45 and
β p. m. In other sections at 8 a. m. and 1.4* and 5
delivery at Carriers' window, 9 to
p.m.
10 a. m. Collections from street boxes at 7 and
11 a. m. and 4 and 8 p. in. Sunday at G p. m.
ARRIVAL AND DEFARTURE OF MAILS.

Sunday

Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine
Arrive, 12.15, 4.50
railroad (Eastern division)
and lip. in. ; Close 8.15 a. m., 12 m., 5.15 and 9 p.
m. : Supplementary. 12.30 and 10 p. in.
Boston, intermediate offices and connections,
via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division)—
Arrive, 12.20 and 8.20 p. m. ; Close 8.15 a. m. and
—

12

in.

vs.Eastern, via Maine Central Itailroad—Arrive,
a. m. and 1 p. in. ; Close 11.45 a. m. and 9 p. m. ;

2

12

Supplementary,

m.

and 10 p.

m.

Jioclcland, intermediate offices and connections,
via Kiu>x and Lincoln railroad—Arrive, 1 and 5.50
p.m. ; Close, G.15 and 11.45 p. m. ; Supplementary,
12.

m.

2 and 9 a.m. and 1 and 5.50 p.
m. ; Close 11.45 a.m., 4.30 and 9 p.m. ; Supplementary, 12 m. and 10 p. ni.
Jlath,—Arrive, 2 and 9 a.m. and 1 and 5.50 p.m. ;
Close, 0.15 and 1 1.45 a. m.. and 4.30 and 9 p. m. ;
Supplementary, 12 m. and 10 p. m.2 and 9 a. Hi.
Auburn and Leivisfon,—Arrive
and 1 p. in.; Close. 0.15 and 11.45 a. in., and 4.30
and 9 p. in. ; Supplementary, 12 m. and 10 p. m.
Canada, intermediate offices and connections,
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive, 12.15 p. m. ;
Close. 12.45 p. HI.
Gorham, Ν. 11., intermediate offices and connections—Arrive, 8.35 a. m. and 3 2.15 p. in. ; Close,
0.45 and 9.00 a. m., and 12.45 p. m.
$u·anion, Vt., and intermediate offices and connections, via Portland and Ogdensburg railroadArrive, 8.00 p. m. ; Close, 8.00 a. m.
Jiartlett. N. JL, intermediate offices and connections—Arrive, 9.00 a. m. ; Close, 8λΌ and 11.45 a.
m. Supplementary. 12 m.
Rochester, X, Jf„ intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Rochester railroad—Arrive, 1.05 p. m. ; Close. 7 a. m. and 12.30 p. in.
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive, G a. m. ;
Close, 4.30 p. m.

Augusta,—Arrive

WIT AND WISDOM.
the physicians i:i attendance at Pottersville, where 214 persons were poisoned by eating
ice cream, lias a theory that arsenic was put in the
freezer by some ''mischief-maker.·'' This is very
forcible language. It reminds one of the case of
the man who came to the plaee where his house
had stood, and, finding his home burned and his
wife and children with it, raised his hands, and,
in the extreihity of his grief, exclaimed: "Well, I
declare. This is ridiculous!"
One of

There are many forms of nervous debility in
that yield to the use of Carter's Iron Pills.
Those who are troubled with nervous weakness,
night sweats, &c„ should try them.
men,

"Confound thepapers; why don't they drop all
this infernal stuff about the workingmen's strikes
and give us something to read," complained one
of the languid young swells of a club.
'•You're not interested in labor movements?"
said old Major Knifer.
"Naw—blasted bore. Hope the police and military will give the beggars a good lesson." liered
"And yet," cried the major, '-they talk of
itv! Why, Dickie, your father was a blazer on the
other side. I remember, in early days, he was

Bricklayers' Protective
president of the Oakland
flag to picAssociation, that he always carried the
And a very good
strikers'
in
parades.
and
nics
η#» was. too."
continued the major.
But jjJCKie
"1 remember, Dickie, once wlien—"
was gone.
and

others whose

Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers,
oceupation gives but little exercise, should use
Little Liver Pills for torpid Liver and
biliousness. One is a dose.
Carter's

A Broadway car, crowded with people, ran off
the track into a snowdrift one day last winter and
A fat
was a long time getting hack into place.

and jocund passenger, hanging by a strap, pulled
the bell strap a great many times, laughing inordinately because the car, of course, could not go
ahead. The fat man got into quite a gale, and infected the other passengers. Everybody laughed
—everybody excent the conductor. He leaned
seriously against the side of the car with his hands
in his pockets, and quietly watched proceedings.
After the car got started the fat man stopped
ringing the bell, but still looked extremely jolly.
Then the conductor stepped up to him and said:
'•You've rung just thirty-live points on my fare
indicator there. I'll trouble you for $1.75."
The fat man ceased to smile and lapsed into
seriousness; in fact became angry. He paid the
price for his joke, though.

When

Baby

When ehe

v*e

tra* :>

sick,

τre

gave her Castoria,

Child, she cried for Castoria,

Miss, she clang to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
When she became

the other
lady whose clock had run down
if she knew
night, asked a neighbor's little girl
how to tell the time of dav.
"Yes. ma'am," replied the child.
the house
"Well, then, will you just run into
and see what time It is for me?"
I onlv
that
tell
way.
to
how
"Oh, I don't know
know when it strikes," was the reply.
A

FINANCIAL

ANBJQMMERC1ÂL.

Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
received
The following quotations of stocks are
dailv:
89*4
Railroad
Fe
Santa
Atch., Topeka ;and
78
Eastern; liailroad
19G
Bell Téléphoné
42Vé
New York and New England Kailroad.
do pi el
">

—

129

Ά11/0

*--- «

1 i»5

Boston «ώ Al foany Kaiiroad
Wisconsin Centrai
Boston Water Tower Co

18%
4Vfc

134

C.B.&Q

Marquette. Houghton and Out. K., com— 34%
; VJVa
Flint & l'ere Marquette Kaiiroad com

do pref
Mexican,Central 11 7s... «
Rutland.
do

40 V4

J

pref

30·%

Lr.i Money Market.
imd
^legrapb.]
TI3y #leg

k
Now York Stock

1886.—Money on call
Prime mercantile paper
at 4 86%(g.4 87
inactive
Exchange
<t®5 percent.
and
mid 4 8804 88Vt· Government bonus dull The
dull and steady.
unchanged. liailro;ul bondsand
at fracgenerally
closed
steady
stock market
llonal declines from opening ligures.
lue transaction» al the block Excltauge aggregated 242.340 snares.
of Govern
a ue following ai e to-day's quotations
ment securities:
loi
United Slates bonds,;8s
126%
New 48, reg
125%
New 4s, coup
111%
New4%s,reg
111%
New 4%s, coup
Central I'acitlc 1st»
120
Denver « K. (Jr. Ists
109%
Erie 2ds
108
Consols
Pacific
Kansas
NEW YOliK, July 8,
easy at 1 %@8 pel' cent.

Ill

Oregon Nuv. Ists

Union Pacific

116%

1st

Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
The following New York slock market is received dailv, bv private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
& Co.. No. 38 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
141
Adams Express
107
Express
do

American

4214

Central I'acitlc
Chesaueake & Ohio
Chicago to Alton
Chicago & Alum preferred..
Chicago, Hurllngton & Qttlncy
Del. to liud. Canal
Del., Lack. & West
Deu &ltio Grande

Erie
Erie preferred
Illinois Central
Ind

9
142
1I>0
134

98ya
129 V*

27%
29%
G9%

—

138
17

Bloom. & Western

9%
84%
41%
124%

hake Erie He West
Lake Shore
Louisville & Nasn
ilanhattau Elevated
Michigan Central
Minn. Λ Ht. Louis
do

74

19%
44i/2
107%
55%

pref

Missouri Pacific
New Jersey Central
Northern Pacific
do pref

598/„
112%

Northwestern
Northwestern preferred

139

New York Central

..

New York, Chicago & St. Louis
do pref....
Central

22%
19%
33%
65%

Ohio

& Miss
Ont. & Western
Oregon Transcou

Pacific Mail
Panama
Pullman Palace
tfeaaiut:

îtock island
St Louis Si San Fran
do pref

1st pref

105%
8%
20%

98
130
.··

24%
—125%
24%
29%
111%

109V*
10ya
55%

63

1714
30V4
66%
..

84
100
55
44 V4
97 Va

Canton

15

Central Iowa
E. Tenu.. V. & Ga
do! nref
Fort Wavne
Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
Metropolitan El

31%
33
1G7
15 Vi
142
150
108
122
126

Mobile &;Obio

M oui s & Essex
lîicmnond & Danville

Oregon Nav
Wells. Fargo Express
Pacific 6s of '95

ΡηΙί>Γΐϋ1(ι™<ΛνΊ.1

ΰΐ 7ô

29 00
5 00
23 50
3
;l 2 Va
1 50
4 00
175
2

Ontario

Quicksilver
do preferred
Standard

Va

Jacket

Yellow
Mono

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegrapli.)
BAN FKANCISCO, July 8, 1886.-Tlie follow
lug are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day:
12%
Hale & Norcross
1 Vu
Con. Cal. & Va
1%
Bodie Con
3V2
Savatre—
1*8
Gould & Curry
1%
Yellow Jacket
1%
Bodie
iCureka
Crown

3

1V*

Point

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, July 8. 1886.-The following are to
day's quotations of Provisions, Sic. :
Pork—Long cut 14 00@14 50 ; sliort cuts 14 25
14 75;backs 14 ôOig.15 00; light backs at 13 50@
14 00; lean ends 14 00@14 50; pork tongues at
13 00g.$13 50; prime mess at $14 00@14 50; extra prime at 10 oO@$ll ; mess, |old, at 10 50 ; do
new at 11 50@$12.
Lard—choice at 7Yi@7YsC ψ lb in tierces ;78A@
8c in 10-tb pails; 8^8VéC in5-lb pails; 8ya@8%c
in 3-lb pail8.
Hams 12V^@13V2C ^lb, according to size and
cure; smoked shoulders S^igOc; prëssed hams,at

He.
Dressed hogs, city, β Vie ψ ft»; country at 5% ;
live hogs 5V4@5Vac.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
17Va@18c :do extra firstsl7c ; do firsts 16 @10y2 ;
imitation creamery extra, 14@15c; do ex firsts 12
@13c; do fresh factory choice at 12(Or-c; fair to
good 10itllc; do common lots at 8@yc;Vennont
dairy extra 16y2@17c ; do extra firsts 16c.
Cheese—Choice .Northern 8c; do sage 8V2 ; Western, 73/4c ; lower grades according to quality; job
lots V«c higher.
l«jggs—Neai by 16c;Eastern extra atl5Vsi§;16c;
Ν ΙΪ and Vt extra 15V2c: New York extra 14V2@
15c; Western choice at 13V2@14c; JNova Scotia
14^ 141/2c. Jobbing price lc higher.
lieaus—Choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 55^
bush ; choice New York larce hand picked
1 60
do 1 50 ® 1 55; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 75(^1 80.
19 ; fancy
prinie hay'at

jlay—Choice

$18jOQ@f

ordinary $11(&$14: East swale $10
straw, choice, 20 00; oat straw $9^

to

$17; poor

@$11.

Jive
toil.

i!$f®28
7

Olive....
J'eDut...

$10 fc)
Potatoes—Extra Norfolk at 2 50^2 75 ρ·' bbl ;
medium do 1 50@2 00.

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]

4 'JO.

i?iieep—Receipts 40i)0; shipments 000: weak:
natives 2 00.2,4 00; Texans 1 5l@3 00. Lambs at
head.
1 oo,u3 5o
Oomestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
VKW YORK. July 8. 1886— Flour market—
Reec-prs 8759 bbls; exports 977 bbls and 885
sack λ ; less active and weak and in some cases a
shade lower; sales 16.000 bbls.
Eluur (j notations—Ν ο 2 at 2 10@2 85 ; superfine
Western and^tate at 2 40&3 00; common to good
extra Western and State at 2 70&3 25; good to
choice do at 3 30(αδ 10; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 75(5:5 00; fancy do at
at 4 90 a 5 10 ; common to good extra Ohio at 2 70
ία 5 00; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 70@
5 10; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 50.O/4 HO ; choice to double extra do at 4 00@
5 15, including 1200 bbls city mill extra at 4 40;
900 bbls fine do at 2 10@2 85;1400 bbls superfine
at 2 40ά3 00; 1300 bbls extra!No2 at 2 70.^:3 25;
4100 bbls winter wheat extra 2 70@5 JO; 6800
Southern
bbJs Minnesota extra at 2 70@5 70.
Hour is iirrn ;Rye Flour steady. Wheat—receipts
65.800 bush; exports 46,11 Obush ; lower with a
little more doing for export: sales 140,000 spot;
No 2 Mil 87c. fob; No 1 hard 926/8S>92i/4c ; No 2
Red nominal ; No 1 Red 93c; No 1 White 90^0 ;
fit ye dull. Cora lower; receipts 12,605 bush ;
exports 46,118 bush; sales 176,000 bush on spot;
No 2 at 46(g46%c in elev; kiln dried 39c ; No 2
at 44%@40y2c, closing at 46c. Oat* lower; re
ceipts 97,600 bush;exports 2096 bush; sales 140,
bush spot: No 3 at 35c.White do 38(a/39y2C;No 2
34%&36c;No2 White 40%.a42c. ;Mixed Western
at 36>o39c; do AVhite 37@40c; White State 41c;
No 2 at 34^/8@361/fcc, closing 44%c. Coffee firm
refined is steady ; C a t 4 % (a/5c ;
a gar
9%.
Extra C 5V8(^534c: Off A at 5^@5%c ; Yellow
4Va^.4%c;Mould A 6Vic; standard A 5%c;granulated 6^4c ; cut loaf and crushed at 66/8(06% c ;
nowdered 6s/e@63/4c; Cubes 6*4@6 5 16 ; Con! A

Ouieksiivej·

""

Quinine

Jitriiuebaib
lit miake

Saltpetre

'"

Seiiiia
Canary seea.

~r2f72
Φ1'
i.N"

B*etroIeum—unitedjiô^c. fi*ork is
weaker: mess ciuoted at 10 50^10 75 for old and
jjeei quiet, j^ui-u lower—
11 uôigj!il 7ί> lor new.
Western steam spot quoted at G 65@6 70; refined
quoted at 6 90 for Continent; 7 10^7 15 lor S. A,.
Butter quiet but firm for choice grades ; State 14
@18c; Western 10@17o. lîheese higher; State
b% (£7 % c ; Western at 7Vi@7 Vac.
Freights steau>>; wheat ρ steam 2V4&
CHICAGO. July 8.1886.—The Flour market is
steady ; Southern Winter Wheat at 4 25@4 45;
Wisconsin at 3 75@4 25; Micliigan do at 4 00@
4 25 ; soft Spring Wheat 3 50@3 75 ; Minnesota
bakers 3 25(a:3 75 ; patents 4 45ία4 75. Wheat is
active and very unsettled, and at times panicky;
closing 2%c lower at 76%@79%c; closed 77c;
No 2 Spring 771>4@771/2C. Corn is lower at 36%
@37c. Oats lower at 30c. live is firm; Ko 2 at
Fork lower at
60c. JKarlcy is entirely nominal.
9 65. Lard lower at 6 37 V2@6 50. Boxed meats
at
5
salted
shoulders
80@5 85 ; short
steady ; dry
clear 6 60@6 65.
Keceipts—Flour, 16,000 bbls; wheat. 22,000
bush ;cornj360,000 bu ; 64,000 bush ; rye 3600 bit ;
barley, 3000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 5,000 bbls; ; wheat, 10.000
bush: corn, 99,000} bush; oats, 43,000 biish;
rye, 0,000 bush; barley, 1,000 bush.
1886.—Flour is
ST. LOUIS, Jul 8,
quiet;
XXX at 2 40^2 50 ; family at 2 65@2 80; choice
at 3 25(gi3 40 ; fancy 3 65@3 75 ; extra fancyS S5@
Wheat lower ; No 2
4 10 ; patents at 4 40@4 80.
Red at 77 Va β. Corn lower ; No 2 Mixed at 32@
32%c. Oats lower ;No 2 Mixed 31c. Lard lower
6 15.
Receipts—Flour, 4,000bbls; wheat,122,000 bu;
17,000 bush; oats, 5,000 bush;| rye, 0,000
bush, barley 0,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 6,000 bbls; wheat 1,000 bu;
corn, 17,000 bu; oaLs 7,000 bush; rye, 00t bush;
barley υυου bush.
DETROIT, July 8. 1*86.—Wheat—No 1 White
82V2C ; Mich Red at 83c ; No 2 Red at 82V2C bid.
Receipts, 8912 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, July 8,1886.—Cotton is firm;
middling 91/ec.
MOBILE, July S, 1886.—Cotton is firm; mid
dlijg 8%c.
SAVANNAH. July 8, 1886.—Cotton is firm;
middling 8% c.
CHARLESTON, July 8, 1886.—Cotton quiet;
middling 9c.
MEMPHIS, July 8,1886.—Cotton is firm; middling 87/eC.
corn.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. July 8, 1886.—Consols 1 01 7-16.
LONDON, July 8. 1886.—[Beerbohm's report
to Chamber of Commerece.] Cargoes off the coast,
wheat firm.
Cargoes 011 the passage and for
shipment, wheat firm but not active. At Liverpool, spot wheat inactive and corn quiet and
steady.

LIVERPOOL, July 7, 1886.—Cotton market is
firm: uplands 5*4d; Orleans at5 5-16d; sales 14,000 bales ; speculation and export 2000 bales.
1886.—QuotationsWinter Wheat 6s 6d®6s 8d ; Spring wheat 6s 4d
Corn—mixed
fa6s 7d ; Club wheat. 6s 6d@6s 9d.
Western firm 4s Id ; peas at 5s 5d. Provisions, &c.
39s for
9d.
Cheese
at
33s
bacon
—Pork at 55s :
American ;lard, prime Western at 33s 9d ; tallow
for
American.
24s 3d
July 8,

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Corrected for the Press to July 1,1886.
PORTLAND, July 8, 1886.
following are to-day's closing quotations
Flour. G rain, Provisions, &c. :
The

Lead.

read.

7V2@8
0Υ2®7
Pipe
5
.6
00@5 52
Ship
4%@
PiK
Leather.
Crackers ρ lb.. 5 Vz @6
Coal.
New York—
21® 22
Cumberland. .4 00@4 7 5 Light
Acadia
7 υθ@7 50 Mid weight. 23@ 24
25
23®
Chestnut
75
(0^5
Heavy
Franklin
7 00&7 50 Slaughter... 33@ 35
22
21®
75
@5
Gooad'mgd.
Lehigh
<J2(&1 10
Am calf
Coffee·
liuiuber.
Rio lb !>.... 9% @11V2
..18
Java.
ίύ21
J South pine,30 00@40 00
Clear pineCooperage.
ilhhd shooks and lids—
$50® $65
Uppers
$45®$55
Mol. city.. .1 50(5,1 75 Select
1
Fine
cojnmou§35@^42
Sug. city... 05(^110
$12@$14:
Sug. s'd shk 70@ 75 Spruce
Pine sugar—
$11&$12
I Hemlock
Box shooks
@ 45 I Clapboards—
Sugar neading—
I Spruce. X.. $2S@$30
$26@$28
Syrucç 35 in 20@ 21 Clear
$22®$25
Pine
2d clear
20@ 21
$15®$18
22
Hard pine
No 1
7V2@8
GVz(u6

Pilot Sup
do sq

Moi.

heading

Hoops-

New 14 ft
Old
Short do 8 ft
7 ft
Pop'r staves

Spruce rough

$25@$50

l'fne

Shingles—
X cedar—3 7504 00
25@3 50
! Clear cedar.3
2 15(fj2 60
! X No 1
I No 1 cedar. 1 25@1 75
1 45@1 65
Spruce
Laths2
00@2 10
Spruce—
Jilu le—Cement.
1 Ob
Lime l> cask..
l 45
Cement
ITlntchPM.
50
Star, i> gross
39@ 41
Dirigo
Metals.

$25 j

$20(&$23
$10^12
$8

$12@$14
$2

Oak nhd
staves

$12 50@$14
V'oi'daKC.
11
Amer'n$y lb

11
Kussia
Manilla
l2y2@13V6
Manilla Bolt Hope 14
9 @10
Sisal
1>ηιςβ aud Dye».
Acid Oxalic
i2@14
"
tart—
50@ 52
2 20@2 30
Alcohol

Ammonia—

carb
15@20
8
Ashes, pot.. 6%@
liais coabia.. 45@
Beeswax
33@ 35
5
Blch powders
Borax
10@ 12
3
Brimstone— 2Vk<©
Cochineal
35@ 40
3
lVa@
Copperas
Cream tartar. 40@ 42
Ex. logwood. 12@ 17
—

Sheet

25

Copper—coin

25 27
34x48
14x48 plan36
ished
18@ 20
Bolts
12
Y M sheath
1G
Y M Bolts..
24®25
Bottoms
13
Ingot
Tin24® 27
Straits
...

English,.... 27^

;';® ,25

ojvaoίί&
tarditmons..'χ·).ν,"?.0υ
Soda, bi-carb
"'.V'»
Sal....

Nos.'.'.';;;····
'"·

ίΤθ ίο.
8oz....

lo3

...

J. V.J
ΙΟ
Spice*.
Giiupoudrr—Hhot. Cassia, pure.. 13@
3 50@4 00 ! Cloves
Blasting
22@
G 25@6 50 Ginger
13®
Sporting
6
Mace
75@
Drop shot—
Buck
7
45®
Nutmegs
! Pepper
22@
Mtarclt.
Hay.
Pressed
3Va@
$13®$ 16 Laundry
Teas.
Straw........ $10(α;$ 12
Iron.
Souchong,.... 18@
Common
2
25®
@2 ye Oolong
Keflned
do choice.. 35@
2V4fe2V2
4
25@
Norway
@4*& Japan
Cast steel
12
(g) 15 do choice.. 35^
German steel 5
Tobacco.
(g;7
Shoe steel....
3
Best brands.. 50®
Sheet ironMedium
40@
Common
3% @4^4 Common
30^
li.C
Half ψ
4ΐ/2(α6
liussia
131/2@14 Nat'ulleaf.... 60@
Ga.IV
7(0-8%

4?ioui-.
Superfine and
low grades.3 25@3
X Spring and
XX Spring..4 50@4
l'aient Spring
5 25@5
Wheats
Mich, straight
4 87@5
roller
4 25@4
clear do
stone ground.4 G2(a4
St Louis st'gt
roller
5 00@5
ciear do—4 75(&5

High

50
75

Providence.
In port Gth, sehs Elizabeth, for Boston; Menter,
South Ambov for Newmarket ;"Trenton, and John
Somes, Mt Desert for New York; Geo Ρ Trigg,
Eastport for do ; Chase, Rockland for do ; J o
Leeds, Swan's Island for Philadelphia ; Albert Η
Cross, Kennebec for Wilmington, Del ; S S Kendall, Bangor for Greenport.
BOSTON—Ar 7th. barque Emita. Crowley, from
Philadelphia; sells Ε C Allen, Meady, do; Augusta J Fabens, Peck, Rondout ; Golden Rule, Lang,
Calais ; Diana, Kelley, and Minnie Ε Look, Look,
Machias; Cicero, Milliken, Bangor; Ε C Dennison, Coleman, Saco.
Below, sehs J Whitehouse, Alfaretto Campbell. Eleanor. Mima A Reed.
cid 7tn, une κ τ uampoeil, Lord, ittCKport.mo ;
sell Irene Ε Meservey, Meservey, St John, NB.
Ar 8tli, sell Alfaretta Campbell, Campbell, from
Baltimore; Henry Γ Mason, Percy, de; Maggie G
Senator Grimes,
Hart, Cheney,
Clark, Hoboken; Eliza Levensalier, Kellar, and
Saarbruck, Clark, Hoboken; Corvo, Arey, New
York; Alida, Lindsay, Calais ; Railroad, Keene,
Portland.
DOVEK—Sid 7th, sell W H Card, Wooster, for
Sullivan.
GLOUCESTER—Cld 7th, sell Adeline, Wentworth. Portland.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 5th, sch Elva Ε Pettengill, Dodge. Baltimore.

15
25
15
90
60
25
8
50
30
60
30
40
60
45
40

Meal, bag lots.. .49@50
Oats, car lots.... 40@42

I Oats, bag lots—42@44

50 Cotton Seea.
car lots.. 23 00@24 00
.!<> b&ff...24 00&25 00
12
75 Sack'dBr'D
75
car lots. .36 00@17 00
do bag. ..17 00@18 00
25 Middlings. 17 00@21 00
00 do bag lots,18 00^23 00
Pl'OTMÎOOM·
Winter "Wheat
Patents
5 25@5 50 PorkFifth.
Hacks ...14 50(ffil 5 00
Clear —14 60@14 75
Cod, φ qtl—
11 00@11 50
Moss
J>arge Shore2 75@3 00
Large Bank2 00&2 25 Mess lieef. 7 50@8 00
V) 00@9 50
Ex Mess.
2 Ou(tt 2 25
Small
9 00,α 9 50
Plate
2 25^3 00
Pollock
Ex Plate. 10 00@10 50
1 50@2 00
Haddock
1 75@2 25 Lard—
Hake
Tubs ^^..7
Herring—
Tierces— «%i®6^c
Scaled ρ bx lC@20e
No 1
6% (ίΐ 7 Τ 's c
13S16C Pails
bbl—
Hams
ib
Mackerel
10®10Vi
do covered. .11^12
Shore Is. 19 00@21 00
Oil.
Shore 2s. 0 50(^ 7 "0
Med. 3s. 4 75^ 5 75 KerosenePort. Réf. Pet
Small
Cm
OVâ
Piffttncc.
Water White
9^2
13
Pratt's Ast'l.^bbl.
Cranberries—
Devoe's Brilliant
Maine
13
10
Cape Cod...
Ligonia
9
Pea Beans... 1 60@1 75 Silver White
1 (K%1 75 Centennial
Medium
10
KaÏMÎDM.
German mdl 65ώ1 75
Yellow Eyes.l 40@1 65 Muscatel— 2 25@3 00
New Potatoes3 25(g3 50 London Lay'r 2 25@2 90
St Potatoes
(&4 00 OnduraLay. 3 2 Va (413
Bermu Onions
(a-2 00 Valencia
7y2@9%
Turkeys
17@22
Hnsnr.
Chickens
6%
granulated ψ ib
Fowls
6Ve
12^.14 Extra C
η
Ducks
a
lied Ton—§
Geese
2%
Applet*.
Timothy Seed2 15@2 20
11
Clover
Snow
@13c
Chccee.
Tallmau Swts
Vermont—
8V2@9V2
New Apples,crate 1 00 N.Y. factory
8y2@9V2
SSuttei.
Evaporated 4> it 7@8c Creamery B1 lb. ..18@20
XifiuniiM.
Gilt Edge Ver —18@20
6 50&7 50; Choice
Palermo
15g;16
6 60@7 501 Good
Messina
14(0;15
tftore
■via lagers—
12@14
■

—

—

ples,
New York,

28
25
50
75

Char. I. C..5 75®6
Char. I. X..8 00®8
Terne
G25f7 50
525^5
Coke

ldg.

Ar at Turks Island June 26, sch Levi Hart, Davis, Philadelphia.
Ar at Manzanilla May 25, barque Clara Ε McGilvery, Griffin, New York.
Ar at Cienfuegos June 30, brig Atalaya, Eye,
New York.
Ar at Sagua June 29, barque H L Gregg, Carter
Philadelphia; sell Jennie Hall. Hall, Macnias.
Ar at Cardenas prer to 6th iuet, brig Jane Adeline, Cates, Glaee Bay, CB.
At Cardenas June 30. barque Arthur C Wade,
Sherman, for Philadelphia; Alexander Campbell,
Bunker, and Lorena, Stowers. for North of Hatteras; brig L Staples, Stowere. do; sell Maggie
Dalling, Dalling, do.
At Matanzas June 30th, barque John F Rothman, Nash, for North of Hatteras ; brig Annie R
Storer, Harding, do.
Ar at Moncton ôth inst, sell Jeddo, Bishop, fm
Portland.
Cld at St John. NB, Gtli inet, sch Nellie Star,

HgfgB.

Eastern extras ..14@15
14
Valencia lo'>0 x12 00 Can & Western..
Island
14
Messina and Pa
lermo V> bx.6 00@6 50; Limed
Florida

Soule, Philadelphia.
Cld at Windsor, NS, 2d inst, sch Addie Fuller,
Sanborn, New Yerk.
Spoken.
June 27. lat 41 35, Ion 33 43, ship John McDonfrom
Franciseo
for Liverpool.
ald,
San

Portîand Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, ISC Middle street.
Bid.
165
148
49
143
120
140
80
90
62

June 27. oft Hatteras, sch Susan Ν Pickering,
steering south.
June 27, lat 23, Ion 69, sch Brigadier, Cousins,
from Ponce for Boston.
July 6, lat 37 25, Ion 74 31, brig Caroline Gray
from Philadelphia for St Thomas.

Asked
166
150
51
145
122
142
90
100
65

FROM

Quebec
Liverpool.. .July
New York..Havana
July
Boston
Liverpool... J uly
Gallia
City of Chicago ..New York..Ltverpoo... J.uly
New York..Bremen
Elbe
July
New York. .Amsterdam July
Schiedam
New York.. Antwerp.... July
Rliynland
New Yonc..Bremen
Ems
July
New York..Liverpool.. .July
Germanic
York. .Hamburg... July
New
Rugia
Sarmatian
Quebec
Liverpool... July
Toronto
Liverpool.. .July
Quebec
City of Puebla... New York..Hav&VCruzJuly
Siberian
Niagara

..*

Npw -Vork. .Havti
>cw York..Havana

Ail«-i

Saratoga
Etruria
Alvo
Vancouver
Circassian

Sarnia

9
10
10
10
10
10
10
14
15
15
15
15
15

lulv

1 Κ

July
New York..Liverpool...July
New York..Kingston ...July
Quebec
Liverpool... July
Quebee
Liverpool. ..July
Quebec
Liverpool.. .July

17
17
21
22
23
29

MINIATURE ALMANAC
4.06
Bun rises
water
7.26 High
Sun sets
Length of day ....16.20 lieignt....
11.4-1
Moon sets

Mj^RIJSTE

JULY 9.

I

PORT OF PORTLAND.
THURSDAY, July 8.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberlaud, Thompson, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Brig Wauban, Welch, Wiscasset^ to complete
cargo for Martinique. To Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Win A Marburg, Pillsbury, Baltimore—coal
to Forest City Sugar Refinery.
Sch Lueinda G Potter, Potter, Philadelphia—
coallto Ρ & OSER.
Sch Carrie Belle, Seavy, Philadelphia—iron pipe
to Portland Water Co.

Sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejolin, New York—coal
to H L Paine.
Sch Allandale, Remick, Ellsworth—shingles to
W F Milliken.
Sch Quivet, Rice, Eastport via Boothbay.
Sch Lizzie & Annie, Spuiling, Steuben.
Sch Willie Seavy, Simmons, Friendship.
Sch May Wyman, Bunker, Gouldsboro.
Sch Daisy, Hodgdon, So West Harbor.
Sch Julia Ann, Parker, Deer Isle.
Sch John H Kennedy, Doughty, Cape Shore.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay.
Sch John Lentlial, Clark, Frankfort for New
York.
Cleared.
Scli A R Weeks, Henley, Windsor, NS—Chase

Leavitt & Co.
Sch Oliver Dyer, Emerson, Glen Cove—Ε S
Hanilen & Co.
Sch J Ρ Ober, Denning, Bangor—Paris Flouring
Co.
Sch Agnes, Quinn, Bangor—Paris Flouring Co.
Sch Frank Pierce, Greenlaw, Bangor— S W
Thaxter & Co.
SAILED—Schs Frank Ρ Lee, Eva Β Hall, and

Absolutely

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wliolesomeness. More economical
than tlie ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
ajum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cam.
Royal Baking Powder Co., 160 Wall St., N.Y.

je2

dly

imim

,ia bad condition.

at New York from
Matanzas, reports, in lat :il 10, Ion 74, had a
heavy easterly gale and stove boat.
Apalaeliicola, July 2—A schooner, supposed the
Ç H Fallens, from liockland for Clearwater, Fla,
is ashore on St George Island, with all her masts
cut away.
Sell Geo V

Jordali, Lynam,

Fishermen.
s»Ar at Port Hawkesbury, CB, July 5, sclis Willie rarkmau, Banks, from Belfast, Mc; MaudS,
Thomas, fruni IS'orth Haven, (both for North
Bay.·)
Sid 5th, sch Julia Ellen, Burns, (from Portland)
for North Bay.
Sid fin Boothbav Gth inst, sells AII Lennox, MeKown, and Ambrose Knight, Pinkliam, for Bay

MURDOCH

LIQUID FOOD,

(and it is the natural flavor oi the
articles of which it is made,) you
alter it every time you take it.
Keiucmhcr also it must have a
flavor différent from everything
known, as it is the only lt»w Condensed food free from insoluble
matter, iu the world, therefore
cannot taste or smell like common
food, cooked food or extracts. It
cannot be so reduced but that it
will still be superior to common
food, cooked food or extracts, enabling the patients to take any
strength they desire, with benefit.

For tlie year ending April 1, between oue hundred and two hundred surgical operations have
been performed at the Free Hospital for Women
supported by the Murdoek Liquid Food Co., Boston, without the loss of a single patient, and all re
stored to usefulness.

scribed by

before and after the

operations

ner, Galveston.

by mediskill of phy-

Cannot be made

cines, or the
sicians; but the old ones
can be strengthened and
preserved by the use of

SAVANNAH-Ar 7th, sch Harry Prescott, TurKennebec.
KICHMOND—Ar Gth, sch Win C Green, from
Kennebec.
ALEX A Ν Dili A—Ar Gth, sch Mattie A Franklin, McDonald, Boston.
Sid 5th, brig Irene, Yates, Cardenas.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Ar 7tli, sch Cora, Stuo-

ley, Kennebec.

BALTIMOliE—Ar Gtli, sch M L Wood, Spaulding, Kennebec.
Ar 7th, schs Lucy A Davis, Itoss, New Bedford,
to load for Portland ; L A Lewis, Moody, FYork ;
Beile Hardy, Baker, Kennebec.
Cld 7tli, sch Warren Adams. Colcord, Portlaud,
(and sailed) ; Nina Tillson, Acorn, Boston.

Liquid

my22

LIQUID

FOOD CO.,

842

w \r
Β
Broadway,

apr!7

Balsam,
Coughs,

furnished mostly
the place has one

Boston,

near

rooms,

tapestry;
acre of land, rent only §00 per

month; the furniture witl be sold low as the owner must go to California.POND & BKITTAN, 339
30-1
Washington St., Boston, Mass.

cash will buy

SALE—$975 ;

the

all

a

a
smart women can
;
to step into a prosporous business ;
West ; desires to sell at once ; if you

chance
owner going
want to buy don't delay. JOHN W. S.
MOND &CO., 277 Washington St., Boston

rare

RAYMass.
28-1

WANTED.

SALE—$1000—Part cash. One of the
best lodging houses in Boston ; every room
furnished handsomely and occupied by first class
parties the year round. If you want a nice home
and good income, come to Boston and buy this.
JOHN W. S. RAYMOND & CO., 277 Washing-

WANTED—For

SALE— $300 buys a first-class manufacturing business, secured by patent ; one of
îi
for anyofferrd ; λ
a bargain
the best
it openings ever onerru
uargaiu iui
body. Address E. F. D., care Portland Press.
28 Ί

IJlOR

WANTED

D—To let, two or three rooms with
first-class board, on Congress street, within two minutes walk of City Hall. Terms reasonReferences exable if applied for at once.
8-1
changed. Address E., this office.

cautioned against har-

hereby
persons
ALLboring
trusting any
are

or

of the

of

crew

badoes, as
paid by the Master

jly8d3t*

or

Consignees.

RYAN &

KELSEY, Consignees.

Str. ButterOR THE MEN-OF-WAR
cup will make half-hour trips to the men-ofend
of Custom
from
the
3d.
commencing
war,
July
House Wharf. The boat can be chartered for
3-1
excursions.
moonlight

F

IiLAO

business; good chance to make
need answer. Address J. F. L.,

Board with or withtransient, $1.00 per day. 26

HOUSE

out rooms;
BAK.ER

and

sA

house, al-

sold low if sold this
TATE and BUSINESS

WANTED—Travelling

i

ply to Postmaster,
1VT«

2-1

m.

p.

IiTHnEDIATELIT

three good table waiters,
WANTED

Two

—

male

or

female.
2-1

Apply at CITY HOTEL.

one

that

visits Portlaud, to

have
the variety of goods
WANTED—Every
take
and
the
we

see

or

upon

our

advantage of
our bargains, as we are the home of housekeepers, who wish to make labor light and save money
by calling at, JOHN E. DAVIS, 433 Congress
counters,

public

have

1-1

street.

FOR

t

SALE—Screens and screen doors of all

made to order at low prices ;|call
FORAlso
etc. built
mantles and

to know that MRS.
C. H. F. SNOW, the well known Clairvoyant Physician, life-reading, test and business
medium, has taken parlors at Eagle Hotel, India
St., corner Middle, where she is prepared to receive lier many friends. Office hours from 9 to 12
a. m., 2 to 5 and 7 to 10 p. in.
jlyl-2

WANTED—The

few

0-1

TO

cast oft

address immediately, MR. S. LEVY,
St., Portland, Me.

WOLFE'S
For "worn-out," "run-down," debilitated
school teachers, milliners, seamstresses, house-

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

keepers, and over-worked women generally.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription "is the best
of all restorati ve tonics. It is not a Cure-all,"
but. admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose,
being a most potent Specific for all. those
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar to
It is a powerful, general as well as
women.
uterine, tonic ana nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to the whole system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomacli, indigestion, bloating, weak back, nervous prostration, debility
and sleeplessness, in either sex. Favorite Prescription is sold by druggists under our positive guarantee. Sec wrapper around bottle.
Prico $1.00, or six bottles for $5.00.
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address, World's Dispensary Medical
Association, G63 Main Street, Buffalo, Ν. Y.

ami necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
or
other causes,
vegetable decomposition
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
oses.
uration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by tlie medical
faculty nnd a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.
As a

general beverage

S

HEADACHE) Bilious Headache,
Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr. Pierce's Pellets. 35c. a vial,
by druggists.

SICK
and

ART reliable man with $900 can secure
a good permanent position at a good
and have good security for the capital
MAINE
best of references will be required.
KEAL ESTATE & BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Ex28-1
Street.
change

ASM

salary,
required:

WANTED-In

SCHNAPPS.

29-1

energetic

WANTED—By
and reliable young man of 8 years business
experience; the best of references. Adddress,
29-1
BOX 1883, City.
an

SITUATION

J DISTiNG'JiSHÂT

small quan-

large
MONEY
tities, in exchange for any of the Boots, Snoes
which is
immense
in
or

now
stock,
larger than any stock east of Boston, and will be
M. G. PALMElt, 541
sold at the lowest prices.
26-1
Congress street.

and

Slippers

onr

Gents' and < hildren's
Cast-Off Clothing of every description, outside and under garments, over and under coats,
suits, dresses, boots, shoes, &c. Send postal. I
will call at house and pay highest cash price. This
Aduress J. C.
is an American establishment.
23-3
MARSTON, Press office.

WANTED.—Ladies'.

horse for the season for
light riding; best of care ahd easy usa;
21-!
Address Box 2, Gorham Maine.

WANTED—Carriage

usage.

people of

Portland and Bid·
deford to know that Madam Johnson, the
celebrated medical and business clairvoyant, of
Boston, is still at 5GFrce street, excepting
and Saturdays, when she may be found at Meed's
8-4
Hotel, Biddeford, Me.

WANTED—The

Fridays

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO., WANTED—To

d&wnrmly-cTli

18 BEAVER

NEURALPLAJ

NEW

DR. C. W. HEN,SON, of Baltimore, Mil., lias dis
covered that the Extract of Celery Seed and ttie
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
in the form of Pills, is the most wonderful nervine
cures

Headache, Nervoum Headache, Neuralgia, NervoiiMncMN, Wleeplc«Nue»M,
I'aralyMiK, St. Vitus' JDauce,

Hick

and all nervous troubles, as they act directly upon
the nervous system as a nerve food and exciter of
nerve matter.
They are invaluable to all nervous
people, and Dr. Benson's reputation as a specialist in the treatment of nervous diseases at once
gives them a high standard. Sold bv all.druggists,
or sent to any address on
receipt of price—«oc
box, or 6 boxes for §2.50. Office 154 N. Howard
St., Baltimore.
aprSdGninrnicTU
*·

STREET,

buy $1,000 cast off Clothing
of all kinds. Highest cash price paid. Call
or address immediately, MR. S. LEVY, 97 Middle
8-3
St., Portland. Me.

dadoing

ples.

It will pay you to call and see
placing orders elsewhere. A. BO WRY, 21 Preble
7-1
St.
der.

I

SALE —Linseed oil cask with one head,
Has been used
SON, 2G2 Middle
5-1

ITiOR
? holding about 300 gallons.
H. H. HAY &

for rain water.
Street.

ITiOR

SALE—Unpainted

dly
I M PORTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL· KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOR SAL»

FY

R. STANLEY & SON, Importers,
PORTLAND, HE.

NO. 410 FORE ST..
Also General

Managers

for New

Celebrated

England for tiie

25 experienced Sewers and Machine
Stitchers wanted to-day; none but experienced need apply.

ROBERT F.S0MEBS
€&3

HARRISON.

MAINE.

oo.,

232 Μιι/DLE STREET.
,je4

dtf^

BY

PORTLAND STAB MATCH CO., West
my22dtf
Commercial St.

«il ls Wauled.

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
FROM

Shaker tubs

for

ice

SALE—Cheao ; first-class

FOR
proof safe,

improved

fire

combination lock, etc., will be
Address SAFE, Press
size.

sold low; medium
Office.

1-1

SALE—Three English Greyhound pups,
two males, one female, 10 weeks old, price
$3 each ; also a fine English bull dog, pure wliite,
2 years old, and a fine English thorough bred female greyhound, 18 months old; also Angora
cats and kittens. M. II. RANLETT, Box 093,
1-1
ltoekland, Me.

FOR

sale-τιιθ Victor leads
as

A. Merrill &

E. S. PENDEXTER, Agent, with
Co., 239 Middle St.
1-1_

FOR SALE —Whole or half interest in Sloop Willie, or will exchange half interest. Apply to F. C. BRIDGIIAM, Portland,
20-2
Maine.

Po..mud & Rochester R. R.
ARRANGEMENT

MM STEAMSHIP COMPANY

General Agent

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B., HALIFAX, N. S.
AND

ALL

PARTS OF

—

Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Rreton.

The new Steamers of this Liue will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
«ΥϋϋΠΛΟΙίΔΙ auufibix/Ai

at

υ.υν

χ-,

λ*.,

w>

EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.

Gen*1 Manager.

nov20dtf

(twenly miles) down €iin·
co Bay.
On and after June 30,1886. Steair.er* Gordon
and Alice will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, daily, as follows, viz.
For Long Island, Little Chebeague. Hope Island, Jenk's 9.30,10.20 a.m., 2.00, 0.00.6.05 p.m.
For Harps well, 9.30 a. m., 2.00, 5.00, 6.05 p. m.
For Orr's Island. w)0 a. m., *5.00 p. m.
Return for Portland—Leave Orr's Island at 6.15
a. 111., 1.30 p. 111.
Harpswell at 5.15, 0.45 a. 111., 2.
3.45 p. m. ; Jenk's at 5.50, 7.35,11.25 a. m., 2.50,
4.20 p. in. ; Hope Island at 5.55, 7.40,11.30 a. m.,
2.55, 4.25 p. ni. ; Little Chebeague at 6.05, 7.50,
11 35 a. m., 3.05, 4.35 p. m. ; Long Island at 6 25,
8.10,11.55 a. 111., 3.25, 4.55 p. 111. Arrive at Portland at 7.00. 8.45 a. m., 12.30, 4.00. 5.30 p. m.
*5 o'clock trip will not run through to Orr's Island Saturdays, only to Harpswell.
(9VNDAVII.
For Harpswell and intermediate Ian.dings at

Delightful

fine locaHOUSE FOR
tion, western part Of city, is arranged for
set
two
bath
rooms,
fifteen
two families,
rooms,
bowls, hot and cold water, steam heating, open
fire places, electric bells arid all modern conveniences ; price §0,000. W. II WALDRON, Real
28-1
Estate Broker, 180 Middle Street.

NEW

OR SALE— Cottage house, 9 rooms: very
central ; nice home for small family in the
city; only §800; good investment for tlii amount
all exof money; paying over 10per cent, abov

F

nu

«

1ÎO'r<

a 'ru'

e_

Τ»

«rWTT«û

28-1
Ο R SA ΙΈ—Lodging house, 20 rooms ; nicely furnished; paying well; can easily clear
SI 30 monthly profits by keeping boarders ; best
location in this city ; owner obliged to go away
and will sell low. MAINE REAL ESTATE &
28-1
BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.

F

FOR SALE-Situated in Falmouth,
one mile from G. T. R. 11. Station, 27 acres
land: large, convenient and nearly new buildings;
also farming tools, stock, &c. This is one of the
most pleasant locations in the town for a summer
residence. Also for sale, with or separate from
the above, a wood lot containing some twelve or
fifteen hundred cords of wood. Enquire of II. P.
22-2
MERRILL on the place.

FARM

SALE OR TO LET- Co'tage at Old
six rooms, furnished or unfurnished, quiet neighborhood, three minutes walk of
moderate ; for particulars adterms
camp ground ;
dress Box 1845, Biddeford, or inquire of B. F.
STRICKLAND, Central Avenue, near Tabanaele.
22-2
Orchard,
ITIOR

SALE—Two story and a half house and
a lot of land, 100x50, at Saccarappa; 13
rooms, good shede and cellars, all in good repair;
Sebago water; handy to depot, stores, &c. Inquire
22-2
at MeLELLAN & LAN?', Saccarappa.

FOR

of ill

SALE—Drug store;
old established
health of the proprietor
FOR
fine
resort is offered for
Store in
on
an

a

account

summer

FORJSALE.

furniture business in
or together.
Good
stock ; first-class teams ; a good business all readv
22
at
for an energetic man to step into.
Apply
Brookline Street, Cambridge, Mass. Address,
C. A. MOORE & CO.,
GOC Main Street, Caiubridgeport, Mass.
eod2w
je25
and

separately

A HEALTHY PLACE.
Cottage Lots for sale on Great
Clicbeague Island. demos
TTiTTTCï T) * "OT7I> may be found on -ileatGea
Jtj Xv p. IlowelIôfcCo's .Newspaper
χ III Ο X
Advertising Bureau (l'y Spruce Street), vrlier «/)vert
■■'■"■iiaJeior it IN ^ W YOAKi
bue contrat s

AJL

further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portiau<i as follows:
S.ÏJ5 «». ui., loi No. Conway. Jackson, CJlen
House, Crawford's.
bans, Bethlehem, Prollle
House, Littleton, Wells' River, Montpelier. St.
Monti eal, Burlington,
Newpjrt,
Johnsbury.
S wanton, Ogdensburg aud West.
12 40 μ. iu.. Express to Fabyan's. Summit Mt.
Waslrtngton, Bethlehem, Profile House. Littleton, Franconia, Lancaster and JeJferson, connecting via Wells' River for Montpelier an-1 St.
Johnsbury same afternoon. This train will not
stop at So. Windham, W. Baldwin or iiiram.
0.15 p. iu., Local, Portland to Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Stages for Limington/'Sebago, Kezar Falls, Porter,
Denmark and Lovell connects with 12 4o p. m.
Stage for No. Windham connects with «.15 p. m.

and until

Fay

train.

Trains Arrive iu Portland:
'rom Bartlett and way stations.
12.35 p. ni., Express from all White Mountain
Resorts.
10.00 a. m., 2.00 p. 111. Return leave Harpswell !
for Portland and intermediate landings at 11.3o, j 5.45 p. m., Mixed train from Bartlett and way.
Round trip tickets. Sundays, to
7.45 p. ui., from Montreal, Burliugton, Ogdensа. m., 4.30 p. ni.
Ilarpswel» 35 cents, other landings 25 cents.
burg and West.
J. HAMILTON, Snpt
GEO. F. WEST, Manager.
je30dtf
CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.
June 25, 1880.
je2otf

8.45

a.

u>..

1

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND ANB DIAMOND COVE.

On

and nfler I7Ionday, JTunc
until further uoliee,

14th, nml

6RI0GT0N & SACO RIVER R. R.

THE STEAMER ISIS

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT:
Commencing June ·*„,

will run as follows: (Sundays excepted.)
Leave Burnham's Wharf at 6, 7, 9. 10.15 a. m.,
12.20, 2.15, 3.80. 5 and 6.15, p. m.
Leave Casco Wharf, Diamond Island at 6.30,

7.45, 9.30, 10.40, a. 111. 1.30, 2.45, 4.30,5.45, and
б.45, p. in.
The 10.15 and 3.30 trips will be made around
the Island touching at Diamond Cove at lia. 111.
and 4.05 n. in. and at Farm Landing at 11.15

Trains Leave Brtdgton

TIME

Wfcarf)
Τ A Β L E.

House

! BOSTON

q <it\

tlie

Leave State Street Wharf at 10.15
2.00,7.30 p.m. Leave Frank5.45,0.45, 7.45. 0.00,
10.15, 10.30, 11.00 a. in., 12.05,
1.00, 2.00, 2.15, 2.50, 4.30, 6.10,
7.30, 7.40, 8.30 p. m. Leave Peaks' 6.25, 7.15,
8.00,9.30,10.35, 10.50, 11.30 a.m., 1.00. 1.30,
2.30, 2.35, 5.05, 5.10, «.30, 8.00. 9.00, 10.15 p. in.
Leave Cushing's (White Head 0.10) 7.05, 8.10,
9.40, 10.45 a. m., 1.20, 2.45, 5.00, (White Head
0.40) 6.50, 8.50 p. in. Leave Cape Cottage 8.20,
11.10 a. m., 2.55, 4.50 p. m. (weather permitting).
SUNDAYS—Leave State Street Wharf 10.15 a.m.,
2.00 p. in.
Leave Franklin Wharf at 9.15, 10.30
a.in., 12.30, 2.15, 3.15 p.m. Leave Peaks' 9.35,
10.50 a.m., 1.00, 2.35, 5.15 p.m. Leave Cushing's
9.45, 11.00 a. in., 12.45,2.45, 5.00 p.m. Leave
Cape Cottage 11.10 a. m., 2.55, 4.45 p. m.
.1, It. COYLK. JR., Manager.
Jy3dtf
a.m..

lin Wharf at

r qn

r, io

η.ιιλ d. m.

Kennebuuk

NUKU.II' TBAI.\N
for Bonton 1.00, 5.30P-U1.: for Hover 1.00, 4.15,
5.30 p. in.: for Scarboro Bench, Pine Point,
Oi«l Orchard Bench, Waco and Biddeford
10.00 a. m., 1.00, 2.00, 3.30, 4.15, 5.80, 7.00 p. m.

FARE;

Elegant Steamers

iu,

6.15, 8.40 a.m., 12.40. 3.30, ΐδ.00, 5.30, W.Uô p.m.
Well·* Beach 6.15, 8.40 V ni.. 3.30. ΐδ.ΟΟ. 5.30
F»!U, Dorer
p. ni. North Berwick, («rent
«.15. 8.40 a.m.. 12.40. 3.30, ΐδΛΟ, 5.30 p. m. KxI.ο» ell 6.15,
nce
and
rt
l.au
eter, llnrcrhill,
8.40 a. m. 12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p.m. Bocheeter,
a. m., 12.40.
8.40
Alloa
and
Bnj
Fnriniu^ion
3.30 p. m. Yt olfboro and Centre 11 arbor 8.40
Manchester and 1'oncord
a. in., 12.40 p. m.
(via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a. m. 3.30 p. nj..;
via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
tConneets with all Rail Lines to New York,
South and West.
îVia Eastern Division to Scarboro Crossing.
Parlor Cars ou trains leaving Portland 0.15,8,40
а. m., 12.40, 530 p. ni. Returning leave Boston at
g.30 a. m., 1.00, 3.50, 0.00 p. m.

Bound trip tickets with admission to Pavilion,
S .20
Kink, Roller Coaster or Elevator
1.00
6 round trips, without admission
3.0.»
30 round trips, without admission
25
and
return
Island
To Long
B. J. WILLARD. Manager.
jy2dt£

EM1TA AND CADET,

AND MAINE R. R.

WESTERN DIVISION.

Sunday

GREENWOOD GARDEN LINE.

......

6.30

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For Bouton at t6.15, t8.40 a. m., 112.40, t3.30'
t5.30 p.m. BoMtou for Portland 7.30,8.30a.m.
1.00,3.50, 6.00 p. m. For *carboro Ueach and
Piue Point «.15, 8.40, 10.25 a. m., 2.00, 3.30,
*5.00,6.10,8.05p.m. Old Orchnrd Beach, Nitro
and Biddeford 0.15,8.40, lu.20a.my 12.40, 2.OO,

10.30 p. in.
Leave Portland for Little and Great Diamond, Evergreen and Trefethen's 5.15, 6.50, *9.00, *10.30
a. in., *12.15, *2.00, *3.15, *4.30, *5.45, *6.10,
7.30, 9.30 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond 6.15, 7.30, 9.40,11.40 a m„
1.05, 2.40, 4.00, 5.10, 6.50, 8.10, 10.30 p. ill.
Leave Great Diamond 6.10,7.25, 9.35,11.35 a. m.,
1.00, 2.35, 3.50, 5.05, 6.45, 8.05, 10.20 l>. m.
Leave Evergreen 6.00, 7.15, 9.30, 11.25 a. in.,
12.50, 2.30. 3.45, 5.00, 6.40, 8.00 p. m.
Leave Trefethen's 6.05, 7.20, 9.25, 11.30, a. in..
12.DO. 2.ZD, »5.4U, 4.DO, υ.οο, f.OO. ΐν/.ΛΟ μ. ιπ.
Leave Portland for Long Island 5.15, *10.30 a.m.,
*2.15, *5.45 p. in.
Leave Long Island for Fortland 5.50,11.15 a. in.,
3.15. «.30 p. in.
A 7.30 a. in. and 7.30 n. m. trip will be first and
last trips on Sunday to all landings.
time table, week day
For tlie rest of tlie
trips marked with a star will be run.

STAR LISE STEAMBOAT CO

10.10

PAMMENCEB ΤΗΛΠ βΒΒΠίΒ,
in effect J nue 'J7, l^tt.

On and After July 3, 1880,
Leave Portland for Peaks' 5.45. 6.45, 8.00, ·9.00,
•10.00, *10.30, *11.15 a. m., *12.15. *1.45, *2.15,
*3.00, *4.00, *4.45, *5.15, 6.10, 7.30, 8.00, 9.00,
9.30 p. in.
Leave Peaks' for Portland 6.10, 7.15, 8.30, 9.30,
10.30. 11.00. 11.40 a. m., 1.10. 2.10, 3.30, 4.15,
4.45. 5.15, 5.35, 6.15, 6.30, 9.00, 9.30, 10.15,

llATES OF

A.M.

Ο.ΐυ

7.45
8.45
12.35
0.16
12.40
l,eave Portland (P.&O.R.K.) H.:tA
8.50
S.V7
11.lo
Arrive Brldgton
Stage connects with all trains (or North Brldgtou aud Harrison, and with trains leaving Portland
at 12.40 p. iu. for Waterford.
J. A. BENNKTT, Supt.
Je29dtf

and 3.50 p.m.

(Custom

Λ.Η.

Arrive Portland

Arrangements for evening sailing parties can be
jelOdtf
made with the Captalu 011 board.

FOR

SALIS—A very desirable lot at Camp
Comfort, Old Orchard, is offered at a bargain.
Enquire of or address, FRANK A. BRYANT,
22-4
Saco, Me.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday, Jure 28, 1886,

Sail

FOREST CITY STEAM ΒΟΛΤ 00.

s ALE-Ih a

Ogdensburg R. R.

Portiand and

STEAMKilN.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO,

best

Express
BOSTON,

Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be liait of 8. H. kLEL LE Ν, Tick et Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble. Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PKTKKS, Supt.
je26dtf

For Tickets and Staterooms, appiy ai the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office. Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
of State street.

FOR SALE—A gentleman's drivas "Little Best", one of the
drivers
city, 8 years old, weight about
900, sound and kind, can trot sharp, color black,
lias been 4 year's in the city; sold for no fault. EnPINE
quire at WALKER'S STABLE or 130 29-1
STREET.

HORSE
ing horse known
in the

Drug

irams or ΐτπιπα xruius. xtauway.

baggage checked to
Through tickets issued and
jgr^Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.

destination,

a. 111.

An?

^
Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junctioa,
Nanhun, Windhaux and Epj»(n]| at 7.30
a. in. anu I.IO p. in.
For Manchester, Coucord, and points North
at I.IO p. tu.
For Rochester, 8pringvale, Alfred, Water·
boro, and Suco Kiverat 7..ÎO α. αι., I.IO
and (mixed) at Ο..ΊΟ p. m.
For <«orham at 7..'SO a. in., I.IO, 6.30, and
(mixed) at β..'SO p. tu.
For Haccnrappu, Cumberland Mills, Wentbrook Junction and Woodford'* at 7.30
and IO.OO n. m., I.IO, 3.00, <§.*0 and
(mixed) *6.30 p. m.
For Forest Avenue (Deering) ΙΟ OO a. ni.
3:OOand O.iO p. m.
The I.IO p. m. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Junct. with Kloosac Tunnel Route fur
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich I^ine, and all rail,
Via Spriugfleld, also with Ν. Υ. Α* Ν. E. R. R.
(••Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Washington, and the Mouth, and
With Bouton A* Albany R. R. for the West.
Close connection made at Went brook Junction with through trains of Maine Central R.R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.

—

TRAINS.

OF

after Monday, June as,
-•ànâ-SlSSO· Passenger Trains will Leare
On and

For NEW YORK.

YACHT

sale at a sacrifice ; only those meaning business
need apply. Address DRUGGIST, care Press
10-2
Office.

WANTED!

l'ORK.

mar 10

see samto orme before

sizes

as

public

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

Trip $iS.

Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. R. SAMPSON, Agent,
ΙΟ Lonx Wharf, Ro«ton.
31dtf

ISLAND
SALE—A liorse weighing 1200 pounds;
sound and kind ; not ufraicl of the cars ; stand
witnout hitching : sold for no fault. Inquire of O.
8-1
W. FULDAM, 41 Exchange St.

for

ANTED—Immediately a male cook at T.
B. PERCE Y'S dining rooms 141 Com mer-

PAYSON TUCKEK, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY.Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland, June 25. 1880.
je25tf

8-1

see

or

■-*

WINFIELD HORR, Long

clothing, men's and Bicycles
well
everything
them all in coasting
WANTED—Second-hand
boys' pants especially. PETER NOLLET,
the Victor before you buy. Catelse. Better
1-1
445 Fore Street.
J.

buy S1,000
Clothing
WANTED—To
of all kinds. Highest cash price paid. Call
98 Middle

CuiSU·.

or

Tulojul

F

WANTED

Il

sea

a

WANTED—A

ο

■

lot for sale at

SALE—Desirable

ocean ;

SITUATION

II1RE—For the last two
weeks in July, a large furnished Cottage at
29-1
Peaks' Island. Address, P. O. BOX 1555.

eownrmlyG

8-1

:
water for the Centennial; also ice cream
W. C. SAWfreezers, water pails, ice picks, &e.
WANTED-By a respectable
3-1
YER& CO.
German girl, to do second table work; is will- I
ing and capable to assist children in German. Ad,
Ο £1 SALE—At a large discount from cost a
2-1
dress C. P., this office.
very extensive assortment of Gent's low
shoes at the following prices: §2.50, §3. §3.50,
capable, reliable Protestant
$4, $4.50, $5. Also the newest, nicest and best
person to do some second work ; also read
quality of French calf, hand sewed, low shoes.
to and wait upon an elderly lady, good references
lace and button boots. M. G. PALM3-1
required. Call at No. 17 DEERING STREET,7 Congress,
ER, 541 Congress St.
or
6
and
11
a.
between the hours of 0 and
m.,

WANTED—A

of the lungs.
Price, 35 and 75 cents.
Trial Bottles, 10 cents.

AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.

cottage
east end Long Island overlooking Casco Bay
FOR
side home.
most desirable
Ap-

and

WANTED-Milk

young man who is well acquainted with the
Fancy Goods jobbing business to travel ; must furnish references as to character and experence.
2-1
Address FANCY GOODS, Press Office.

;

;

—

capable

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND makes two
ou the route between Portland and
Portland at 11.Ου p. m.,
Tuesdays and Fridays, and Machlasport at 4.00 a.
in., Mondays and Thursdays.

Machlasport, leaving

mission.

New

Sunday mornings.

trips per week

-—

FOB

on

PORTLAND, BANGDn, MT. DESERT & MACHIA3
STEAMBOAT CO.

SPRING ANO SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

FOR SALE.

7-1

a

LINE.

'sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

—

1-1

FREE ST.

medium fized rent for small

Salesman;

Harbor,

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of

—

BOARD.

ΙΟΓ

The mornTrains aru due in Portland as follows
ing trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. m.;
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m. ; the day trains from Bangor at 12.45 and 12.55 p.m. ; the afternoon trains
fromWaterville, Bath. Rockland and Lewiston at
5.35p.m., Flying Yankee at 5.45 p.m.; the
night Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
Limilrd Ticket*, final and «secoud fin·»», for
all point* in the l'roriuce» ou «ale nl reduced rate·.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

30-1

m.,

CONGRESS ST. STATION ONLY

Boston,'Philadelphia

sept21-dtf

p.

jii.it»

For Bangor, EllNworth and Bar Harbar at
12.38 p. m. Fast Express stopping at Bruns
wick, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta and Waterville only.
All other trains timed as above from Commercial
St Station, stop at Congress St., where through
tickets and baggage checks may be obtained for
principal points East and West.
tjhe 11.15 p. m. train is the night exyreat "ritb
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays Included, through to Bar Harbor but not to
Skowhegan on Monday mornlugs or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar

alternately leave
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, every week day evening at 7 o'clock ; arriving μι season for connection with earliest trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York. &c.
SUNDAY TRIPS: Till further notice, the
steamers of this line will leave Portlaud and Boston every Sunday at 8.00 p. m.
J. B. COYLE. Jit. Manager.
je20tf

Round

is.,

Auk urn and Lcwiilon ut 83.0 a. «m., 12.3θ
5.10 p.m.; Lewixion via Brunnwirk, 0.45
m.,£11.15 p.m. ; VarmingtoD, iTIoouiouth,
Winthrop and Tlaraaacook 8.30 a. in. and
12.30 p.m.; Oakland aad North Annan,
12.30 p.m.; Fnruaiuffton ria tiruumwicL·,
0.45 a. m. and 12.35 p. m., and from

and TREMONT
JOHN BROOKS
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

STEAMSHIP

».

a.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS:
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMEKS

made to order by W. II.
SON, 420 Commercial St.,

POLES
1
SIMONTON &
foot of Park.

novan

customers.
Keeping 21
cows. I am prepared to furnish pure milk
to my patrons ; one cow's milk for infants and invalids a specialty ; milk delivered at Peak's Island during summer months without extra charge.
,Γ. P. HALL, Falmouth, Me. P. O. Address, East
jly2-4
Peering, Me.

riwemqiiH

Nkowbrcnn, Bdtu«t au. Dexter, 12.30,
12.35, til. 15 p. rn. ; Waierrillc. 0.45 a. in..
12.30, 12.35, 5.15 and, til.15 p. rn. ; for An·
ocuita, Iflallowell, Gardiner and BiuumwicIt, 0.45 a. m., 12.35, 5.15, til.15 p. m.;
Bath, 0.45 a. in 12.35, 5.15 p. π», and on
Saturdays only at 11.15 p. τη. ; KockJaad and
Knox and Ijincoln K. IS., 0.45 a. in., 12.35
p.m.; and on Saturdays only at 5.15 p. m.;

FARE ONLY $1.00.

WANTED-A lady of good ad-

and

«

STEAMERS.

the

"Cupid", Captain Gould, from Barno bills of their coutractiag will be

—

A

For Bangor, Vanceboro, Ht. John, Halifax, and the Province·, Ht. Htephen aud
ArooMtook County, 12.30 p. in., via Ejewi·ton. 12.35 and ill.16 p. m., via
AuguMta; and
for FllMWorth, Bar Ilarhor, auu Bangor

BOSTON

British Bark

DR.

capital

Oit and after KIOKDAV, June
18S0, Passenger Trains Leave
I'ortland as follows:

m.

Passage $10.00.

frMtl

MAIM CENTRAL RAILROAD

jeio

»

him! Southwest

July 5. 1880.

Freight, Passage, or general informat ion
to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAIUS Ac CO.,
115 Stale Street, Cor. Broad St., JBoxtou.

DIRECT

West

JOSEPH HICK80N, General Manage
WM. ΚΙΚίΑΗ, G. I'. Α.,
J. STEPHENSON. Snpt

MISCELLANEOUS.

SHERMAN can be found at No. 42 South
street, for one week longer, in treatment of corns,
bad nails, outgrowing joints a specialty; any one
7-1
wishing her salve for corns cau get it of her
A man to take a half interest in
small capital reqired;
an article of merit;
$25 per week
man more than money wanted;
man.
Address or call at
to
good
guaranteed
MAINE REAL ESTATE& BUSINESS AGENCY
7 1
45 Exchange St.

WANTED

28-1

ton Street.

—A situation as janitor, butler,
watchman, headwaiter or captain in a hotel. Inquire for JANITOR, First National Rank
8-1
building. References.

to know that MRS.

Northwest,

apply

FOR

the Southern trade, secondhand clothing, coats pants, vests, ladies'
dresses and children's clothes; also boots and
shoes, both ladies and gents and children ; we
pay cash for all kinds of clothing; send orders by
postal and we will call ; this is strictly an AmeriAddress orders to C. A. HILL, 4G2 Fore St.
can.
8-1

WANTED-Parties

splen-

part
did old established millinery store in Boston;
FOR
do this is
business 2

my wonderful new
undergarments for females: one
patent
lady sold fifty first two hours. Address MADAM
C. Î. LITTLE, lock box 443, Chicago, 111. jell-8

good meh to canvass and
collect. Salary $10 per week. Apply 24
HIGH STREET, between seven and eight p. m.

and all dis-

*7357αυΓÏSSt

SAXE—Boarding house,

close to steam and horse cars; 25
FOR
in black walnut and

ACTUALLY

AGENTS

Paul, Halt Lake City,
Denver, Han Francisco,
and all points In the

From New York, pier foot of Canal St., North
River, for Man Fruncieco via The lethinua of
Panama,
sails Friday, July 8, noon.
COLON
Great reduction in rates to San Francisco. Cabin
$60; Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF NEW YORK, sails Tuesday, July 20,

particulars,

TO

naw, Ht.

and South America and Mexico.

rare

FOR

WANTED—Agents,

clear $20 daily with
WANTED—LADY
rubber

—

on

SALE—Paints, Paper Hangings and Artists materials store in enterprising town; an
hours ride from Boston ; line stock of fresh and desirable goods; will sell at appraisal, about $1500;

SALARY TO AGENTS.-Addreaa at
once, DR. SCOTT'S ELECTRIU GOODS,
New York. The Only Genuine.
eod3m

Exchange

Detroit, Chicago, UlilwauW
Cincinnati, Ht. I<ouim. Omaha, Sagi-

LINE FOB—

2 p.

»

SL, and Oaoot Fool of India Street

Canada,

California, Japan, China, Central

only $55 month with good lease. This
chance, price only §700, part cash. For
297
TREMONT
address,
1-1
STREET, Suite 5, Boston, Mass.

general agents and canvassers for every city and county iu this
State forji household article with merit. If vou
want a good business, call or address, 499 CONC-l
GRESS STREET. Room C.

Boston. W

'GNMIVI11/J! .WŒ

iiUrtnHrl VU /

—

TICKET OFFICIÉ

TICKETS SOLI) AT REDUCED KATE

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S

lient

is a
full

on

the sea wall and on the camp ground. Apply
to MRS. H. C. OILMAN, 361 Congress street.
Portland, or MRS. A. A. DENNETT, Washington
street. Old Orchard.
jelOdtf

SM&Wtf

eases

»IS

SALE—14 Eoom

BURNISHED COTTAGES to let; situated

35

Bridgton, Me.

SALE—A light manufacturing business,
of the best in the state, over 200 per
cent, profits ; with a good reliable man but small
amount of money required ; investigate this at
MAINE BEAL ESTATE AND BUSIonce.
11
NESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.

ers.

I

Montreal.

Steamer will leave Lake Station 011 arrival of
12.40 p. m. train from Portland, leaving Harrison
at 7.4o a. m., connecting with train arr.ving in
Portland at 12.35.
For
Call for tickets over Sebago Lake Itoute.
sale at Boston & Maine Depot.
C. E. Gibbs will personally be in charge of
steamer, and will be pleased to meet all former
patrons aud welcome new ones.
Free coach from Bridgton Landing.
For descriptive circulars, apply to
CHAS. E. GIBBS, Proprietor,

one

alogue free.

MLRDOCK

and after

Lodging House,
Tremont, Boston ; nicely furnished rooms,
FOB
better location in Boston for boardall let and

others interested in perfect fitting garments, to invesnew square
and
sleeve
indicator
Foilett's
tigate
system, by which garments cut to measure are
warranted to fit perfectly the most diffiicult figures
sleeve indicator sold separately for one week. F.
2 1
P. REDFIELD, 27 Casco street.

question

June 28th., Steamer Setrips from Lake StaNaples, Bridgton, North Bridgton and
Harrison, passing through lake river and mounDurtain scenery unequalled In New England.
ing the busy season the steamer will pass through
the "Notch," giving a view of the Hawthorne
Cane, and Images where Capt. Frye made his
desperate leap for life 70 feet into the lake and
swam across to Frye's Island pursued by Indians.

Monday,
ONbago will make
daily

IjlOR

monev: no trifiers
rrees omce.

physician.

a

υ un 1

ι

Willard,

in

ABRIVAI.H,
From Lewwloa nod Aabur·, 8.25 a. »·.
12.06. 3.15 and 6.40 p. m.
Froiu («orhnin, 8.25, 9.30 a. m. and 7.00 p. ui
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.05 ant
5.18 p.m.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. in.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train an
Parlor cars on day train between Portland »n

tion to

no

elty business ;

A tablespoonful four times a day will make 10
rounds new blood monthly, and the system contains 24 to 28 pounds.
SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS IlENEWED
AND 110W NECESSAltY WHEN DISEASED.

Adamson's
Botanic

ner,

or

splendid view

PARTNER
dress, to travel with the advertiser in the
to take
must have small

often asked—how does Murdock's
Liquid Food compare with other Foods and Tonics? We refer to the State Inspector of Foods for
Massachusetts in his annual report for 1886.
Murdock's Liquid Food contains 14.10 per cent,
of albumen ; all the other foods do not contain
any. Common food does not contain over one per
-ient. lhat is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 16.85 ; the other
preparations from 22.62 to 60.50 per cent.
It contains 0.42 of ash, which is indigestible
matter. The others contain from 3.30 to 23.74
per cent.
(n alcoholic extract* 1.97. The other preparations are all TONICS, as they contain from
2<U3 to56.13 percent.
Food
These facts show why Murdock's
excels all other foods and preparations in making
new blood and cleansing the system of disease.
■The

M&Fnrmly

invariably

of the ocean; nice boating,
bathing, fishing, &c. ; good barn included ; fifteen
miles from Portland ; boats run daily; unusual
MAINE REAL ESTATE & BUSIchance.
29-1
NESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.

Exchange

to lease

CHANGE OF TIME.
Ou and after
fKhDAV, July 5, ISSO
train» will ma U4 IoIIowm
DKF.I IM'I RKM.
For Auburn au.!
Lcwim··,7.20a.m., 12.5<
and 5.30 p. πι.
For<-orhaui. 3.60 and 5.18 p. ni.
For 4-οrliam. iTOoutr*al nod
Chicago, 9.3<
a. in. and 1.30 p. m.
For QiK'bfi-, 1.30 p. m.

Sebago Lake Route.

je25dlin

fl. KO ADA.

I

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA

For

X

RECORD. WANTE

GOOD

A

Ilcmember that with feeble infants who do not
thrive 011 their mother's milk or the best prepared
foods in the market, WK KEQUEST NO CHANGE
OF FOOD, but add 5 or more drops four times
daily of Murdock's Liquid Food, aucl yon will find
that their lost or needed vitality will be restored
to them in less than thirty days.
Not a case of Cholera Infantum known where
Murdock's Liquid Food has been used, nor a death
from Cholera Infantum where it has been pre-

Ν. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.

in the world and

WA

OLD ORCHARD.

can

BABIES.

the market.

uudy.

Domestic Ports.
APALAC1IICOLA—In port 3d, schs Thomas C
Kennedy, Sproul, from Corpus Cliristi; Kate Ε
Morse, Hutchiiis, for New York ; Nantasket.Iticliardson, for Boston.
PENSACOLA—Ar Gth, sell Sarah Potter, Sum-

WOODMAN.

WANTED—Dressmakers

ΣΣ22 MAJESTY'S FAVOEITE COEL'ETIC CLYCERIHE.
Used by Her Royal Highness the\Princess of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin. Complexion, Eruptions,Chapping,Roughness. $1.00. Of druggists.
LTEBIG CO'S Genuine Syrnp of Sareapanlln, is guaranteed as the best Sarsaparilla in

Je24

NT Ε D- Men of good moral and temperate habits for the counties of Aroostook,
Washington, Penobscot, Waldo and Lincoln, this
state ; will pay $75 month and expenses, light
MAINE REAL ESTATE
work; call at once.
AND BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St. 2-1

TO

WANTED

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Ar at Havre 6th inst, ship Louisiana, Oliver,

Memoranda.
Sell Ε A DeHart, before reported ashore, will be
on
the
placed
railway at Cottage City for repairs.

LET-Δ down stair rent of 6 rooms consisting of parlor, sitting room, kitching, 2 bed
rooms, one front chamber andSebago water; rent
1.00 per month; 10 Quebec St. Inquire No. 1
25-1
UMBERLAND ST.

All those who would like a good
easy Boot or Shoe, one they can take comfort
in, to call at the new shoe store, 553 Congress,
corner Oak street. Prices the lowest. J. W. TUR3-1
NER.

FROM

York.
Bryant, New
Ar at Funchal 1st inst, barque lvenuard, Bettencourt. New York.
Ar at Jeremie June 2S, sch M C Moscley, Rumrill, Boston.
Ar at Tasmania prev to June 28, barque Nellie
May, from Puget Sound.
v

20-1

a
or

Beware of Imitations.

febS

JOHN W. S. KAYMOND & CO., 277 Washington
3-1
St., Boston, Mass.

diock.

boarding
LE—Lodging
canvassers will learn of
FOR
ways full of good lodgers; rent only $28
WANTED—Lady
good money making business by calling
month good furniture and carpets paying well ;
address, 409 CONGRESS STREET, Room G. 6-1
week. MAINE REAL ES-

Invaluable to all who are Run Down, Nervous,
Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious or afflicted with

Colds, Asthma,

SALE—$300.—Fine butter and egg
store, doing a nice business in this city;
eve
everything complete to carry on the business;
smart man to make money
good opportunity for a smart'man
good"opportunity
with a small capital ; rent of store only 812 month
IOR

F

ICA

OPEWOFTHE EVER POPULAR

deu

I,KT—Cottage house, 8 rooms, No. 50 Waterville street: nrice S12.G0 per month.
Ap-

ply to JOHN if. ilCUvxUxC, centennial

on large
modern fixtures;
$200 per week ; this is

a rare

Α^ΙϋΝΐΗ WANTED.

OUR CORRESPONDENT.

San Francisco.

1ΊΟ

and

524% Congress

WISCASSET, July 7-Ar, sch Ruth Shaw, Carlow, and Coquette, Orne, Boston.
Sid, sch Cock of the Walk, Lewis, Gloucester.

Sid fin Liverpool 6th inst, ship W R Grace, Walnut, New York.
Ar at Nuevitas June 18, sch Hannah F Carlton,

boarding
running
condition; cause of present parties leaving, poor
health ; furniture and carpets may be purchased
For further particulars, address A.
or rented.
26-1
L., I'ress Office.

[H HARD Ο η SOFT, HOT C8 COLD IVATE 8*

Oliver Dyer.

FROM

LET—A first-class

and Egg store,

;

chance and will be sold low because of sudchange in owner's affairs. POND & Β KIT3-1
330
TAN,
Washington St., Boston, Mass.

and in good
TO house centrally locatedlodging

WASHING*® BLEACHING

legitimate pnarmaceutical product, Dut aiBo wortu y
of the high commendations it ha3 received in all
parts of the world. It contains essence of Beef,
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, -which are dissolved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown

for

SAIiE— Butter

FOR
thoroughfare; very nice
first class trade

everything

Χι near the water, Cape Elizabeth. For further particulars inquire of B. J. WILLARD, 43
may7-2m
Commercial St.

if you do not like (he flavor of

CHANCES.

u*

"VTOTICE—Cottage lots

the Royal University t
Royal Austrian Order of the Iron
Knight
Crovm ; Knight Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Roi/al Prussian
Order oftheRed Eagle ; Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor,
<&c.t eays ;
»
EIEBIG CO'S COCA BEEF TONIC
should notbe confounded with the horde of trashy
cure alls. It is in no sense of the word α patent
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with its
mode of preparation and know it to be not only a

cure

BUSINESS

The finder will be
same at
28-1

leaving the

OFFICE.

■

rooms

of the

sure

roll of bank bills.

LOST—A
liberally rewarded by

THIS

TO

on

Remember tbis Fact.

HASKELL, 117

O.

LET—Two first-class cottages situated
direetlv 011 the sea wall; 8 rooms, nicely furhouse tuuuc^icu,
and the
tuv best sitconnected, auu
nished,
lusiicu, batliing iiuuac
be let very cheap
uation 011 the beach:
nation
beach; will bo
iilN B.
of
Oltl
for
if culled
immediately. Inquire
28-1
COLLEY, I'ine l'oint,

of J. C.

SAVES LA 13031, TIMS m*3 SOAP AMAZINGLY, nr.il gives universal Galisfaciion»
rio family, rich or poor should be without it>
Sold by all ^roeere. BBW ABE of imitations
flrell desio-.tvf to mislead. Ρ H A It LINΕ is the
ONL\ SAVE labor-saving compound, a&f)
jilways bears the Above symbol, and naree of
JAMES ΡΈΤΕ. NEW YORK,

Willis's History of Portland
Please return to CHAS.
28 1
St.

LOST—Loaned;
from 1G32 to 18GS.
Free

or

parlor with bed

one

SI
Ο JLET—Lower tenement 19 Henry St. InΤ quire of L. REDL0N,1C51 Congress St, 25-1
at 104
EET.—A tenement of four
the premises
TOWilrnot street. Enquire
St.
23-2
105V2

PROF.CHS.LUDWIG VON SEEGER,

a

with

three nice rooms,

tor.

8 It 7 in

NEWS.

Pure.

Professor of Medicine at

dec7

or

WANTED
family, in good location. Ε. F. HARLOW,
street. Reference, Jolin F. Proc-

{·· ·;;;;
8 ft 4in
(···

POWDER

—

kidneys.

ITiOUND—The

first boor, suitaole for man and
physician ; has been occupied by a physician in the past. Inquire at 284 CONGRESS
29-1
STREET.

interest in the

weak

place trt buy your horse plumes
for the fourth of July. We also have a full
line of earriage mats, baby carriage mats, doll
mats, toilet mats, wool dusters, harness trimmings, chimney cleaners. 53 Union St. and 231
28-1
York St., Portland, Me.

LET-Α very desirable up stairs rent on
Pine, near Carlton street. Price §300. Apto H. S. PRIDE, 3 Calioon Block.
20-1

room attached 011
wife or a

Operation* annually.

!

LOST—On

TO

500

FOR

Saturday, June 26th, a rubber envelope containing two mortgages, two notes
Tne
and other papers of value to the owner.
finder will be suitably rewarded by returning
same to K1CHAKD BAUMGAKTNEÏi, Steamer
30-1
Cornelia H.

parJL
water, gas and closet, at
22 Wilmot Street; also a fine 7V3 octave piano,
at 117Mi Exchange Street, at IIASTING'S Warerooms.
2-1

TO without table board ;

priced

LOST—Partiec

Thompson

IjET—Two

Occan Tickets aiid €oal.
First Cabin, Second Cabin, Intermediate· and
the
Steerage tickets by fast and best steamers;
Cnnard, White Star, Gnion, Anchor, National, InMainGerman
Lloyd,
man, State, Ked Star, North
our» American, Amsterdam, and Italian lines to
England find Continent, at lowest rates. Sterling
Scandinavian exchange.
ai)^
iOAiHGeorges Creek Cumberland, and Gas
Culm, Patent Fuel,
28#' ova Scotia,Coarse andfor
sale by J. L·.
■J*«Opulent,
Jtj
ap24tf
FARMER,
Exchnngc St.

FOUND

owner can

who intend camping out. wil
will save money by selecting what is needed
for them at the Boston 5c. Store, Farrington
Block, in Crockery and Tin Ware. The home
store for low priced supplies for campers, summer
sojourners and the public. J. E. DAVIS, 433
1-1
Congress St.

IiET-A very handsomely furnished
rpo lor
chamber with

ply

have
A bracelet which
by proving property and paying for this advertisement. Inquire at 70 MYKTLE ST. 7-1

LOST—Our

3-1

STORE

ντκλμεβ^

the

—

habit of keeping exclusively the finWe now keep
boots.
est and highest
in addition to the above the largest variety in medium and low priced boots, and cau fit almost any
foot to any priced boot desired. M. G. PALMEK,
3-1
511 Congress street·.

over Ε. N. Perry's hat
store in Evans Building, suitable for dentist
tailor. Τ, H. WESTON or Ε. N. PERRY. 51

RENT—Rooms

TO ΕΚT—One more of those large
nice stores in the
Block, a few
doors below the Post Office ; also a large spacious
chamber, lighted on three sides; rent reasonable
to the right party. Inquire at No. 104 BRACK2-4
ETT ST.,where the keys may be found.

i Willi what we have b««u and are doing
«liaiI be able, in our new Free Honpital
that we are now building corner of ISnutiugton Aveneie and Caintlen Nlrerl, to perform iu the Nurgicul half of the Hospital)

SASLING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

8-1

FOR

we

110
115
125
105
101
116
124
106
107
114
113
123
132
108
104
108
112

St.

RENT—Furnished cottage: at Farm
Landiug Diamond Island, the 'Treble cottage"— "ine rooms, disconnected kitchen supplied
wfth good spring water: spacious around and bath
house. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48V3 Exchange St.

Liouid Food was given

BONDS.
109
State of Maine 6s, due 1889
Portland City 6s,Municip'l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, 11. 11. aid 1907.. .124
102
Bath City 6s, Mun. various
Batli City 6s Β. K. aid various —100
Bangor City 6s, long R. It. aid—113
122
Bangor City 6s, long Mun
104
Belfast City 6s, R. It. aid
And. & Ken. It. R. 6s, various —106
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895.. 112
112
Leeds & Farming'tn R. R. 6s
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s —130
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s. 106
Water Co. 1st mtg 6s —103
Portland
"
'·
106
2d mtg 6s
"
"
3d mtg 6s... .110

or

Foreien Ports,
Ar at Sydney, NSW, pre ν to July 7. ships Wm
McGilvery, Dunbar, PortBlakely; Enos Soule.
Seule, Tacoma.
Ar at Hong Kong July 4, ship India. Rich, from

Newcastle.
Sid fm shanghae May 30, ship Nancy Pendleton. Peudleton, Victoria.
Sid fm Hiogo June 10, ship Oregon, Merriman,
San Francisco.
At lloilo May 22d, snip McNear, Frost, from
Hong Kong, ar 15th, fer United Kingdom.
Sltl fm lloilo May 4, barque Richard Parsons,
Thorndike, New York.
In port May 22, barque Ε L Pettengill, White,
for United States.
At Manila May 25tli, ships C F Sargent, Atlierton, for New York; Ρ Ν Blanehard, Oakes, do
Ar at Fleetwood 2d iust. ship Frank Pendleton,
Nichols, San Francisco via Liverpool.
At Port de Paix June 2G, scli Marry White,Hopkins, for New York 29th.
At St Domingo Citv June 22, sells Mabel F StaDickson, and Wm Beazley, Kavauaugli, for

Exchange

FOR

PORTSMOTUH-Ar 7th, sch Red Rover, Rich,
Amboy for Dover.
EASTPORT— Sid 7tli, sch Portland Packet,
Gardner, Portland.
BELFAST—Ar 4th, scla Geo Β Ferguson, Ryder
Portland for Ellsworth.

....

STOCKS.
Far Value.
Descriptions.
100
Canal National Bank
100
Casco Nat. Bank
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
100
First National Bank
Merchants'National Bank.. 75
loo
National Traders'Bank
—100
Ocean Insurance Co
Portland Company
50
Portland Gas Company

103 Va

Philadelphia;

70

Cirain.
Mixed Corn.48@49

Orno^'K.

of four rooms, at 104
ΓΡΟ LET-Α tenement
1_ Wilmot street, corner of Kennebec St. Inor of J. <J. WOODMAN,
on
the
premises
quire

Thurlow, Smith, Boston.
Cld 7tli, brig Amy a Lane, Came, for Cardenas ;
sehs Lizzie Dewey, Bartlett. Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 7th, barque Lillian, Willey,
Matanzas; sehs Nat Meader, Brown, from
Domingo; Carrie H Spofîord,Bangor; Willie Martin, Portland ; J Κ Baker, Thomaston; Win Rice,
Rockland; Yreka, St John, NB; Reporter, BanIm
gor; Catharine, Ellsworth; Lucy Went;wortli,
Shulee, NS; Mary Porter, Naetucket; Maggie
Mulvey, and Alta V Cole, St John, NB; David
Torrey, Portland ; Ella F Crowell, Vinalhaven ;
Exchange. Rockuort; Commerce, and Empress,
from Rockland; Mindoro, Calais; Carl D Lethrop,
Rockport.
Also ar 7th, barque Ormus, Frost, Cardenas 10
days; Maggie J Smith, Bennett, from Baltimore;
Union. Reed, Blueliill.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 6th. sell Frauconia, Jones,
Ellsworth.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 7th, sell W Abrahams,
Snow, Baltimore.
NEW DEBFORD-Ar Cth, sell Laura Ε Messer,
Gregory, Georgetown, DC.
V INÉYARD-HAV EN—Ar 6th, sehs J Κ Manning, from Gardiner for Philadelphia ; Hope
Haynes, Wiscassetfor Providence; Dolphin, from
Calais for Fall River; Annie Gus, Denuysviile for

Winter«Î4n.;|fe|76
P%o
sar*
"·>
Iodide...

6 l-16c.

IE

24®
@19

LOST AND FOUND.

I. ET.

TO

Edward Johnson, Warren, Brunswick.
Also ar 7th, barquo Elmiranda, Havener
Havana? sclis Win H Shubert, King, Bangor, î
S Learning, Doughty, Boothbay;
Abby Wasson
Lord, New York.
Old Oth, sehs Jennie Middleton, Hatch, Pitts
ton; JosOakes, Gray. Cambridge. Md; busan r

2^4(0)$

CHICAGO, July 8, 188(3—Cattle—Receipts 7,800; shipments 3000; lower; shipping steers at
3 75 ά 5 20; stockers and leeders at 2 50^4 50;
cows, bulls and mixed at 1 75@3 75; bulk 2 40@
3 In; ilirough Texans, 15(a.2ùc lower at 2 60(a}
4 00; ii-i'er ior cows at 2 120.
JIo^s—Receipts 26,000shipments 5000: lower;
rout!» and mixed 4 50(5,4 85 : packing and shippiuti 4 7ί>α4 95; light 4 50^4 90; skips 2 75®

LIVERPOOL,

40
28
25

25(g3

Z?f?
ί.ί5,«ί

J-emou...

IHKSCKLLANEOUS.

An

PHILADELPHIA—Al' 6tli, "rig FideUa,
del-soil, Port de Paix; sehs H W Andereon, End!
cott, and Anna Ε Kranz, Pervere, Kenneuec
Belle Hooper, Gilkey, Cardenas.
v
t
Ar 7th, sells Abby Wasson, Lord. New oik

15

25@8 00
16@ 17

Nail».
2 30@2 4
I CasK
I
Nnvnl Stores.
3 00@3 25
bbl
I Tar
Pitch (C Tar)3 25@3 50
50
00 iWil. Pitch ...3
3 00@4 00
00 I Rosin
7fi iTurpt'ne, gall 37@44
i Oakum
6Vi@7Va
Oil.
Linseed
42®47
45 a 50
"Λ Boiled
115:al 30
'"Ït3 ou Sperm
Whale
45® 50
Bank
30@ 3o
r»> Shore
28® 33
40 Porgie
(gg 33
Lard
55@ 67
is» In Castor
1 55@1 65
Neatsfoot
90@1 00
Elaine
62@ 50
l'aiut».
teC»4
3 Pure gro na ld700@7 50
3% Pure dry lead7 00®7 50
Eng Ven Red. 3® 3y2
Red Lead
7@ 7Va
5 00@7 00
jAm. Zinz
Rochelle Yellow....2Ya
Itice.
27 Rice, ψ lb....
6@ 7V2
24 Rangoon
4ya@5%
NalcraliiH.
17
14 Saleratus
5@5 Y2

"., 5t;aJ

Cud liver

are

1Î4 50

Homestake

Cienfuegos....
Boiling

i^ca?;;;;;;;;37c®foo
j& |S

tee;.n-

14®
6

ΜοΙηβΜυβ.
Porto Rico... 30@
Barbadoes.... 72(g!

JrÎ?1 0c

ο

Iodine

vfe.^;· ||

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YOKK, July 8, 188G.—Theifollowmg
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day :

Savage

ÏQdiiro.

Sysrar lead'.'.'·

Stocks.

Zinc
Solder

pMw::r· ïS ff

Sulpur..

Mining

New York

Con. Cal. &

«g* g Antimony
V2XV2.

921/4

St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Pau";, »! inn. ·& Man
St Paui Si Mnalia
σο pre
Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
U.S. Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Union Telegraph
Alton & Terre Haute
do pref
Boston Air Une
Burlin.itou & Cedar Rapids
Cauaaa Sourliern
Lontr island

Care to Old Orchard and ltt-turu,

Sundays,

30 CENTS.
1

EASTERN DIVISION.
andf9.00 a.m., Hsl.00 ana
Returning l^enve Bo«tou at 7.30
and
and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00
at
p. m. For Port«moiith and Newburyport
2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m. For
ForMnand
6.00
ni.
1.00
in.
p.
Ameabury 9.00a.
leua and Lyon at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and
б.00 p. ill. PULljiVlAtV CAR» on above trains.
^Connects with Rail Lines for New York, South
For Bouton at 2.00

Î6.00 p.

m.
9.00 a.m.

West.
sConneets with Sound Lines for New York, South
and West.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Portlnnd Depot Ticket OIlircM,
and at Uniou Ticket OlUce, 40 Kxchnnue
Street, Portlnnd.
I). J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen'l Manager.
dtf
Je28
and

Rumford Falls and Ruekfield Railroad
Summer

Arrangement,

in Effect June

14, 1886.

DAILY EXCURSION.

('•nneclioa* via Ο rami Trunk Knilwn,
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Fall» Junction
10.45 a. 111., arrives at Bnckfleld at 11.46 a. ni.

STEAMER HAIDEE,

and Canton at 1.10 p. 111.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junctiou
3.15 p. 111., arrives in Buckfleld at 3.60 and Canton at 4.30 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.10
a. m.( connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Boston.
Stage connection» daily with passenger train al
West Mlnot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld for
West Sumner, Chase's Mills and Turner; at Can
ton for Peru, Dixfleid, Mexico and Kundord Falls;
also for Bretton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Sur·

CAPT. H. B. TOWN8END,
Burnham's Wharf, Portland, daily (Sundays excepted,) for So. Free port, touching at
will leave

at 10.30 a.
I Cousins and Great Chebeague Islands,
Will leave So. Freeport daily at
m. and 5 p. m.
7 a. m. aud 2.30 p. m.
For passage or freight apply to the captain on
j
board. Carriages in attenuance upon the arrival
of passengers for Freeport and vicinity.
jel7dtf

JelSdtf

THE FISHERIES.

PRESS.

ΤΗΈ

A New Phase of the Difficulty.

FRIDAY M0BX1NG, JULY ».
Capt. David

AND VICINITY.

PORTLAND

AOVKKTIXE.Y1K* ΓΛ

K1CIV

TO-DAW.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wild Roses Wanted—Owen, Moore & Co.
Notice of Foreclosure.
For Sale—Canaries, Parrots, &c.

Wanted—Boys.

For Sale—Cracker Crumbs.
In Insolvency.
Portland School of Stenography.
To Let—Farm.
By Special Request—l)r. J. G. Merrow.
Savings Bank Book Lost.
Trades Procession and Commercial Drummers.
Λ Capable Tabic Waiter.
Wanted—Responsible Parties.
For Sale—Fertilizer.
To Let—Summer Cottage.
„Q

_____

AN UNFAILING REMEDY.
Braudreth's Pills cure dyspepsia, or indigestion
headache, pain in the shoulders, coughs, tightness
of the chest, dizziness, sour stomach, bad taste in
the mouth, bilious
attacks, palpitation of the
heart, inflammation of the lungs. Pain in the region of the kidneys, and a hundred other painful
symptoms are the offspring of dyspepsia. One or
two Pills every
July δ

night

for

a

week

are

sufficient.
eod&w

Derangement of the liver, with constipation, injure the complexion, induce pimples, sallow skin,
etc.

the

by using Carter's Little
One a dose.

Remove

Liver Pills.

cause

d&wlw

julyO
MUNICIPAL COURT
BEFORE
JLBLIVBUAÏ.-

Nelas.

JUDGE

II AUUCiauH

IjJIII

EaoU fliieU

Assault.

QOULD.
oim

a·»

S3 ami costs.

Complete sets oi centennial badges will be
presented to the Maine Historical Society.
The crockery dealers will close Saturday
afternoons in July and August.
wheelmen arrived

Messrs. Ebcn N. Perry and Leighton also
officiated as detectives at the Centennial.
We have received the first number of the
Old Orchard 1 tumbler for this season. It is
bright and newsy.
Last Monday was the second time only in
his long life that Hon. Hannibal Hamlin
rodo in

procession.
A. 1). Smith lias the contract for building
a brick fog signal station at Cape Elizabeth
lights for the U. S. government.
The old waiting rooms at the Boston &
Maine railroad are being remodelled and will
be used as a restuarant.
A young boy named Harry Worden residing on Wilmot street, fell from a fence
Mtfnday, breaking an arm, a rib and sustaining serious internal injuries.
Sparks from the Wednesday night fireworks set fire to the dry grass on the field below Bramliall Hill and burned over several
a

acres.

Christian Christiansen's place at Falmouth
Foreside, close by Judge Goddard's was sold
by F. O. Bailey & Co., yesterday afternoon,
to Capt. A. H. Waite for §1,525.
There was an affray at Long Island yesterday between two young fellows, one of whom
received a cut in the arm. One of the combattants was brought to the city under arrest and afterwards released, no one being
ready to appear against him.
The class of '88, Portland High School,
had a pleasant excursion to Long Island yesterday between twenty and thirty participaBase bal]
ting in the festivities of the day.
and other sports, and a sail to Harpswell on
the steamer Gordon were a part of the pro-

*

gramme.
The Somerset Reporter says that, "At the
Band Muster at Maranocook the Juvenile
Band of Brunswick attracted great attention. It is the only band in the State composed entirely of boys'" The Reporter is
mistaken. Legault's Boys Band of Portland
is α very good band.
The Portland Stove Foundry Company
liave just laid the largest cement floor in this
section at their foundry on Kennebec streel
measuring 100x<55 feet. With picked men foi
the crew of Knight & Redlon, assisted bj
their own men, the company accomplished
the job in two days.
Two sailors from one of the war ships, got
a leave of
absence yesterday, and accompanied by two friends as seconds, went tc
Peaks' Island and had a regular "mill.'
Both of them were badly mauled but at th<
«ml of the fight they made up, shook hands,
went into an apothecary's and got theii
heads tied up, and then came to Portland to-

gether.

—

^

At the Islands.
The funeral of Mr. William Smith liraekett took place at Peaks' Island yesterday af
ternoon, and was attended by a large nuni
Kev. J. 13
ber of relatives and friends.
Laphara conducted the services, and spok<
feelingly of the virtues of" the dead.
Schooner yacht Dorothy Q., from Boston
is anchored off Peaks' Island, as is also tin
yacht Fantine. The latter has on boarc
Messrs. J. li. Mason and Albert Lang, of the
Boston Museum, and Lowell Mason.
Many of the wells at the islands are verj
low, and rain is much needed.
The weather at the islands yesterday was
delightfully cool and refreshing after the liol

weather of the past few days.
The Forest City Kink is a more populai
place of amusement this season than ever
Mr. Bailey proves to be a fine manager, and
with Walter Orne in the skate room and
Messrs. Kelsey and Davis as aides, everyI'rof. Wilson's banc
j^Jhjng runs smoothly.
furnishes excellent music.
Mr. Robert Weeks has accepte d a positior
as head clerk in the Bay View House.
A section of the "Maine Club" from Massachusetts, who visit Peaks' Island every
season, have arrived. The club is composed
of a fine lot of young men, and their coming

is welcomed by all.
Mack's Bad Boy is meeting with good
cess

at the Pavilion Theatre.

A

largeaeHHfTrtTT yachts

suc-

are on

the way

Miwto [ffiTnts along our coast, and many
will make a stop at Peaks' Island.

ot them

A team can now be obtained to carry visit
to the Chapman House and other parts ol
Peaks' Island, from Forest City landing.
Mr. Newell has started the enterprise.
ors

Pirates of Penzance.
The Pirates of Penzance was produced ai
Greenwood Garden yesterday afternoon and
evening for the first times, and for the initial performances, it passed off very finely.
The lines of the opera were rendered in fine
voice and the orchestra added much to the
Large crowd!
enjoyment of the audience.
Tirifnoeco/1 lwth nprfnrma.Tirtft.
TllG ΟΌβΠ)
will continue to hold the boards for the resl
of the week.

Elegant new costumes and handsomi
ocenery have been provided, and Manage]
Knowlton lias left nothing undone to place
the opera upon the boards in splendid style.
Craceful Courtesy.
very pleasant feature of the procession
Express
was
American
the
Monday
Company's big team carrying twenty-six orphans from the Orphan Asylvm on State
street. Colonel Osgood kindly offered tin
A

and the offer was
Yes
Mrs. Farmer.
terday morning the colonel received a verj
courteous note of thanks from the matron ol
team for this purpose,

gratefully accepted by

the home.
Another Booming Success.
Boston, July 8.—Giving the full scores
of choice music is booming Tue ISostoin
Sunday Globe as it never boomed before,
Next Sunday "Mem'ry's Bells," words Dy
Ilattie Long and music by James L. Gilbert,
will be given. This was specially w rittcn
for The Sunday Globe, and will have an
immense sale. This music is in addition to
all the other popular features of The Boston

be signed or the vessel be detained. Capt.
Doughty then made the draft under protest.
It is not uncommon to charge lighthouse
dues to vessels in ports where lighthouses
are established, or in their immediate vicinity, but in tiiis casethe dues 011 a little vessel
of some fifty tons amounted to over $15.
Mr. K. G. Willard does not propose to take
action in regard to the schooner Geo. W.
what Secretary Bayard lias to say. Yesterday another letter, containing a statement of
the facts in the case, was sent to the Secretary of State. The following despatch has
been received from the captain of the
Sheluurne, July 7.
We are drying sails to unbend them; have been
ordered to do so. Tlie Consul General will be
A Gloucester schooner
here tomorrow night.
She came for the same purpose
was taken today.
Don't p: y the fine
let lier go.
as we did. but
unless obliged to do so.

they

PERSONAL.
Councilman Jerome Rumery and wife together with Col. Rumery and wife of Boston
will leave town in a few days for an extended trip to the Pacific coast, making a visit
in Iowa on their return.
Miss Lizzie If. Norton of Farmington, for
several years past, a popular teacher in the
public shools of Portland, has just resigned
her position there and it is rumored she will
soon be led to the altar by one of the wort hy

citizens of the Forest

Perry, K. G. Elliott, Philadelphia, Pa.; N.
T. Sorcross, Cleveland, O. ; C. M. Spitzer
and wife, Toledo, 0. ; S. W. Moen, Worcester; H. I). Kingsbury, J. H. Vose and wife,
Boston ; F. J. Huntington and wife, New
York ; G. Harp, Ottawa, Can. ; II. D. Lombard, Iowa.
Old Portlanders will well remember Mr.
Joseph F. Springer, who, for many years
was engaged in the cooperage business in
Cuba, spending his summers with his family
in Portland. Ile died some years
ago in
Matanzas. His son, Mr. Joseph A. Springer, is the efficient vice consul of the United
States at Havana, with which consulate lie
He
lias been for several years connected.
now shows his filial devotion to his father's
memory by sending his remains home to his
native country for burial.
They have arrived from Cuba and have been placed in the

family lot in the Western cemetery.

Forepaugh's

Road

Boston Globe :
Captain lîogardus and sons went through their
wonderful feats with the rifle in a manner that

while the
marvelous as it is
wild West border show, typifying the life of the
border men, the pony express, Indian war dance,
the attack upon the United States mail coach by
Indians and rescue by cowboys were all given
with a realism that was admirable.
Daisy Belniout as the dashing rider was one of the features
of the entertainment, while Annie Carroll, Sam
Watson and William Showles were excellent in
The performance of the
their respective acts.
trained elephants under the management of Adam
truly wonderful, their reForepaiigh, Jr., was
markable docility, combined with an intelligence
that would do credit to a higher order of beasts,
reflecting no little credit upon their trainer, to
whose exertions the one was attained and the
other exemplified. lUoudiu, the only horse ever
trained to walk tight ropes and climb ladders, received his meed of public praise, which was certainly deserved. Perhaps tile most exciting part
of the entile presentation was the Itoman liippodrome races, four-in-hand, the chariots being driven by competent performers, and the teams whirling round and round the ring with a speed which
unless practically proven, might be reasonably
doubted, drew forth round after round of apelephant, and
nlause. Pickaninny, the clown
mvai
neio
eiepuaui.,
Sullivan, cne ooxiug
comical, and a visit to them alone would
Of the remainder of tlic perwell repay one.
formance it is only necessary to add that each artist was admirable, the show running without a
hitch and it is safe to say that seldom has such an
entertainment been given the reception and patronage as has the deservedly popular Forepaugh.

done was very

unequalled,

Death of Mrs. Tristram Jordan.
Mrs. Mary Jordan, wife of the late Tristram Jordan of Saco, died at the residence of
her son, James C. Jordan, at Old Orchard,'at
8 o'clock, on Wednesday evening, after a
She was born in Portland on
long illness.
the 22d of July, 1801, and was the only
daughter of the late Capt. Ichabod and Mary
Jordan of Saco. She lived nearly the whole
of her life in Saco. She was one of the oldest, if not the oldest living member of the
Congregational church of that city, and was
ever noted for her rare social and Christian
virtues. One son and a large circle of relatives and friends are left to mourn their loss.
The

Hatters.

The fifth annual excursion of the Portland
Hatters to Long Island yesterday was a
great success. A clam bake and ball games
between Somers's and Merry's teams were
the events of the day. Somers was batted
freely, while his boys were at the mercy of

Merry's pitching.

The score was : Merry 27,

Somers 22. Geo. McMunn umpired.
The game in the afternoon was called in
the 4th inring, Somers having no hopes of
winning. The score was : Merry 27, Somers
The par1!», with George Small for umpire.
ty returned upon the five o'clock boat.
Made Out a

beer in the sprinkler, and
the bottle, to make a case.

enough

Universalist Crove Meeting at Fryeburg.
There will be a Universalist grove meeting
at Fryeburg village, Sunday August 1,
under the auspices of the Oxford Association

Universalists. Rev. II. Ιί. Nye, assisted
by other speakers, will conduct the meeting,

liquor

in

Maine Water Cas Company.
This company has elected the following officers :
I'resiilent—Ansel II. Doten, Portland.
Vice President— Koswell F. Doten, Portland.
Treasurer and General Manager—Β. II. Kose.
Secretary—Geo. H. iilnke.
Directors—A. It. Doten, li. F. Doten, Κ. H. Hose
Geo. II. Haekett, J. G. Stewart. Jr., Geo. H.
Blake and J. T.'Stubbs.
Capital, $300,000; paid in, $7,000; par value
of shares, $10.
Protest.
In the accounts of the proceedings of the
centennial, our old friend and townsman,
Doct. 0. I'. Ilslev, whose hymn for the occasion was so apropos, was given the prefix of
"Rev." As he is notai). I), and does not
claim to be very reverend, he prefers that
the prefix of "I)oct." and the pseudonym of
"Pie" be considered all sufficient, else he
may be called on to supply a pulpit ere he
shall leave this mortal habitation, and having
no ambition in that direction he would be
A Friend.
compelled to decline.
A

A

Kind Act.

The workmen in A. D. Smith's employ
raised S-'i5 among the crew, and made a
Fourth of July present to one of their number at Ferry Village, who is sick and has
not been able to work the past year.

Roller.

satisfactory.

Case.

Yesterday Marshal Ilawkes entered the
shop at the corner of Park and York streets,
said to be run by Howley, and the bar-keeper tried to close the heavy door in his face.
The Marshal was too quick for him, and being a heavy man, managed to push the door
back. The bar-keeper seized a sprinkler of
ale and a bottle of liquor, standing on the
counter, and attempted to make off with

SUBURBAN

Temple street, between Federal and Congress streets, was filled with members of the
present and past city governments yesterday
the
witness
to
afternoon
gathered
operation of the new road roller. The layers of crushed and screen stone were placed
in position and from 2 to 0 o'clock the mam"
The work
moth roller passed over them.

Circus.

Forepaugh's circus which will exhibit at
Portland, Monday, is thus spoken of by the

was as

NEWS.

WOODFOIiDS.

William li. Mitchell, the well
known Eastern Station Agent, has been off
duty and confined to his house for some two
weeks, or more, on account of ill health.
Ilis physician says the cause of his disability
is overwork, and in order to recuperate lie
must give up all care, and rest. The Captain
will follow the advice, and goes to Waterville next week to visit friends, and get the
benefit of a change of location. He has the
best wishes of his many friends wherever he
he is known.
Quite a large delegation of Woodfords
people went to Maranocook on the Uni versa list excursion yesterday.
Conductor Berry of the Portland & Rochester railroad slipped on the track and In-

Captain

heat. lie was taken into Mr. Κ. (ί. Gould's
Railroad stastore, near the Maine Central
tion and a physician summoned.
SACCARAPPA.
The leatherboard mill started up Thursday
after a few days' suspension for re-

morning

pairs.

The receipts for sale of passenger tickets
over the Portland & Rochester read during
the month of June amounted to $580.17; receipts for freight, $2,808.01.
There were Olio excursion tickets sold at
the Cumberland Mills station Monday and
Tuesday to passengers over the Portland &
Rochester road, and 00 over the Portland &

Ogdensburg.

ÛOBHAM.

The graduation

of the class of '80

Gorham

High School took place Friday afternoon,
July 2nd, in the Congregational church, before a large and interested audience. Around
the front of the platform were placed well
filled vases of (lowers. On the brackets at
the side stood pottefl plants, while from beneath the brackets were suspended baskets
of flowers.
The following was the programme :
Mr. Chas. K. Iliukley
Organ Voluntary
ltev. H. S. Huntington
Prayer
Salutatory Essay—Proper Influence of Custom
Nellie C. Parker.

Song—Joyous Let Us Ever He
Messrs. Harding, Thomas, Elden, Jolmson, liartlett anil Weeks. Miss Hannaford, pianist.
Oration—The Past and the Present
Ervine Osborne.
Essay—The Cary Sisters
1-lora M. Warren.
Piano Duet
Misses Waterman and Telford
Λ aleuictory Essay—A Mountain View
Venetta Owen.
By the Sextette
Song—Our High School
Conferring of Diplomas, Hon. N. A. Luce, State
Superintendent.

Ilev. Mr. Millikeu of Buxton
The essays were very good indeed, the
music fiue and we venture to say that no
more appropriate an address has been made
on a similar occasion this year than that of
Mr. Luce in conferring these diplomas.
The reception given by the Second High
School class to the graduating class and
their friends was held during the eveuing at
The
Ridlon Hall, and was well attended.
reception was made exceedingly enjoyable
by various readings, tableaux and songs,
finely given, and formed a fitting close to
the exercises of the day.
The year just passed has been tiie most
prosperous in the history of the high school,
through the well directed efforts of the principal, Mr. F. W. Davis and his assistants,
Miss Mary L. Λ Men and Mrs. Myra F.
Moore.

Benediction

City.—Farmington

Chronicle.
The following were among the arrivals at
the Falmouth last evening: W. E. Smilie,
Montpelier, Vt. ; W. H. Carpenter and wife,
Utiea, Ν. V. ; C. H. Knight and wife, Chicago; J. P. Edgebert, Buffalo, N. Y. ; F. B.

Daily Globe.
The

of

John H. Kennedy arrived here yesterday
morning and reports a new outrage on the
He Dut into Boon
part of the Canadians.
Bay without intending to go on shore, but
was immediately notified to present himself
at the custom house, and was informed by
the official in charge that lie should be
obliged to exact lighthouse dues of 24 cents
a ton, aud a further sum of one-fifth of one
per cent, for cashing the draft. Captain
Doughty protested against this outrageous
demand, and asked to what purpose the
The official remoney was to be applied
plied that it was to be used for the purpose
of maintaining lights upon the coast. Capt.
Doughty reminded him that there is no light
house on the coast nor a light of any kind
within 150 miles. The official replied that it
made no difference, and that the draft must

here

yesterday.

f»vor

the schooner

Cushing:

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

Two Dorchester

H. Doughty of

jured his leg, as he was going from his home
Wednesday evening to take the train for
Rochester. He suffered much liain and was
nearly disabled from performing his duty.
A stranger, quite advanced in years, came
to the Corner, and was overcome by the

THE STATE.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

About J o'clock Monday afternoon, the
barker in the Umbagog Pulp mill at Livermore Falls, burst with a terrific crash, throwing huge pieces of the iron through the roof
and (sides of the mill with terrible force.

Fortunately

110 one was

seriously injured.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The Aroostook Pioneer ha« been enlarged.
The Pioneer is the oldest paper in the county
and one of the best.
FIÏANKLIÎÏ COUNTY.

of
the
A correspondent
Farmiugton
Chronicle writes that the appointment of
Mr. Russell S. Currier as Postmaster at East
Wilton, took people completely by surprise.
After the death of the former incumbent,
Mr. Η. M. Chaney, it seemed to be the general wish of the people of all parties that Mr.
Chaney's widow, Mrs. Celestia Chaney,
Mrs.
should be appointed postmistress.
Chaney at first was unwilling to have anything to do with it, but by the advice of
many friends finally allowed her name to be
used. A petition m her favor, headed by
Mr. Connor, a member of the Franklin
County Democratic committee,was circulated
and nearly all who received mail at that office, |both Democrats and Republicans signed
it. As no other petition had been circulated,
it was supposed of course that Mrs. Chaney
It is said
would received the appointment.
that Mr. Currier received the appointment
through the influence of some Democratic
politician, showing that the present Democratic administration cares more to serve the
interests of political manipulators than it
does to regard the interests of the people.
A correspondent of the Lewiston Journal
writes that Mr. 0. A. Hutchinson of Eustis,
member of the Third Party Prohibition State
committee for Franklin ^county, has lately
He is a member of the
been in trouble.
board of selectmen and in answer to a petia
tion, appointed liquor agent, an innovation
There was dissatisfaction
for the place.
with the man appointed. As a result charges
in Mt.
were «referred against Hutchinson
Bigelow Lodge, I. O. G. T., of which lie was
a member and a committee was appointed to
try him for violation of his temperance obligation as a Good Templar. The committee,
after giving him every opportunity to defend
himself, reported liim guilty, but the lodge
allowed him to resign his connection with
flin fkr/lni·
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DIPHTHERIA.
Its

Ravages

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Mr. S. L. Boardman of Augusta is a very
favored man. He has had two empty bee
hives stored in a shed chamber. This week
a skylight in the roof was opened to admit
air, and one day a buzzing was heard in the
chamber.
On investigation it was found
that each hive was occupied by a swarm of
bees, which were darting to and fro through
the skylight, appareatly much delighted
with their new quarters, and industriously
engaged in storing sweets. Mr. Boardman
proposes some dark night to transfer the
new settlers to his front yard, where they
can have a more airy position. Where the
strange honey gatherers came from and how
they discovered the hives is a mystery. But
the most singular part of the phenomenon
was the fact that there were two swarms of
bees, as it is not known that they travel in
company in swarming.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The new hotel at Deer Isle in Moosehead
Lake is completed.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Col. Z. A. Smith, President of the First
Maine Heavy Artillery Association, has extended to the members of the Grand Army
Post of Ellsworth an invitation to attend
the next reunion of the association, to l)e
held at Oldtown, Tuesday, Aug. U4.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

A six year old son of James W. Kelley of
Bath was seriously injured Tuesday afternoon, by the explosion of a fire cracker. He
was holding it close to his face when it burst.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

The granges of Somerset county will have
at Hayden Lake on the lltli
and 12th of August.
The resignation of Kev. B. Tappan, D. 1).,
has been accepted by the Congregationalist
church of Norridgewock, aud Kev. J. A.
Jones has been called to succeed liim.

grand festival

Pembroke celebrated the 4th by a parade
of fantastics in the morning, accompanied
uie χ

ciuuiuhi* uciuu,

uuu α

txui/, m
won
first

jiuxoc

Little Dick of Eastport
Nellie Mac of Milltown second, and
Pembroke horse third. There was a game
of base ball between the Unions of Pembroke and the Passamaquoddy Indians of
Pleasant Point, resulting J4 to 4 in favor of
the Unions. The greased pig was caught by
Percy Trott and A. Anthony, who shared
the pig or the money between them. Then
there was a tub race, climbing a greased pole
and a number of other amusements, ending
with a ball in Washington Hall in the evenThe weather was unfavorable, being
ing.
damp anil foggy. A horse became frightened
and demolished the carriage; a child was
The W. C.
run over but not .seriously hurt.
T. U. had a table and served coffee and other
both
at
fair
the
grounds and
refreshments,
in the hall, under the direction of Mrs. H. S.
Bridges, State Superintendent.
The annual county convention of the W.
C. T. U. will be held in Pembroke July 14th
and 15th. A large attendance is expected.
The sardine factories report a good catch
of fish last week.

which

money,
a

yok κ

county.

Forest fires have been sweeping through
the forest on the southeast side of the Old
between what is termed
Orchard road,
Fresh Water Cove and Goose Fair brook,
near the Salt road.
Many acres of valuable
growth have been burned over, but the exis
tent of the loss
unknown, although it will
probably exceed $1000.
IS GENERAL.

Interest is now

beginning to

center in the

coming Grand Army excursion to California.
Major F. W. Haskell will jjo from Waterville
and S. A. Nye, Everett Files and Benjamin
Bunker will probably represent Fairfield.
Col. A. W. Wildes and Brooks Savage are
booked to go from Skowhegan.
The most important matter to come before
this session of the Window Glass Makers'

Association, held at Pittsburg, l'a., is the in-

has been under
time. It is the intention to issue shares of 830 each for the
and starting
purpose of erecting new plants
a mill.
It is estimated that a factory will
cost about $30,000, and it is claimed that this
Union can raise $200,000 inside of 24 hours.

corporation scheme which
consideration for

some

Nitrous Oxide Gas and Dr. Mayo's Vegetable
Vapor administered when desired lor the painless
jeI6d3m
extraction of teeth.

m tue

evening
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WILD ROSES WANTED.

Col. Edwards and the C. A. R.
Lewiston Journal.

The Portland Argus reiterates its assertion that the Journal's statement that Col.
Edward's called the G. A. E. a set of bum
mers is a malicious lie. The Argus does not
know what it is talking about. Because the
Argus never heard him say it, that is no sign
that others have not.
Here is a statement of a brave soldier, a
man known all over Maine on account of the
almost unequalled experience he had in rebel
prison pens—Geo. B. Haskell, Esq., now
street commissioner of Lewiston:
Lewiston, July lat.
Tills Is to certify that in conversation with Col.
C. ti. Edwards of Bethel un the cars, I asked him
if he belonged to the ■. Λ. li. He replied that he
did not, and said the G. A. li. men were a "set of
bummers."

Geo. Β

Haskell.

Below is the statement of Hon. E. W.
Woodbury of Bethel, a Christian gentleman,
whose integrity never was impeached, and a
citizen of the highest standing in the town :
This is to

WE WILL DO

97 i-2

ESSEX MEDICAL INSTITUTE,
—WILL BE AT

XT.

Civen Up To Die
"I was completely run down, and was for nearly
four years under medieal treatment, being given
up to di". by physicians. My mother urged me
to take Hood's Sarsaparilla. At last I consented,
and I have never taken any thing which helped
me as much as Hood's Sarsaparilla, which restored me to health and vigor. I have been
taking it about four months, and am now a different being. I can work all day with very little
fatigue. I recommend it to any one whose system
is prostrated." Nelia Noble, Peoria, 111.

A Good

Appetite

"When I bought Hood's Sarsaparilla I made a
investment of one dollar In medicine for the
first time. It has driven off rheumatism and improved my appetite so much that my boarding
mistress says f must keep it locked up or she will

good
<

>1.11 irinl

THE-

HOTEL
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111 Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberof
Maine.
State
July 8, A. D. 1886.
land,
In case of JOHN C. OLSON, Insolvent Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the eighth
day of July, A. D. 1886, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
JOHN C. OLSON, of Portland,

THIS

ΓΙαΜαγ

nn

John H.

Maine,
mortgage
fifth day of April, A. I). 1880, and recorded in the
Cumberland Registry of Deeds, book 4G3, page
in
his
375, conveyed,
lifetime, to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate situated in
Scarborough, in the County of Cumberland and
bounded as follows, viz. : Southerly by the Countv or Fost Road leading from Fortland to Saeo ;
Turn Road, so called;
Westerly by the Broad
Northerly by land of Cyrus P. Moulton, and Eastsrly by land of Samuel R. Snow, containing about
thirty acres, together with the buildings thereon ;
the said premises being situated at Dunstan's
Corner, and being the same mortgaged by said
John H. Snow to Cliaries C. Wi&giu by deed dated
-January 10. 1880, and recorded in Cumberland
Registry of Deeds, to which deed reference is
made for more particular description ; subject to
the mortgage to Wiggin as aforesaid ; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has.been broken,
now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the conI claim

dition thereof
S

a

foreclosure of said mort-

Sated

Also from the 7th to the 13th of each mouth
following. With the Doctor's usual liberality, in order to make the Essex Medical Institute better
known, will give CONSULTATION FBEE.
d3t
jy9

παΗΗλιι r»f

Debtor,

was
filed on the
which petition
eighth day of July, A. D. 1886, to which dat·
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any propby law.
erty by ahim are forbidden
That meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more asestate, will be held at a Court of Insignees oftohis
be liolden at Probate Court Room in
solvency
said Portland, on the nineteenth day of July. A.
D. 188G, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. R. SARGENT,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

said

Snow, late of Scarborough,
in the County of Cumberland, State of
WHEREAS
deed dated the
deceased, by his

this third day of July. A. D. 1880.
CHARLES E. SNOW.
jy9-ltf-23

July 7th until 13th.

from

jly9&16

IjET—Farm 25 miles from Portl.ind, conacres of grass land ; a fine paspastured 17 head of cattle in one seature;
son ; field free from stone, and perfectly smooth ;
buildings all new, consisting of house, ell, store,
wood house, tool house, stable, bam, carriage
house, work shop, ice house, stable, cellar and
hennery, and all the conveniences one can wish :
water in sink, large cistern under store, good well
of water, plenty of fruit, 120 grafted trees ; some
choice early fruit; buildings all in first class order
inside, and out. all eonnected a desirable situat ion
for a man of means ; pleasantly situated ; healthful locality ; school nearly year round; six miles
from railroad ; will let the whole to any good reliable party, or will let the buildings and give a
good industrious capable man an opportunity to
advance his interests; that does not occur every
day. For further particulars, address, C. E.
9tf
SMALL, North Raymond Maine.
to contract
move
Street
to Valentine Street. Call on John Cloudman, Geo.
H. Raymond, Frank Haskel, Kimball Eastman,
H. P. Murcli, Building Committee, Saccarappa
9-1
Village.

parties
the senool-house from Main
WANTED-Responsible
to

LET—Summer cottage 011 Long Island; a
new cottage of five (5) room?, wet sink, good
closets and good well of water close by. Enquire
at 390 Congress or address F. Box 1664 City.

-AND—

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS
ATTENTION !
Fine views made of the procession July 5th, and
of the Drummers on their clam bake July 7th. for
sale at the studio of

+<»

mv
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u-lth
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boarder that takes Hood's Sarsaparilla." Thomas
Burhell. 139 Tillary Street. Brooklyn, Ν. Y.
it is so
"We all like Hood's Sarsaparilla,
strengthening." Lizzie Balfour, Auburn, R. I.

9-1

OK SALE—A lot of

this year's canaries, in

Γ song, Just imported
; also Cuban parrots, etc.,
No.
PORTLAND BIIÎD
for sale
cheap.
eap.

STORE,

9-1

Congress street.

CAPABLE TA RLE WAITER, competent to take charge in a first-class hotel,
can hear something to his advantage by address9-1
ing HOTEL, this office.

A

ΙΟΟ Doses One Dollar.

200 loads of

good
for sale. Apply at the "CHAS. E. MORRELL
FOU
9-1
Morrill's Corner.
SALE· About

FACTORY,"
ΤΕ

©—Active,
WAN& KENT'S.

reliable boys at GOUDY
9-1

(LATE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY,!
PORTLAND, JTIE.

jelG

Open

WE

DORTICOS,

price

Artistic low

—

AT

PREVIOUS TO TAKING STOCK.
Goods in All Departments at
Ureal
Réduction from
Regular Prices.

A'CHE

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City.
may be found on file at Geo.
J!i rv I'. Rowell & Co's Newspaper
Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce Street), where advertls·
bus contracts -vy be «uade for It IN >ïïW YORK*

The

LONDON PERCALES

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

Photographer,

New Patterns of Check Books
with place across end for
name at reduced rates.

OPPOSITE EALMOUTH HOTEL.

Call and examine our new style
Crayon and Colored Portraits be-

sitting elsewhere.
please. Prices moderate.

fore

Aim

to

REMOVAL."
OSCAR

DR.

B.

BR ANN,

HAS REMOVED TO

589 1-2 CONGRESS ST.,

over A.

je22

Loring, Short & Harmon,
Opposite

eodtf

aprl4

—

L. Milled & Co s.

jel6

Preble House.
dim

Wire Screens!
—

HALE,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
HAS

AND

REMOVED

TO

dim

MARKS,

AND

of every description and price. Our Patent Sliding Window Screens are the best screens made.
They are used in the very best houses in nearly
every large city and town in the United States.

All orders
tended to.

by mail

EXCHANGE,

511 CONGRESS STREET.

eodtf

jelO

Vocal and Instrumental. A choice collection of Songs and Piano pieces. Just the
book for the home circle. Price in boards,
$2.00; in cloth, $2.30: gilt $3.00.

CHOICE VOCAL DUETS.

OUR

—

New Factory, Spring St., Near Centre.

E.T.BURR0WES&C0.
Portland,

novll eodtf

New Collection.Those who desire a book of
choice vocal duets, in which all voices, viz.,
soprano, alto, tenor, bass, may have a chance
to display each its qualities, In company with
annthftr vniffl shnum

nrncvirp

this *·γη»1<·ρ nt»w

I collection. Most of the pieces are by the best
1
foreigh and American composers, of modern
date and celebrity. Price m paper, $1.00; in
boards $1.25. Full sheet-music size.

FOll-HMD TREASURE.

Maine.

eodtj!y3t(itS

my 8

SPECIALTY.

telephone promptly at

or

AT

pri

J.M.Dyer&Co.

FOR SALE AT RETAIL
—

GOODS

The best assortment to select from at reduced
to close.

THE MUSICAL TREASURE.

—

FINE JOB PRINTING A

DRESS

popular

at

Is so perfectly harmless as Good Music
In the Family Circle. We take pleasure in
offering these books to all who believe in
making Home an attractive place.

SCREEN DOORS !

—

PARASOLS

NO AMUSEMENT

d3w

—

CLARENCE

tor Dresses and Shirtings at 12 1-2 cents, worth 20
cents. Styles confined to us.

One of the largest assortments in
prices.

POCKET CHECK BOOKS.

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

déçoit) Job

a

durable,
well made, perfect fitting
Corset. Every pair warranted
not to break over the] hip, by
known to be

a

iAll

i- lï-Xi.

Tk
UU1

1/VIUV1VÎ}V1.I1VVV1U

L. A. GOULD,
ST.

CONGRESS

to(Hl

JLTVJMll

NOTICE.
Portland, Jane 29,1886.
We, the undersigned, leading Furniture, Carpet and Window Shade Dealers, of Portland,
knowing we have but one life to live, and believing the first law of God and nature to be health,
which is better than gold, do hereby agree to close
our stores during the months of July and August,
at two (2) o'clock, on Saturday afternoons, com
mencing July 10th, for the purpose of recreation
for our help and ourselves, fully believing the
with

us

in this

B. A.

488 and 490

Congress St.
»

Jyl

dtf

<>«■'{.

Fire Insurance Exclusively.

OFFICE FOR

IVo. 07 Wall

UNITED

STATES:

L. M. HOOPER,
R. S. DAVIS & CO.,
THOMAS P. REALS,
WILSON & IIOYT,

STATEMENT OF U. S. DRANCH, JANUARY 1,188 6
New York City Bonds
Ν. Y. Central & Η. K. It. R. First
Mortgage Bonds
Cash in Bank and in Office
Uncollected Premiums
Accrued Interest
Re-insurance due on Losses paid

(ALL

HELD IN

UNITED

§071,712 Γ»0
107,110 00
103,125 00
155,420 34
10.003 70
10,000 Gi
20 03

$ 82,780 51
483,802 25
1,000 00

II. J.
Clone nt 1

"TECHM"

dlw

iiaskell & am,
—MANUFACTURERA OF-

BEST MATERIALS ANO WORKMANSHIP
may be

depended upon and
prices guaranteed.

Lancaster
my22

Building,

■

470

lair

CongressdtfSt,
Royal

Mail,
Grip-Fascement,—new Detachable
Handle
Bar,—new
Dust Shield. Wheelmen invited
New 188β model
with Ball Head,—new

to examine at my store. The
Wheel of the year. In great demand.—Λ few old pattern Boyal Mails at reduced prices.

C

L

BAILEY,
Street.
dlwteodtf&w2w

22J middle

apr3

for Male

J- E.
apl7

or to

let.

FICKETT, 179 COMMERCIAL ST
eoil3m

THURSTON,

GEN. AGENT,

Locke.

A treasure indeed, in a houshould where
there arc two sisters or brother and sister
who can play on the piano. New and capital piano duets. Price 8^.00 in boards ; $2.30
in cloth.
Mailed post fiee, for retail price.
*od&w2w

E\i»ercncc of M. IV. Rich, Sec'y
Portland Board ol' Trade.
who suffers from mosquito or black fly
bites in future, deserves to.
During a recent gunning and fishing tour
through Maine wilderness, I chanced to apply a
little Kaker'it Great American
Specific
which I had with me to my hands and face to
sooth the sting of mosquitoes and midgets, and
found it to be a perfect antidote against any further attack from from these insects or from black
/lies. Others of the party tried it with the same
effect, and the old experienced guides',with us pronounced the Specific the best protection against
these pests that they had ever seen.

HACK AND UHAY NUMBtna.

one

Sec* y Hoard of Trade, Portland, Me.
Bakers Great American Specific, the infallible
cure for all pains (internal or external), cuts,
burns, bruises, sprains, soreness of limbs, rheumatism. neuralgia, toothache, and other household ills, is
sold by all dealers. Price, 60c,
Maurice Baker & Co., Frop'rs, Portland, Me.

eodtf

FOR

MARANACOOK!
IIALIj

Oil

je30eod6w*

SWAN,

TEETH

of the Directors of the S. P. C. Α..
that the Agent he required
owner or driver of every hack,
the
prosecute
dray or other conveyance found in use on our
streets, not having the order placed thereon according to the provisions of the city ordinance.
In relation to the above notice, the question may
be asked '-what has the Societv for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals to Uo with numbers on
hacks, drays, &c.?" It has very much to do with
it. One of the greatest difficulties which the agent
encounters frequently is to ascertain whom to prosecute, when, ii the regulations required by the
city ordinances were enforced, he would have no
trouble in taking the number of each conveyance
and prosecuting the owners of the same. Citizens
could also take the number of such conveyances
and report to the agent.
In accordance with the above notice and reI hereby notify all owners of hacks,
drays, and all other public conveyances, which rebe
to
numbered, that I shall prosecute each
quire
and every one found on the streets without a numA. M. SAWYER,
ber after July 10th.
Agent S. P. C. A.
jy3dtd

AT it meetingvoted
a

was

to

quirement,

Rogers and Bros/AI Table Ware.

KNIVES, SPOOl, FORKS, &C.
I am offering special inducements in Rogers &
Bros.' A 1 Table Ware, as every one will be convinced by giving me a call, that my prices are the
lowest.

moderate

prices^

Ε. Β. & F. W.

lias free of

charge

LOCKWOOD,
cor.

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, &c\,
Cleansed, Repaired and
at

Brown. eodSni

the newly established prices.

A. M.

509 CONGRESS ST.

apl5

DIAMONDS

of

d&wtf

public generally, that lie has associated himself
with Λ.ΪΙ. KAN1>àLL & CO., at the old stand,
2G4 Commercial St., where he will be pleased to
see all who may be in want of Coal and Wood of
all kinds. Telephone No. 004.
jlyld2w*

NOTICE.
SPECIAL

€ί BATE FCEi—COM PORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA.
RREAKFAëT.

knowledge of
"By a thorough
which
of
the

of

such articles of diet that a constitution may be
gradually built up until .«'^'g enough to resist
unareas or auntie
every tenaency ιο aisea
*
maladies are floating aro
ready to attack
We may escape
wherever there is a weak
rselves well fortimany a fatal shaft by keep
fied with pure blood and
Wk operly nourished
frame."—Civil Service Gazet."
Made simply with boiling water or inilk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:
JAnES EPF* A:CO.,

Koiutiopaihic ( hcmiHlN, l.omlon, Fuy.
jelU
S&Tu&wly

held

Latest and most Tasty Designs.

FINE MAINE TOURMALINES ANO OTHER GEMS
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry

at

their

Congress
Temple streets, SUNDAY, July lltli, 1880, at 5.30 p. 111., for the purpose of electing and installing the officers for the
ensuing year, and any further business that may
be brought up. Every member is requested to be
present. By order of F. A. HUFF, Master.
L. P. BAILEY, Secretary.
jly8d3t

FRUIT

dinger Ale Syrup, Raspberry tthrub,

SYRUPS.

Keith.
eodly

DUNHAM,

STOVES, TO WARE
—

AND

—

tyjCMSEST..

Fruit Fla-

vor*.

THEODORE
3» TKK.tlO.Vr

MËTCALF & CO.,
BOSTON.

NTREETi
—

GEO. C. SHAW & CO., and A. L. MIILETT & CO.,
PORTLAND.

eod2m

PORTLAND RAILROAD.
CONGRESS STREET STATION ROUTE.
On «ml after VIΟ Y D A Y J il u, -JNlh, car·
connecting with naine Central Kailroad
outward train, will IraT,

an

Leave
Leave
Boston Steamers, Post Office
Franklin Wharf,

Connecting with
trains leaving Cougress St. Station at

A. JI.

Α. Μ.

6.15
7.45

0.30
7.30

follow.:

Λ. M.

0.49

8-00
P.

M.

P. M.

12.00
12.10
4.40

8.29
p. M.
12.88
12.48
12.48
6.11)
6.24
trains except-

Cars will connect with all inward
the Night Pullman.
E. A. NEWMAN, Gen'l
je23dtf

ing

Manager.

I UMOLI'TION
ο F CO-PA ItTM: It
U sill P—The firm of Holden & 1 lavis, Clothera, was dissolved July 1st. l»y mutual consent.
Charles F. Holden will retain the old store 377
Fore St., and tieorge W. Davis will continue the
business in the adjoining store corner Kore and

Exchange streets.

see

KITCHEN IKMslllV. COIM

and all other

Leading(«roceraaell then·,
alno, Wholesale and Retail Druggiaf*.

239 MIDI»».Η STREET.

TENNEY &

Beverage

&CO'S

J. A. MERRILL&C0., JEWELERS.
A.

er

For Yachting, Camping
and Pic ■ic Partie*.

iny31

Wholesale and Ketail Dealers In

the Brotherhood of
be

!

specialty of

J. A. aIkkkill.
apl3

the natural laws

govern
operations
digestion arid nutrition. and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of

MILITARY and SOCIETY GOQDS

T. J.

hall,

done In connection with the same ; the Sunday exercises, abstracts of Historical Sermons, the Oration, Poem, Speeches, etc., will be given In lull;
and selections of Important and Interesting letters
that have been received will also be published;
the fine engraved Invitation card will be reproduced; a full description of the procession and the
different divisions, embellshed by numerous Illustrations. will be given. It will be a volume worthy
of preservation tintil the next centennial anniverThis book will be printed on fine white pasary.
per with tinted edges, bound In clotb, containing
not less than 300 pages.
Arrangements will be
made hereafter for a special edition. The price of
this proposed edition will be (2.00. Subscriptions
will tM) received by JOIIIV T. III ·,·., at Room
Jy8eod&w2w
18, City Hall.

repaired In the most thorough maimer at reasons
ble prices, by first-class workmen.

LYNCH, formally Green & I.ynch,
Mit.would respectfully
Inform liis friends and

full history of the
Its Inception
been said or

-SOLD BY

JEWELRY Σ

card:

Meeting
Locomotive Firemen will
A corner
of
and

a

a

irom
proceedings of the celebration,
to its close; containing all that has

eodtf

American and Foreign manufacture.

Catalogue, Free,

compiled, prepared and

Published under Ihe direction of the Committee, by
John T. Hull, Clerk of the Committee.

WATCHES !

C.II. LAMSON, 201 MIDDLE STREET

th and 6th.

July 4th,
to be

All

WËNTWORTH,

We make

The best in the world. The
"Expert," "Standard" and "Light
Roadster." New improvements.
and prices reduced.
New ma
chines this year, including a Ladies' Ltalit Tricycle, and tne Columbia -.Safety" Bicycle.
apl3

on

METC ALFIThe

OUR OWN"

COLUMBIA BICYCLES !

S"nd for

CELEBRATION

Also a full line of "my own" manufacture, which
for style, quality and finish has few equals and no
superior in the world.

Warranted,

Best Gum Teetli, $10 per get.
"
Best Plaii· "
7 "
5 " "
Besetting "
at

CENTENNIAL

Wuterville, Me.

ARTIFICIAL

Filling

HISTORY OF

This volume will contain

Ieb9

AWNINGS, TENTS, &c.
Have just received a fine assortment of the latIloime and Lawn
est styles of awning goods.
Awaiiga a specialty. Drop me a postal and I
will show samples at house. Tent* on hand,

SAMUEL

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
dtl

Kim,— 110

!> EXCHANGE ST.

Γ .Cargo ratent Fuel now landing. The bricks are
made solid under pressure of three tons per square
inch, is a great aud enduring heater for all steam
purposes, clear, free from all dust and dirt.
Also first quality Georges' Creek, Cumberland,
Acadia, Albion, Yale, Reserve, Sidney, Cow Bay,
Sidney, Coarse Screened, Run of Mines, and Culm,
the latter very cheap for steam purposes. For sale
by JT. L. FABIT1ER, ÎÎ5J Exehauge Street.
dim
jel2

ITIade

CLOTHING.

&ΓΡΙΝΚΗΑΜ,

Patent Fuel and Goal

Cusloiu :ixi«l Kvady

—

dtf

apr28 50« Couvre*»* .Ht.,

AGENTS,
Je20eodlm*

Ira S.

D. H.

o'clock, comuieucitig July .'$«1.

Quality

Locke.

years; I feel safe in saying that I can feed all who
wish on excursion days : small parties can be accomodated any day; any kind a dinner served by
giving one day's notice; tables supplied daily with
fresh vegetables from my eight acre garden: also
several rooms to let by the day or week. Address

BAILEY & CO.,

A perfect GYMNASIUM for Fingers, llands and Wrists. All Piano
A great
Students should use it.
iu perfecting
aid to ARTISTS
their technique.
Herman KotzschReferences:
mar, W. H. Sherwood, S. B. mills,
Win. Mason.

of foimer office.

season and had
my Cooking Arrnngeinent* Enlarged, I am
now prepared to do double the work of former

jly2

First

Joseph A.
feb27

west

STREET,

DINING
these grounds for the fourth
HAVING

FURNITURE CO.

PORTLAND

$507,582 70

MORSE

180 MIDDLE

leased the

WALTER COREY & CO.,
W. H. SANRORN A CO.

STATES)..$1,157,014 23

LIABILITIES:
Outstanding Losses
Re-insurance Reserve
All other items

LEICSHTON,

8. WARREN,
€. 11. RATCHELDER,
T. II. IHcDoNNELL & CO.,
W. H. WIN8LOW & CO.,

ASS Ε FS:

United Slates Bonds

have removed to

jy5

JOHN N. LONG,
OREN IIOOl*·-:R. SON &
T. F. FOSS & SONS,

New York.

Street,

movement of reform :

ATKINSON Ac CO.,

ST.,
Portland, Me.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

Any

t,

ment.

$a/ul Ww\de\}

LOCKE & LOCKE,

Three door»

503

1 lot more Silk Taffeta Gloves 25
cents.
1 more lot 24 inch Silk Piusli
$1.50, former price $2.50.
Towels 12 1-2 cents, worth 20 cts,
Ladies' and Children's Garments
at less than half price.
Dress Goods at half price.
Orders received for the Demorest
Sewing Machine at $19.50.
Equal to any $55.00 machine in
the market. One on exhibition

mid

BERRY,

No. 87 Piian Street.

my22

1IEAD

Is the banc of so many lives that here is where we
make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
use them.
In vials at 25 cents; five for ft1. Sold
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

eodSm

FRENCH FANS

a

Job Printer

are

—

TURNER BROS.'

Established A. D. 1797.

HEAD

—

for Weddings, Parties and Graduating Exercises.
best variety and lowest orices.

—

Clearing Sale !

ENOLA1VD.

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not De willing
to do without them. But after all sick head

BY

ape

JlySeodlm

STEPHEN

Norwich Union Fire Insurance Society,

Headache,yet Carter'sLittle Liver Pills are equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing
this annoying complaint, while they also correct
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
and regulate the bowels. Even if they only cured

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

je29

Telephoue

SICK

8ÏU,030.00

OLIVER DITSON A CO., Boston.

9 EXCHANCE

eating.

cottages

houses and seaside

9Ι,^Ι,»04.βΜ
·#.

WM. ALLEN, JR.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, ROOM 28 1-2.

WI, IW.

and that she wishes a duplicate Issued to her in
accordance with the provisions of the State Law.
MAINE SAVING'S BANK,
by Alpheus G. KooEits, Treasurer.
Portland, July 8, 188G.
jly9dlaw3wF

MOUSE & POKIIAM

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious etate of the system, such as Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
Pain in the Side, &c. While their most remarkable success haa been shown in curing

—

ARCHITECT,
specialty.

8^,oaj,83r.sa
770,933.14

Average Scrip Dividends for Twenty Years, 29 per cent.

39 EXCHANCE STREET.

have been notified in writing by Mrs. Catharine H. Hardy, now or formerly of Morris-

MIITUIL SAFETY INS. CO.

eod3m

je2ti

HooK lost.

The Delaware
OniNtaBiliagfkrip

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,
PORTLAND, BIE.

Portland School of Stenography.
September 1st. Lessons day and evening.
Send for circular.

sm^ MK

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

Solicitor of Patents,
jelC

IHKKTMGS.

I' Λ 1.

Totui aimu
Total liinbililie»

associated with Wilbur F. a.uut, Counsellor at
Law and in Patent Cases,

ANTOINE

dtl

Annual Meeting.
meeting of the stockholder» of the
Synchronous Time Company will be held at
the office of the company In Portland, No. 24 Exchange street, at 2 p. m., Wednesday, July 16.
C. D. LIVEKMOKE, Clerk.
jy7dtd
Portland, Me., July 7,1888.

eod3m

Book, Card

—INSUKE WITH—

CURE

BLANK BOOKS

BATES,

S. W.

—

atI

FIRE INSURANCE.

ÏÎTÙrf
I VER
PILLS.

Law,

Counsellor at

fertilizer

riIOTOGM^^^C^^Îeet.

d&wlynrm

CARTER'S

LUNT,

WILBUR F.

—

FOR

Hood's Sarsaparilla
Sold by all druggists. $1 ; six lor $5. Prepared only
by C. I. IIOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,Mass.

VTTTQ
7> \
J 1Χ ΙΟΙ il JL

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES.
eodtf

TO

«ALE—Cracker crumbs by GOUDY &
9-1
KENT.

jlyO

on

primary class In oral French will be formed under
an experienced teacher to meet for half an hour
three times a week, at 4.30 p.m. Special pupils will
be admitted to both sewing and French classes.
For particulars, apply to the Principal.
jy7dlw

St

C. W. ΑΙ,Ι,ΚΓ*

annual

THE

ST., SEPTEMBER 20.

NO. 119 WHITER

will be envied and tltted for the

Jeltt

of 22
TOsisting
has

410

TUA DE PROCESSION,

All Run Down
From the weakening effects of warm weather, by
hard work, or from a long illness, you need a good
tonic and blood purifier like Hood's Sarsaparilla.
If you have never tried this peculiar medicine, do
now.
It will give you strength and appetite.
•'Hood's Sarsaparilla gave me new life, and
restored me to my wonted health and strength."
William II. Clough, Tilton, Ν. Η.

I.η

OF THE

Notice ot Foreclosure.

residence,

or

Exchange

of

near corner

—

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Λ >

pnblic
for Mrs. Caswell's If desired. The
schools
PUPILS
Street, sewing
clashes will be continued
Saturdays. A

Middle

PRINTERS'

In this city. July 7, Lucy Α., widow of the late
Nathaniel Atkins, aged C3 years.
[Funeral this Friday forenoon at 10.30 o'clock,
at her late residence. Deering.
In this city, July 7, Stephen K. Hoyt, aged 84
years 1 month 19 days.
[Funeral this Friday afternoon at 4 o'clock,
from liis late residence, 15 Beckett street.
In this city, July 7, Cliesley Smith, son of Frank
B. and Annie O. Clark, aged 8 years 10 months.
[Funeral service Friday forenoon at 10.30 o'clk,
from No. 404 Cumberland street. Burial private.
In this city, July 7, Jacob Murdock, aged 81
years.
[Funeral this Friday afternoon at 1 o'clock,
from No. 43 Merrill strreet.
In this city, July 8, Thomas J. Gilmartin, aged
20 years 6 months G days.
[Funeral on Saturday forenoon at 9.30 o'clock,
from his late residence, No. 89 Salem street.
In Faulkner, Mass., June 27, Walter, son of
Walter and Emma Scott, aged 10 months 9 days.
Iu Freeport, July 3, James Morse, aged 80 years
10 months.

will RE-OPEM at lier

PHOTOCRAPHER,

ISO

conm PBVSIC1M AM SIMOK

ON

V. O. KAII.I'V.
mar 14

School for Children !

dti

ALONZO S. DAVIS,

DR. J. G.MERROW,

SATURDAY, July 10, at 12 o'clock, 110011.
at our rooms, 18 Exchange street, we shall
sell the Bark S. R. Bearce, as she now lies at west
side of Central wharf, Portland ; was built In 1873,
and registers, gross 007 50-100, net 677 18-100
ons.
Terms cash.
Jy6dlw

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

MRS.PERRY'S

CO.,

AUCTION^

BY

dtf

lan24

WELL.

may8

BY SPECIAL REQUEST

MRKS.R, BEARCE

COLCORD, Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

W.

113 PEARL STREET.

PRACTICAL PRIMERS,
Portland, Me.
Exchange St.,

jly9

DEATHS.

IT

Β. ΤΗΙΓ&ΒΤΠΝ &

Mo.
Miss. A. L. Sawyer, 537 Congress
St., Portland,
®
eodtf

In this city, July 7, by Rev. John It. Crosser,
George It. Gray of Gape Elizabeth and Miss Charlotte McCarten of Portland.
in Lyman, Jiuie 23, Frank B. Drown and Miss
Kivora Maddox of Lyman.
In Springvale. July 1, A. J. Fernald and Miss
Persls E. Hilton, botn of Sanford.

ENGLISH MD CLASSICAL STUDIES

WC WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.

Ε. W. Woodbury.
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QUICKLY.

WE WILL· DO IT
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We have other ammunition of this sort,
which we will reserve till a later stage of
the campaign.

Boston, Mass.

THE LARCESTand BEST EQUIPPED Inthe
WORLD 100 Instructors, 20»>5 Students last year. Thorough Instruction ia Vocal and Instrumental Music, Piano and
Organ Tuning, Fine Arts, Oratory, Literature, French, German and Italian Languages, English I3ranch»>B,Gymnastic·,
etc. Tuition, $5 to $20 board and room with Steam Heatand
Electric Light, $45 to $75 per term. Fall Term begins September 9, 18fM. For Illustrated Calendar, with full information,
ftddms, £. TOl'KJEE, Dir., Franklin Sq., BOSTON, Mass.
eo<i2m
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Given to private pupiis by tlie subscriber,

Bethel, June 28.
certify that 1 have heard Col. £dwards

on several occasions call the G. A. K. "a d—d
litw.ol mor>liiun » -.ml η "uni nf /I
.1 l.iimmai··
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PRINTING

We will buy WiDd ltoscs, Petals or Buds, If brought
to our store Ια reasonable quantities.

F. 0. BAILEY &C0., AUCTIONEERS.
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down again in the morning. From the exposed shores above the low water mark at
night there have at times arisen some offensive smells. The general sanitary arrangements of this pleasant little are village perhaps as good as the average rural village, yet
this is scant praise.
An occular inspection of the privy vaults
is usually not necessary to show that their
condition is not a safe one.
Kitchen and
other slops very often pollute the ground
and give off their stenches in the immediate
vicinity of the dwelling. Well are very often too near to residences and stables and
where their waters must necessarily be polluted by soakage.
These conditions which I have mentioned
are dangerous, and if their influence is not
sufficient to start epidemic diseases they are
at least capable of inducing a condition of
susceptibility to their poison and of determining sometimes the more malignant character of an epidemic.
But besides these unsanitary conditions
another cause, which is always present when
I
diphtheria spreads, has been operative.
mean the specific contagion of the disease.
That diphtheria is contagious is as certainly
known as that small pox is, and when the
general public come to thoroughly know and
believe this and to act accordingly as they
would do if a case of small pox should appear there will be fewer deaths in the State
from this disease.
The first duty in this disease is prompt and
strict separation of the sick from the well,
employing special nurses and keeping these
nurses from coming in contact with well perExclude all "gosons, especially children.
betweens" whether in the form of well-disbut
ill-advised
neighbors or in the
posed
form of cats and dogs.
Kemember that the
breath and all the excretions of the patient
the
This
carry
poison.
poison must be radically destroyed by lire or by thorough and
unquestionable disinfection. Bear in mind
that every piece of fabric which has been
within the sick room may be the bearer of
the contagion.
Such rules as these thoroughly carried out
would be effective, as they have been in
many places, in limiting the spread of diphtheria when it appears.
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of a mile away, and two at the lower mills
In the village the
about half a mile east.
Wcsserrunset Woolen Mills Company have a
dam about a quarter of a mile from Madison
Pond, and another above, close to the lake.
It has been the practice to close completely
the gate of the upper dam when the mill is
closed
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The following letter, sent to the Somerset
Reporter by the Secretary of the State
Board of Health, Dr. A. G. Young, is of interest to all the people of the State, as to
the afflicted people of Madison :
A few days ago the Secretary of the State
Board of Health received a notification from
East Madison that diphtheria has lately been
prevalent there and that the people wished
an investigation to be made in regard to its
causes. A visit to that place resulted in the
following facts and conclusions: There
have been seventeen cases of diphtheria Avitli
one death in each of
seven families, and
there are still several seveerly sick. A few
of these cases occurred in the latter part of
April, and a few in May, but the larger part
of them have come since the early part of
June. Within the usually healthy little valley where the village lies, the cases have all
occurred except one just on the top of the
hill north of the village, perhaps a Quarter
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WASHINGTON COUNTY.

uj

OENTIST,

Advice from the Secretary
the State Board of Health.

Wise

HANCOCK COUNTY.

The history of Deer Isle, which is now in
the binder's hands, will be out in about a
month.
The disputed lands at Bar Harbor, about
4,000 acres, are to bo thoroughly surveyed.
A most satisfactory settlement has just been
effected between Messrs. Hale, Emery and
Ellsworth and the disputants in favor of the
latter. Others interested will without doubt
endeavor to arrange for an amicable settlement. Hon. F. M. Laughton and Messrs.
T. W. Burr and Jacob Stern of Bangor with
several associates are the syndicate, who are
making strong efforts to bring matters to a
speedy result.

DR. C. M. TALBOT,

Madison.
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town about the matter which rose to such a
pitch that the selectmen abolished the
Among the Hood Templars of
agency.
Franklin county there is great indignation at
Hutehins' action as he was Special District
Grand
Deputy under commission from
Templar 1 low. The point raised was not so
much against the agency as against the agent.
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We will both be pleased tu
friends and customers and will endeavor in
dealings to give satisfaction. Either partsign in settlement of account for the old

our
ner will

firm. CHAJtLES F.
DAVIS.

HOLDEN, UKOKGE W.
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